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CHAIRIEN RCCEN3AL: Gocd morning, gentlemen. j

3 ;[ !jwb
As you are aware, this is a hearing for en Atomic

!,
.

4 j;i Safety and Licensing Appeal 3 card in the Seabrock Proceeding.
11
:t i51The hearing has been convened to consider a single issus:
!!

$ yuncther thare is an alternate New England site which would be
:!

7 )|cbviously superior to the Seabrook site,- cr a nuclear
..
ii

5 4 facility at the latter sita to require cooling t'owers.
+.

9, The occasion for the he.aring is the continued
1 ,

' pendency before the United States Court of Appeals fo\q the First10
! )3: [ circuit of a petition for review challonging the decision of
Il

12 Y the Envirormental Protection Agency Administrator last smar
i

33 |; authorizing the grant of an e:: caption which would permit the
it
1

34j$
Seabrook facility to employ once-through cooling. j

l
5 The hearing is being conducted by this Board pursuant

2

g to the Doard's own decision last April, ALAB 471, and the

'Cc=rnission's decision of June 30, 1973, CLI 78-14, which.

I
.g directed that the nearing which had been ordered by us in -

,

49 AIAB 471 be conducted by us rather than by the Licensing Board,
i i

*

20 i P. re specifically, the hearing was called by us on |
;

q
[4. December 27 by virtue of the notice issued on that date. j. , .

-.
.,

[I I will call at this point upon counsel for the

respective parties to identify themselves formally for the jg
:|

iIrecord, and I will start uith Mr. Backus. ;
#A II
,,

2o ] MR. BAC:WS : Robert A. Da.ckus from the firm of !
,3 :

,

il
I

'

,

t
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u

! h O'Neill, 3achus a Steelman, in the interest of Har Hampshire

2. for the Intervenor, Seccoast Antipollution of Eew Hampshire.

d

5 i- CHAIM!AN ROSE?iTHAL: Thank you, Mr. Backus.
!:

| And for the Applicanto, Mr. Dignen.2.-

it
6

3 'l NR. DIGUAH: My name is Th m G. Dignan, Jr. I
o
h

e ;j am a member ~ cf tha fina of Ropes a Gray, 225 Franklin Street,

y Boston, Massachusetts. I c.m here with my colleague, Mr, Robert '*

!i
8 . ' K. Gad, III. We appear for the Applicant, Public Service

.

s Company of New Hampshire, et al.

to CHAIRMAN RCSDITiiAL: Thank you, Mr. Dignan.
L.

:: h And for the Nuclear Regulatory Cc= mission Staff,

I
37, ' Mr. Brenner.

;3 h MR. BRENNER: Gecd morning. I am Lawrence Brenner;
.:

il
3.. j appearing with me is Mr. James M. Cutchin IV. Our busines

.

i

I! address is U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Canmission, Washington,g
i

! D. C. 20555.e ,:
;..

hp, As the Ecard knows , Marcia Mulkay is also counsel
;..
.

7g [for the staff in this case, and due to the happy occasion of,

i

i the birth of her baby boy, James Alexander Matthews on Christmasg

3 hday, she cannot be with us today, but will continue as counsel*

[
I in this precseding., , ,
,

. . .
,

t

:j CHAIRMAN RCSE'IT3AL: Thank you, Mr. Brenner.9.,
--

i !
i'

9 y Let me inquire at this point as to whether there are
--

<;
I,

a:rf preliminary matters which counsel wishes to raise prior tog

' calling upon the staff to intreduce i ts affirmativo case. !d.

.f
-

E I

|
*

.
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,

1! I might say, it is cur undarstanding that the staff f
2 alone proposes to present affirmativo evidence. If I am

I e

3 | incorrect in that understanding, I trust that I will be correcte,d

4 p prcaptly. |
,I i

5 Are there any preliminary matters that any of the 1

3 |
parties scck to raice?

I

7| (No response.)*

t

3| CHAIRIGN RCSEN'IHAL: In that circumstanca,

\
g' Mr. Brenner?

10 MR. BR2NMER: Before no call the witnesses,

! I

11 Mr. Chairman -- this isn't a prolininary matter in the nor=al 1

I

f2' nature, but I think it would bo helpful to the Board t a get a |
i

g [ statement from both It . Backus and Mr. Dignan as to whoro they |
g , intend to go with the cross-examination in this proceeding, I

e
li

g ; and just what their issues are.
I

g| We have talked about this at various points leading

I:
. , ; up to today. We are here solely becausn, for scoe reasons, i

i !

Mr. Backus uith respect to four sites -- Phillips Cove, |gg,

t

g{ Richfield, Pilgrin, and Milstone, disagrees with the staff !
14 f

g ' conclusion that none of these sites ara obviously superior toj*

d

2i jtheSeabrooksite.
!I

4

d We are now cbviously at the point in cross-examination:

- !u! I
;

"and evidentiary '.iearing, and it would be helpful to the staff, j;3
'i

g jand I believe to the other parties and the Board, if we can get
y ,

a brief opening from counsel for the other parties as to ju.3tg ;
o

i

.I ,

'

,

a .
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; where they intend to go with their evidence by way of cross-

2 examination.

3 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Well, Mr. Bronnor, I will

4 inquire of counsel as to whether they desire to make an opening

5 statement.

S I would sis: ply doubt that -- if I recall correctly,

7 we went around en this point previcusly during our conforance*

telephone call in December. That was folicwed up by scme6
'

g! letters. And it seemed at that point that neither of the other

parties were prepared to provide more elucidation than they10

had during the conference call and these lettera. Ig

I d n t know whether at this juncture they ara
12

prepar d to be more onlightening in the respect you indicate,
13

or whether this io something that is going to have to abideg

the development of the cross-eramination, but you raised the
la

point So I'11 ask Mr. Backus.

Do you wish to make an opening statement?

XXXX OPENING STATEMENT ON BEZIAI2 OF IN'"ERVENOR,

18-

MR. BACKCS: Well, I hadn't really planned to,

i Mr. Chairman, but if it will be of any assistance however I will-

20 I

simply note that: Although it's our position, if all of the
,1s

aites are botter than Seabrook, we have of courso conceded that

, the sunk cost would root the inquiry. We've done tho~c on tha
23j

ilracord; I don't think I need to repeat that.
24 'l

;

! And also, due to what we consider the extremely
25 '; .

i ,

:*

!
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j hypothetical nature of this hearing -- that is, we have to have

2 several develop:nents adverse to the project in other forums

3 before any of this becomes meaningful - we are going to be

concentrating on our cross-examination only on Phillips Cove,4

Millstone, and Pilgrim.
5

N ROSE N L: h. Dignan?
G

- _ MR. DIGlaN: I have no opening statement.
J

CHAIRMAN ROSEN'IHAL: Well, I'm afraid, Mr. Brenner,g
.

you will just have to taka what you have been given, andg

"9" " "" " 8*" " "# # 8 ~" U" " Y* E8' ""#to

proceed.g

MR. BRDD1ER: I would like to call four witnesses

for the staff as a panel and have them sworn.

Dr. Jerry R. Kline, Mr. Gerald E. Gears,

Mr. Clarence R. Hickey, Jr. , and Ur. Michael Kaltman.
1:_

CHAIRMAN RCSENTHAL: All right.

Well, if ou gentlemen would rise and kindly raiseI j

your right hand.;g,

*

19

.

20

'

21
,

!

?2 i

i.
23 , i

|

2a >

. !
'

Mi
8 :
0 !
t >

I,
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3| Uhereupon,

3 DR. JERRY R. KLINE,

M. GEMD E. GMS ,3

b!R. CLARENCE R. HICKEY, JR.,.4

and
3

MR. MICHAEL ICALTMAN6,

were called as witnesses on behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory. 7

Commission and, having been first duly sworn, were examined
8

* end 61 and testified as follows:g

10

11

12

13

14

15

16 , ,

i

I17

18-

19

.

20

21 t

t

21

23|

24

25 |
'

t

.

t I
'l
>;

i
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(Diccussion off the record.)C22007 ;

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: BA.ck on the record.)ape 2 2

david 1 DIRECT EXAMINATION3

I BY MR. BRENNER:4
I

Q W uld each of you please state your name, position
5

and business address for the record?'

6

Starting from the right, Mr. Hickey, starting.
7

with you.
8

' A (Witness Hick 3y) My nara is Clarence R. Hickey, Jrg

My title is fishery biologist. I prepared the aquatic

biology sections of the testimony. My business address is

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C.

'

A (Witness Kline) My name is Gerry R. Kline. I
13

am in my normal assignment section leade.r, terrestrial

resourcec section, environmental specialist branch of the
15

Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
16

j In this case I was assigned as technical team
17 ' '

leader in the preparation of the Seabrook testimony. My
18.

ubiness address is U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
19

Washington, D. C..

20

A (Witness Gears) My name is Gerald Gears. My
2;

business address is U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
22

Washington, D. C. My role in this hearing is as
23 '

terrestrial ecologist, and I prepared the terrestrial
T.4

ecology part of this testimony.

MI
i A (Witness Kaltman) My na=e is Michael Kaltman.
Ic

i
(; *
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!:

,

1

|y I am a regicnal impact analyst. I prapared the =icoconomics
.

'

Svid2 .

i

il
.a

"i and visual aesthetics sections. I am amployed by the !
I

i t

i, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Cormissicn,. Usshington, C. C.

d ;'! I

'

; MR. SPINNER: T:nnk ycu. j

1,n
"y Mr. Chairman, I t:nderstand we have a stipulation
-

i
.)
h i

. h -

4 among the parties in terms of putting the evidence of the I'

:t |

7 ( professicnal qualifications into the record subject to
l'

2il scnu corrections which the witnesses will orally make
. n

!) |
3[ thereafter.

e
i; -

20 And I can go through.the mechanics of that;
.

ii
11 rather quickly, if that suits the board.,

:p

!?. ;j CIGIn?mN ROSENT'IG: That would be fine, !
i
.

22 g Mr. Brenner.
!

M !j <!' 51R. SPEEMER: We would have the professional
.:1 |

15 0 qualificaticns of each of the identified witnesses bound '

o 1

M ]||
|

in tha record as if read. !!o would also have a seven page !
'

,

:, j errata sheet which bears the caption of this proceeding

!!* !2 il and is entitled " Errata and Direct Testimony of the NRC Staff.!'
!! !

ir

10 h Bound in the record as if read. !

.

20 ;; And for clarification thero was a prior errata '
,

a i

|i
2; !! furnished to the parties. This supercedes that.

i

22d In addition, we have a bcund dccument approximately;
:! '

23 ! 2-1/2 inches thick bearing a whito cover entitled "Scabrcok
.!

s

24 b Alternatin Site Study, NRC Staff Testimony Related to
,

i .i
" '

23 Alternati/c Sites to Seabrook Units I and II."
n

.

,
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.

1i
'

i. I would like to have that admitted into evidence
Wavid3 ; is

as Staff Exhibit No. 79-1.
3

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Any objections?

4y
{{

MR. DIGNAN: No objection, as long as it's'

5 li

p understood what the stipulation is. What the applicant has

&
stipulated to is, if asked appropriate questions, the

* ,

', witness would give the sama ansuers as is set for th in the

S '!
written material..

9
Ey not objecting, I'm certainly not admitting tha

10
y truth of anything, and I'm sure Mr. Backus doesn't intend to

11
either.

i -

* 2 -t:
!. CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: No, on that I think we can
f*

13 |'
j 5%ume that the board understood the stipulation to be as you

te ti"

yhaveindicated. Mr. Brenner, were we furni7hed with

O
copies of the qualifications?

16 f MR. BRENNER: Yes, you wora. I have additional

. .

"
; copies here. This was furnished at an earlier time in the
L

13 i-

bound testimony. It was furnished with the advance copias of,

.

the testimony, but we have additional copies available.

?'O (Docunents handed to Board.)
I

| CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: The raporter gave us the
Ls,

'~ | qualification s of Mr. Kaltman, Mr. Gears, Mr. Hickey. I
t

"* |w
don't see Dr. Klines. No, I Xave got it. E::cuse me. It's

f ere.
~41 h Thank you.

!

"n= ,

All right, Mr. Brenner, the bound testimony will"

,,

it i

:
b)

I

;! I
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12 '
,

i

be admitted cs Staff E::hibt No. 79-1. Was tnat yourdavid 4 ;
I.
i

2 i suggestion?

MR. BRENNER: Yes. I figured we would start |3
1

a now nunbering system. .

4

i CIIAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: All right. That seems good
5

o] i
. enouc h.

.
,

*- -

(A document antitled "Seabrcok,|,

' Alternative Site Study, NRC Staff
j

Testimony RElated to Alternative*

S 1

Sita.4 to Seabrook Units I and II,"
g.

uas marked Staff' Exhibit No. 79-1 for
11 ,

I identification and received in evideret.
>

12 |

[ CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Ua will also direct the i

la,
,

!) inclucion of the transcript of today's procaecings of the
15, ;

,

professional qualifications of your panel and the errata. ;

" ' ' i

13 !.
(Information follows.)

!
<

> I
k

0 *
3

' |} |

m|| |'.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY Af!D LICENSING APDEAL COARD

In the flatter of )
)

PU5i.IC SERVICE COMPANY OF ) Docket Nos. 50-443
NEW HAftPSHIRE, g al. ) 50-444

)
(Seabrook Station, Units 1 ),

and 2)

Errata in Direct Testimony of the NRC Staff

.

Part I

Page I-3, line 8, delete "or".

| Page I-4, "Kanter" should be "Kantor".

Part II

| Page II-6, "A' rforce" should be A'ir Force wherever it appears.

| Page II-9, last paragraph, line 10, delete " preliminary", insert " reducing".

| Page II-P., last paragraph, line 1, delete "not obviously superior".

Part III

Page A-9, in the second paragraph, third line. change "These" to "The".

Page A-25, paragraph 2, line 7 "N2-3 miles" s a uld read "about 2-3 miles"..

Page A-33, Land Recuirements. a .d "The staff's cescription of the Seabrook
transmission line requirements, including both new and parallel rights-of-
way, are presented in Table 4.4 of the Final Environmental Statement.1-

There will be approximately 64L acres of new right-of-way and 643 acres
of combined right-of-way."



Page A-38, paragraph 1, line 3, close parentheses after " paragraph 62".

Page A-47, reference 4, add "p. I-1-17. "

|
deleted.
Page A-59, second paragraph, nir.:h line, the word " estimates" should be

Page A-69, No. 5, second sentence under comments for Majors Rock should
read "The view is typical of those seen from South Seabrook as the viewer
travels toward the beaches."

.

Page A-70, No. 8 and 9. Vantage Point s should be changed to read "U.S. 1
in vicinity of Seabrook Station (No photo)." Vantage Point 9 should be
changed to read "U.S.1 in vicinity of shopping center" also, under this
vantage point, the comment on station visibility should read "Approximately,

320 feet of the NDCT's would be visible."

Page B-22, last paragraph, line 1, change " totally" to " totalling".

| Page B-51, first paragraph, fifth line, the word "will" should be changed
to "would".

Page C-1, in the third paragraph, last line, change "3" to "ll".

Page C-16, in the third paragraph, second line, add "of" after the word
"cl a ssi fi ca ti on".

Page C-39, No. 4, line 2, change " soil", to read " soil 2;n,

Page C-52, delete reference 3.

| Page C-67, first paragraph, fifth line from the end of the paragraph,
"and" should be "the".

| ' age C-70, first paragraph, third line. The word "is" should follow "this"
an1 the word "that" should be "than".

.

Page 0-1, in the second paragraph, second line, correct spelling of
" con den se_r" .

Page 0-7, in the second paragraph, next to last line, "lo U.S.A." should-

be "(10 V.S.A."

Page 0-10, in the second paragraph, third to last line, "(see also section 3)"
should be "('ee also section 4)."s

Page 0-11, the citation for referer.ce 6 should read Environmental Report,
Construction Permit Stage, New England Nuclear Power Plant Units 1 and 2
New England Power Company,1976).



Page D-19, Figure 3, shows ficore Pond site in its previous location; see
Figuro 1 on page D-3 for proper location.

Page D-27, (1) d, line 6, delete " plants", replace with " facilities".

| Page 0-50, second paragraph, third line from end, "of" should be "and".

j Page 0-53, first paragraph, sixth line, " nuclear" should be capitalized.

Page D-59, under comments for vantage point 1, the sentence should read
as follows: "Although the NDCT's and plumes would break the existing,

mountain ri dge line.. . ."

Page E-9, in the first paragraph, fourth line, change reference citation
superscript "9" to "11".,

Page E-9, in the first paragraph, fifth line, correct the spelling of

"Berline.".
Page E-ll, in the second paragraph, fifth line, correct the spelling of

"s a tu r_a ti on " .

Page E-14, change the number of the reference, Wild, Scenic and Recreational
Rivers for New Hamoshire from "9" to "ll".

Page E-15, paragraph 2, line 12, "run of the river segments" to "run-of-the-
river segments".

| Page E-54, first paragraph, last line, " population" should be " populated",

| Page E-54, second paragraph, twelfth line, "or" should be "a".

Page F-23 (b), second paragraph, line 8, delete "new".

Page F-23 (b), second paragraph, line 9, delete "3000," replace with "2900".

Page F-24, line 2, Figures "l-8" should be "l-10".,

| Page F-29, paragraph 1, line 6, delete " substantial".

| Page F-29, paragraph 3, line 3, delete the words "only" and " slight".-

| Page F-51a, entire page should be deleted.

Page F-69, (5), line 2, delete "(3020 acres)", replace with "(2900 acres)".

Page G-1, in the second paragraph, third line, correct the spelling of
" con c'en s e r" .



.

O Page G-1, in the third paragraph, fifth line, change "an" to "a".

Page G-8, in the first paragraph, next to last line, change "these" to
"those".

Page G-10, last line, change " composed" to " compared".

Page G-12, paragraph 1, line 4, "a conservation" to "a conversation".

Page G-15, paragraph 3, la3t line, "The Plymouth Site is..." to "The
Pilgrim site is..."-

Page G-16, paragraph 3, line 3 "during later summer..." to "during
late summer..."

a

Page G-25, (1), c, "part g".

Page G-26 (F), last line, "...are met.8"

Page G-27, paragraph 2, ifne 11, change " West Pole" to " West Walpole."

Page G-32, third paragraph, line 5, " towers".

| Page G-51, Table 1, last column, fourth line down, "264" should be changed
to "412".

Page G-57, fourth paragraph, fourth sentence, insert " partially" between
"be" and " obstructed".

Page G-68, first paragraph, second sentence, insert " fully" between "be"
and " visible".

Page G-72, paragraph labeled Impacts of Transmission Lines, change "(4)" to
"(3)". Also, line 2, change "1400" to "1700".

Page H-9, in the third paragraph, next to last line, delete the word
" Appendix" and replace with "tiassachusetts Water Quality Standards".-

Pagt H-ll, in the second paragraph, fifteenth line, change "as" to "and".

Page H-36, (d), line 3, should read " immature scrub oak-pitch pine forests".~

| Page H-58, second paragraph, third line, " relative by" should be "relatively".

Page I-1, paragraph 4, line 4, "The American Osprey, a State endangered
s pe ci e s . . . "

Page I-3, paragraph 2, line 4, delete "three" insert "four".

Page 2-7, in the second paragraph, add "(Connecticut General Statues,
Sections 24-54e)" to the end of the last line.



Page I-17, paragraph 1, line 2, change "indeterminante" to "undeterminate".

Page I-17, paragraph 2, line 4, change "in Jordan Cove of the filantic River"
to "in Jordan Cove and the fliantic Ri /er".

|
Page I-54, Table 1, fourth column, "2010(3)" should be "2010".

[ Page I-58, second paragraph, third line, comma af ter "although" should be
cieleted.

Page I-75, paragraph 3, line 3 delete " recreation and".
,

Part IV
'

[ Page IV-23, paragraph 6, line 4, delete " alive", insert " aloft".
Page IV-28, paragraph 3, line 2, change " Tables 6 through 8" to read
" Tables 6 and 8".

Page IV-30, paragraph 3, line 4, change " White House" to read " White Horse".

Page IV-30, paragraph 3, line 7, insert comma after "8"".

Page IV-32, paragraph 4, line 1, change "The clusters" to read "Two clusters".

Page IV-42, reference 2, change " Cooling Power" to read " Cooling Towers,
Powe r ," .

Page IV-42, reference 3, change "p.112" to read "112 pp".

Page IV-43, reference 16, change "reivew" to " review".

Page IV-43, reference 18, line 1, change " Fire" to "Five". Line 2, delete

"Five Parts plus flVREG 0001-ES" the second time it appears.

Page IV-44, reference 19, line 3, delete reference 13 -- to end of line.
.

Insert " Proceedings of the Conference on Waste Heat fianagement and
Utilization. University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida, May 1977."

Page IV-44, reference 24, line 1, change "H. F. Orydce" to "H. Fordyce".-

Page IV-45, reference 31, line 1, insert "of" after " aspects".

Page IV-47, reference 50, line 1, delete "in reference 27..." to end of
line. Insert "J. Air Poll. Cont. Assac. p. 140-142, 1977".

Page IV-47, reference 51, lines 1 and 2, delete "in Reference 14..." to

end of line. Insert "in Environmental Effects of Atmospheric Heat / Moisture
Releases. Amer Soc fiech Eng. t1Y 117 pp, May 1978."



Part V

Page V-2, Last. sentence of footnote substitute 'those" for " reasonable"
and add "that were described in section II above." at the end of the
sentence.

Page V-2, last two lines on the page are not part of the footnote and
belong at the top of the next page.

Page V-3, last sentence of footnote insert "in" after the word " adjustment".
.

Page V-7, last sentence of third paragraph, "PHL" should be " Pill".

Page V-ll, Moore Pond Operating Penalty should be 60, Pilgrim total should-
be 5720, Montague total should be 5630..

Page V-12, first two paragraphs should be double spaced.

Page V-23, first line on page, " options" should be " option".

Apoendix A

Page A-2, paragraph 5, line 2, while at night g... should be ...while at
night the...

Page A-2, paragraph 5, line 3, delete " return".

Page A-2, paragraph 8, line 2, correct line to read " greater than at
Seabrook. Litchfield would experience".

Add following references to end of Appendix A:

John L. Baldwin, " Climates of the United States" - fl0AA, Washington, D.C. ,
1974

Monthly flormals of Temperature, Precipitation and Heating and Cooling Days.

1941-1970, "New England". National Climatic Center, Asheville, N.C.,1973.

Munn, R. E., " Descriptive Micrometeorology", Academic Press, New York,
1966, 245 pp.-

Hanna, S. R., and Pell, J. , editors, " Cooling Tower Environment - 1974,
CONF 740302 USERDA, NTIS, Springfield, VA.



.

O Accendix B

Page B-49, paragraph 1, line 2, delete "two", change " ways" to "way".

Page B-49, paragraph 2, line i, sentence should begin, "There are tables..."

Page B-50, paragraph 1, line 1 delete "second" insert "other".

Page B-72, Figure 14 right. Delete "Hanna-Slawson" in title, insert
AllL HYBRID.
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

OF

DR. JERRY R. KLINE
. .

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
- -y

I am a Senior Land Use Analyst cnd Section Leader with the Environmental
Specialists Branch, Division of Site Safety and Environmental Analysis of

_

NRC. I have been assigned the role of technica. team leader for the current-

Seabrook review. In this role, I am responsible for assuring technical ,

adequacy of the review. This has involved leading tha technical approach
,

for site screening and comparison of alternative sites. It has also
, involved coordinatian cf National Laboratory analyses and reports, leading

of technical te;2 meetings and day to day technical guidance of the effort.

In my permanent assignment as Section Leader, I am responsible for Section
reviews of terrestrial ecology and land use portions of applicants' environ-
mental reports. I also aid in the development of environmental impact
statements through technical assistance to other regulatory groups in tFA-

areas of ecology, agriculture and land use.

I have participated in the preparation and review of environmenta' impact
statements for nuclear plants since 1972 and have been employed oy NRC since
1973. I hr'e presented expert testimony on land use and agriculture in a
number of nuclear plant cases including Comanche Peak, South Texas, Clinton,
Wolf Creek, Marble Hill and Indian Point Cooling Tower Review.

From 1968 to 1973, I was a project scientist and group leader in terrestrial
ecological research at Argonne National Laboratory. My work included
mathematical modeling of ecosystem processes and field research on the
behavior of tritium and other radionuclides in soils and plants. I am
author or coauthor of approximately 40 technical publications and reports
in the field of agriculture and terrestrial ecology. A list of my publica-
tions is attached.-

From 1965 to 1968, I was project scientist and later Director of the Rain
Forest Project of the Puerto Rico Nuclear Center in San Juan, Puerto Rico.

~ During that time, I conducted and directed research on radionuclide
behavior in tropical forests. My work included participation in the
bio-environmental feasibility studies for construction of a sea level cana)
in Central America using thermonuclear _ explosives.
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From 1963 to 1964, I held a predoctoral research appointment at Argonne
National Laboratory where I conducted research for my Ph.D. dissertation
on nectron activation analysis of inorganic nutrients in soils and plants. -p
From 1964 to 1965, I held a postdoctoral position at Argonne for research
in biological behavier of radionuclides in ecosystems.

I have a Bachelors, Masters and Ph.D. degree in Soil Science from the
University of Minnesota, Institute of Agriculture. While at the University-

of Minnesota, I was a participant in statewide research on soil fertility ,

and crop production. I have taken courses in soil fertility, soil .

chemistry, soil classification, plant physiology, crop production,
chemis.try statistics and a number of others. In 1976, I attended a short*

course on the use of LANDSAT imagery for land use assessment given by
Purdue University.

I am a member of the A6erican Association for the Advancement of Sciaace,

Ecological Society of America, American Society of Agronomy, Soil Science
Society of America and Sigma XI. I am listed in current editions of
American Men and Women of Science and Who's Who in the South and Southwest.
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Publications and Reports
Jerry R. Kline

Kline, I. R. and Caldwell, A. C. Is water solubility of potash necessary:

Crcps-and Soils. 13 (7): 13. 1961. .p

Minnesota Department of Health and University of Minnesota. Factors -

Influencing Strontium-90 in Milk From the Brainerd, tunnesota, Ndlkshed.
Public Health Service Publication No. 999-R-1. December 1962.

.

Caldwell, A. C. and Kline, J. R. Effect of variously soluble potassium
'

fertilizers on yield and composition of some crop plants. Agrou. J.
Vol. 55: 542-545. 1963.

-

.,

,

Kline, J. R. , Brar, S. S. , Gustafson, P. F. , and Rust, B H. Use of
neutron activation analysis to determine biological availability of
copper in soils and for nondestructive analycis of soils. Proceedings
1965 International Conference on Modern Tiendt ia Activation Analysis,
College Station, Texas. 1965. pp. 319-323.

Kline, J. R. and Rust, R. H. Fractionation of copper in neutron irradiated
soils. Soil Science Society of America Proceeding. 30: 188-192. 1966.

Kline, J. R. Radionuclide Behavior and Distribution in Tropical Forests.
Progress Report issued by Battelle Memorial Institute as IOCS Memorandum
BMI-1. November 1, 1956. 20 pp.

Kline, J. R. and Jordan, C. F. Tritium movement in soil of a tropical

rain forest. Science 160 (3827): 550-551. 1968.

Kline, J. R., Jordan, C. F., and Drewry, G. E. The Rain Forest Project

Annual Report, FY-1967. PRNC-103. Available from Clearinghouse for
Federal Scientific and Technical Information. Sprin~gfield, Virginia.
201 pp. 1968.

.

Kline, J. R. , Jordan, C. F. , and Drewry, G. E. The Rain Forest Project

Annual Report. PRNC-119. Available from Clearinghouse for Federal
Scientific and Technical Information. Springfield, Virginia. 147 pp.

1968.~

Kline, J. R. and Brar, S. S. Instrumental analysis of neutron irradiated
- soils. Soil Science Society of America Proceeding. 33: 234-238. 1969.

Kline, J. R., Foss, J. E., and Brar, S. S. Lanthanium and Scandium. .

distribution in three glacial soils of western Wisconsin. Soil Science -

Society of America Proceeding. 33: 287-291. 1969.

*
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Kline, J. R. Soil Chemistry as a factor in the function of grassland
- ecosystems (Review)r In: The Grassland Ecosystem. R. L. Dix and

R. G. Beidle=an, eds. Range Science Department Science Series No. 2.
Colorado State University. 1969.

-t

Odum, H. T. , Drewry, G. , and Kline, J. R. Climate at El Verde, 1963-1966.
In: A Tropical Rain Forest. Ch B-22. H. T. Odum, ed. TID-24270. 1970.

Kline, J. R., Odum, H. T.54and Bugher, J. E.
Effect of gamma radiation

.

137 s and Mn from tropical forest foliage and litter.on leaching of C

In: A Tropical Rain Forest. Ch E-16. 'H. T. Odum, ed. TID-24270. 1970. '

Kline, J. R. Retention of fallout' radionuclides by tropical forest ,>

vegetation. In: A Tropical Rain Forest. Ch. H-17. H. T. Odum, ed.

TID-242 70. 1970.

Kline, J. R. and Odum, H. T. Comparisons of the amount of fallout
radionuclides in tropical forests. In: A Tropical Rain Forest. Ch-15.
H. T. Odum, ed. TID-24270. 1970.

Kline, J. R. and Mercado, Nelson. Studies of radionuclide cycling in
understory plants in the rain forest. In: A Tropical Rain Forest.

Ch-20. H. T. Odum, ed. TID-24270. 1970.

Kline, J. R., Martin,' J. R., Jordan, C. F., and Koranda, J. J.

Measurement of transpiration in tropical trees with tritiated water.
Ecology 51 (6): 1068-73. 1970.

Martin, J. R., Jordan, C. F., Koranda, J. J., and Kline, J. R. -

Radioecological Studies of tritium movement in a tropical rain forest.
In: Symposium on Engineering with Nuclear Explosives. Vol. 1, p. 422.
Conf-700101. May 1970. -

Jordan, C. F. , Koranda, J. J. , Kline, J. R. , and Martin, J. R. Tritium

movement in a tropical ecocystem. Bioscience 20 (li): 807-812. 1970.,

Brar, S. S., Nelson, D. M., Kline, J. R., Gustafson, F. E., Kanabrocki,
E. C., and Moore, E. E. Instr sental 2nalysis for Trace Elements Present-

in Chicago Area Surface Air. Jcor. Geophysical Res. 75 (15): 2939-45.
1970.

Jordan, C. F. , Kline, J. R. , Sasscer, D. S. Tritium Movement in an old
field ecosysterm determined experimentally. In: Proceedingsof Third

National Sy=posium on Radioecology. p. 199. D. J. Nelson, ed. Conf-710501-
,

Pl. 1971.

' -
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Sasseer, D. C. , Jordan, C. F. , and Kline, J. R. Dynamic model of water
,

movement in soil unde.r various climatological conditions. In:

Proceedings of the Tritium Sy=posiu=, Las Vegas, Nevada. 1971.

Stewart, M. L., Rosenthal, G. M., and Kline, J. R. Tritium: Discrimination
and concentration in fresh water microcosas. In: Proceedings _Thi-d

National Symposium on Radioecology. Oak Ridge, Tennessee. p. 915.
'

D. J. Nelson, ad. Conf-710501-Pl. 1971.

Kline, J. R., Jordan, C. F., and Rose, R. C. Transpiration measurement*

in pines using tritiated water as a tracer. In: Proceedings Third ,

National Symposium on Radioecology. Oak Ridge, Tennessee. p. 190. .

D. J. Nelson, ed. Conf-710501-P1r 1971.
, ,

Kline, J. R. , Jordan, C. F. , and Rose, R. 2. Transpiration Measurement in
pines using tritiated water as a tracer. In: Isotopes and Radiation
Technology 9 (3): 348-350. (Spring 1972).

Kline, J. R., Stewart, M. L., Jordan, C. F., and Patricia Kovac. Use of
tritiated water for determination of plant transpiration and biomass

under field conditions. :n: Isotopes and Radiation in Soil-Plant
Relationships Including Forestry. Proc. of IAEA Conference, SM-151/34,
Vienna, Austria. pp. 419-437. 1972.

Crespi, H. L. , Stewart, M. L. , K1'*.na, J R. , and Katz, J. J. Discrimination

against tritium by fully deuterated algae. Health Physics. 23: 111-112.

1972.

Stewart, M. L., Kline, J. R., and Jordan, C. F. A tritiated water recovery

system. Inter. J. Applied Rad. and Isotopes. 23: 387-88. 1972.

Kline, J. R., Stewart, M. L. , and Jordan, C. F. Estimation of biomass and
transpiration in coniferous forests using tritiated water. Proc. Research
on Coniferous Forest Ecosystems, Bellingham, Washington. pp. 159-166.
1972.-

Kline, J. R. Mathematical simulation of soil-plant relationships and
soil genesis. Soil Science. 1 15 (3): pp. 240-249. 1973.

.

Kline, J. R., Colon, J. A., and Brar, S. S. Distribution of Cesium-137
in soils and vegetation on the Island of Puerto Rico. Health Physics.
24 (May): pp. 469-475. 1973.

Jordan, C. F. and Kline,,J. R. Mineral cycling: Some basic concepts -

and their application in a tropical rain forest. An. Rev. Ecol. and
Syst. 3: 33-50. 1972.

Jordan, C. F., Kline, J. R., and Sasseer, D. C. Relative Stability of

Mineral Cycles in forest ecosystems. American Naturalist. 106: 237-253.
*1972. -
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S'
Jordan, C. F., Kline, J. R., and Sasseer, D. S. A simple model of
stronium and manganese dynamics in a tropical rain forest. Health

- Physics. 24 (May): 477-489. 1973.

Kline, J. R. and Stewart, M. L. Tritium uptake and loss in grass _p
vegetation which has been exposed to an atmospheric source of tritiated
water. Health Physics 26 (June): 567-573. 1974.

Kline, J. R. , Reed, K. L. , Waring, R. H. , and Stewart, M. L. Field
measurement of transpiration in Douglas-Fir. Journal of Applied Ecology..

13(1): 273-283. 1976.
.

Jordan, C. F. and Kline, J. R. Strontium-90 in a tropical rain forest:
12th - yr. validation of a 32-year prediction. Health Physics.'

30 (February): 199-201. 1976

Jordan, C. F. and Kline, J. R. Transpiration of trees in a tropical
rainforest. Accepted for 1977 by J. Appl. Ecology.

Messenger, A. S., Kline, J. R. and Wilderotter, D. Aluminum biocycling as
a factor in forest community composition. In preparation.
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O, PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
GERALD E. GEARS

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D. C.

--
.

I am currently employed as a Terrestrial Ecologist in the Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, Division of Site Safety and Environmental Analysis, in
the Environmental Specialists Branch, USSRC. As a member of the Terrestrial
Resources Section of this branch, I have responsibility for the review of
applicants' Environmental Reports at both Construction Permit and Operating

,

License Stage for completeness and environmental acceptability of proposed
projects as they may affect natural ecological resources, agricultural
resources, land use pattern and other impacts on the terrestrial environ-4

ment. It is also my, responsibility to provide written evaluation of terres-
trial resources for inclusion in both FES-CP and FES-OL Stages. I also act
as a consultant to other NRC branches and provide analyses of terrestrial
problems through technical assistance requests from other . c , s. Review
and modifications of applicants' environmental technical specifications at
the operating license stage is another of my responsiBiliti'es. My work-
also involves the preparation of environmental standard review plans, .

regulatory guides and staff position papers dealing with terrestrial
resources. As a Terrestrial Ecologist I have among other tasks in recent
months prepared analyses on alternate site selection and alternative trans-

~

mission corridors for the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station Units 1, 2,
and 3, written the terrestrial resource-related sections for the Palisades
Nuclear Generating Station and Arkansas One,, Unit 2, Environmental Impact
Statements (EIS), and the Indian Point, Unit 2, and Indian Point, Unit 3,
EISs pertaining to closed-cycle cooling alternatives, and the Watts Bar-OL.

EIS. I have prepared and presented testimony as the staff's expert witness
in the contested North Anna Nuclear Power Station and Marble Hill environmental
hearings. I am a member of the Interagency Advisory Committee on Electric
Field Effects from High Voltage Lines which fe. charged with the task of fund-
ing research to develop safety guidelines for transmission lines. I am also
the NRC representative on a Fish and Wildlife Service Review Committee charged
with' the development of a manual for improving transmission system rights-of-^

way construction and operation practices.

I have a Bachelor of Science in .\gronomy from Oregon State University (1972),,

a Bachelor of Arts and Science in German and Russian from Villanova University
(1966), and a Master of Science in Agronomy from the University of Florida
(1974). While at the University of Florida (1972-1974), I undertook research ,

in the areas or Resource Management and Ecosystem Modeling. My formal educa- ~ ,

tion program has encompassed and emphasized studies in agriculture, economics,
soil fertility, plant physiology, crop ~ production, computer modeling and
resource assessment techniques. Using analog and digital computer hardware
combined with an energy based resource analysis language, I developed and
expanded various ecosystem models for the study of alternative uses of native
vegetation and urban wastes in cooperation with members of the Department of

.
-
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Agronomy, the Department of Forestry (Resource Management Section) and the
Department of Environmental Engineering of the University ~of Florida..

From 1969 to 1970, I was employed as a teacher at Aquinas Institute, a
secondary school in Rochester, New York.

'

From 1966 to 1969, I was employed as an agricult ural extension egent by
the Indian Government in cooperation with the Peace Corps in the State*

of Maharashtra. I organized and conducted demonstration projects in
this capacity in order to investigate the feasibility of employing
alternative methods of crop production in vi11 age level situations. This

,
assignment provided experiences in the utilization and evaluation of alterna-
tive agricultural resource management methods in a unique cultural setting.
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0 C'.;1TED STATES OF ASIRICA

SUCLD.R DEGULATORY CO>NISSION

CLARE.4CE R. HICKEY, JR.

~ rROFES$10NAL QUALIFICATIONS
-

.

I am a Fishery Biologist in the Environmental Specialists Branch, Division
of Site Safety and Environmental Analysis, Of fice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.
1 am responsible for review and evaluation of aquatic biological impacts in
relation to the construction and operation of nuclear generating f acilities.

.

I have had casework responsibility for environmental review of some stage of
the licensing process for twenty-three nuclear generating stations, including
the presentation of testimony at two NRC hearings. Additionally, my respon-.

sibilities include input and review into NRC generic activities such as
development of Environmental Standard Review Plans and Standard Environmentrl

-

Technical Specifications and overview of NRC sponsored research. I was a
me=ber of the task groups for development of Environmental Standard Review
Plan 9.2 on Alternative Sites and for development of Early Site Review guidance
through NUREG-0180.

.

I received a 3. S. in Eielogy from Grove City College, Pennsylvania, in 1966
and an M. S. in Marine Science from Long Island University, New York, in 1977.

I was employed by the New York Ocean Science Ltboratory, Montauk, New York,
from 1970 through 1975. During the period 1970-1972 I performed research on
benthic ecology in the Marine Biology Department. From 1972-1975 I performed
research in the Fisheries Oceanography Department on fish migrations, fishery
surveys and biology, commercial harvest prediction, fish disea es, thermal
shock bioassays, fish ecology studies at fossil fuel and nuclear power. plant
sites. During the period mid-1975 to early 1976 I was employed by
Ichthyological ' Associates, Inc. , Forked River, New Jersey, where I was Section
Leader responsible for fish population studies of Barnegat Bay, in relation to
the Oyster Creek Generating Station Ecological Studies. I served in that
position as Research Biologist /Section Leader until joining the Nuclear Regulatory
Co= mission, in March, 1976.,

Tesching and Lecturing

Undergraduate course in marine biology (lecture, field, and laboratory); high
a

school, undergraduate, graduate summer field and laboratory instruction in
marine sciences; college and university guest lectures; numerous paper ,

presentations at professional and lay =eetings and workshops, including American
Fisheries Society, American Littoral Society.

Professional Memberships

American Institute of Biological Sciences
American Institute of Fishery Research Biologists (Associate)

Committee Membership
American Fisheries Society (Certified Fishery Scientist)
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I
.

The' Potomac Chapter, .'rerican Fisheries Society; Cor:nittee,
Membership

The Coastal Society (Charter Member)
The International Oceanographic Foundation

B_ibliography (See Attached List)i
,
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

MICHAEL KALTMAN

U. S. NUCLFAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

.

1. I have been employed since January 1976 as a Regional Planning
Analyst in the Cost-Benefit Analysis Branch, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation. My responsibilities include: reviewing socioeconomic impact
and need for power sections in environmental reports submitted by appli-

-

cant's; providing technical assistance in the socioecoromic impact area ro
other branches within NRC; and conducting generic resc rch helpful in per-*

forming socioeconomic impact analysis. I have prepared testimony on
socioeconomic impacts for three NRC hearings, two of which have been
completed; I have also written the socioeconomic sections for five FES's..

For stations at Indian Point, Nine Mile Point, and Montague, I was primarily
responsible for analyzing the social and economic consequences of visually
intrusive cooling towers.

2. In 1962 I received a Bachelor of Arts in History from Rutgers
University. In 1963 I received a Master of Arts in History from the
University of Pennsylvania. The University of Pennsylvania granted me a'

Master of City Planning in 1965 and a Certificate in City Planning for
advanced research in 1966. While at the University of Pennsylvania I was
a Research Assistant in the Institute for Urban Studies. I assisted in
the analysis of data for the Penn-Jersey regional transportation study.

3. Prior to my present position, I was employed from 1971 to
1976 by the Baltimore City Department of Planning. During the latter
two years, as Chief of the Research Section, I was responsible to the
Director for policy and planning studies in population, land use, housing,
commercial development, and community facilities. Prior to becoming Chief
of Research, I was a Principal Planner charged with directing long range
studies in housing, population, and economic development for Baltimore's
Comprehensive Policies Plan.

4. From 1970 to 1971 I was employed as a Housing Planner in the*

Housing Planning Bureau of the New York State Division of Housing and
Comunity Renewal . In that capacity I developed the concepts and work

- program for the State's efforts to plan for the development of industrialized
housing by local government. I also supervised staff on the development of
comprdiensive housing studies which were inputs to the state-wide housing
plan.*

,

5. From 1967 to 1970 I'was employed by Robert B. Mitchell and
Associates as a Principal Planner. During this period I participated in
the development and analysis of a public investment model for New York City.
I was also responsible for developing and implementing a procedure to
evaluate capital projects.

.
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Michael Kaltman ~~

6. For a two-year period prior to 1967 I was employed on a part-
time basis by municipal agencies, a planning consultant, and by a state
agency. In these positions I dealt with code enforcement, transportation
research, zoning ordinances, economic base studies, and neighborhood
change.

~ 7. I am a member of the American Society of Planning Officials
-

. and the National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Offi ials.

8. I am the principal author of the following reports and publications:
.

"The Delivery of Residential Services", Baltimore City Department of Planning,
December 1974.

" Baltimore City's Economy: A Context for Policies", Baltimore City Department
of Planning, October 1974.

" Housing Strategies for Baltimore", Baltimore City Department of Planning,
June 1974.

Comprehensive Policies Plan, Baltimore City Department of Planning,

O November 1973.

Expressway Planning in the City of Baltimore: A Report to the Mayor and
City Council, Baltimore City Department of Planning, January 1972.

.

" Site Inventory and Classification System for Operation Breakthrough", New
York State Division of Housing and Community Renewal, January 1971.

Recent Investment in the Existing Housing Stock: An Analysis of Manhattan
Residential Alteration Applications Filed in 1965, New York City Department
of Planning, December 1969.

.

"The Development of Comprehensive Priorities for Proposed Capital Program
Proje ts", New York City Department of Planning, July 1969.

- .

" Condition of Housing and Environment: Field Survey of Select'ed Areas",
New York City Department of Planning, May 1967.

"A Method for Estimating Future Travel on Highway Links: Final Report",
New York State Department of Public Works, August 1965.

In 'additicn , I was a contributor to the following publications:

A Plan for New York City: Critical Issues, New York City Department of
Planning, 1969.

Between Promise and Perfo'rmance: A Propnsed Ten-Year Program of Community
Renewal for New York City, New York City Department of Planning, December 1968.
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david 5 | MR. ERENIER: Thank you,Mr. Chairman. |,

a

BY MR. EBENUER:7

7, [ Q Dr. Kline, do you have any corrections you

!! would like to make, first to the errata which has

been wound into the transcript?.

A (Witness Klino) Yes, I have two correcticns

for the errata shoot. The first occurs on the nent to the
'

7,

last page of the errata. The first item, second line --

' DR. BUCK: Excuso me, Dr. Kline, you'ra.p

~l
! referring to the arrata sheet of January the 10th? Is thtt

10 :li
!j the one you're talking about?

11

THE WITNESS: The one bearing the NRC caption,
12 ,i:

i'
' the caption for this hearing.

f MR. BRENNER: If I might, Dr. Buck, the way you,

c an distinguish them easily is the one which we will talk;

g bout and the one which is in evidenca bears th caption
,

of the procee. ding.
17 '

DR. BUCK: And dated January the 10th?i

18 i.

!

MR. BRENNER: Well, there's no date on the
3 :|

-
|| docunent.,

b t!
8!

|i MR. FARRAR: It's the one you sent to us under
El '$

i the cover letter of January 10th?
22 g

i
g MR. BR5NNER: Right. But the prior errata

23 ,d
! doesn't have the caption of the proceeding, and that should

24
- c.elp the board.

25 t
I

i'

!! i

|| i
..
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1

h BY MR. 3RENUER:9 2]
'

Q Yuu man continue, Dr. Kline.,

3f
[ A (Witnocc Kline) In the sacond line of that

4 !|
,

i; item, section Roman numeral II should be Section Roman
t.

J fl
e nurceral III.
a

~3 !

q CIIAIRI%N ROSENTIIAL: Excuse ce,2G.. Brenner,
76.

v I am lost. I have what I think is the errata sheet. Now,

3i
! what DA. Kline ---
,

9 i'
:I WITNESS KLINE: All right, the second to thei

10|I last page, the pages are unnumbered. The first item on the.

i

11 k
age under part Roman numeral V --

12
d, CHAIR?GN ROSENTliAL: Yos.
,

13||'. WITNESS KLINE:. Part V-2, in the second line of
14 jl i'

that item, section II should be section III.

15
CHAIR!GN ROSENTHAL: I see. All right. Thank

16 i You..

f,im
I'

.

.

WITNESS KLINE: In the bound testimony --,,

li

|| BY fir. BRENNER:
-

ci'

i Q That concludes the corrsctions from the errata?
t,

70
- | A (Witness Kline) Yes.

,

c ;
~' '

In the bound tactimony, page D-3 --
t
Oc, a

~~

CHAIR!GN ROS.3MTR3L: D as in David?,

i
t. , , ,

" |0
| WITNESS KLINE: D as in David 3.

'i
.,

'

|t DY MR. BREIRTER:
'|

3::
~~

Q That would be in the appendix? j,

'

b i

||
it i
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I CI!AIRZYi ROSENTUAL: D-3 in the testimony is avid7 L

2
L map.
'3i

WITNESS ILINE: I'm corry. I'm confused on the*

'

~< }|
i

page nur.bers. Is is D-3 in the appendi:: in the footnote that

5 |
q appears en page D-3, necend paragraph, line 5, delete the

3 :(I word " Millstone.".

!

7 !.

j Okay, in the appendix, page.D-1, the third

8i
; paragraph, last santence, delete the phrase in parentheses,

. <

Q '

"The photographs will be precented as an exhibit."~

10 ' MR. BREMIER: For the record, ac the board
.

11 i and the partios know, the staff provided those photographse

I.

j just befortthe hearing as a courtsy, as indicated by the

I" iti. change..

14 We do not plan to put them into evidence at this

||IJ time. It's possible that the course of the proceeding may
||

{i make it usef'J. for either the board or the parties or the
4-C

.

'7 witness to use the photos in such a fashion that they might
,

'S 3ater become part of the racord.-

L
, e. o
'- ! At this time, although you have them in your

I.

20 osseasion as indicat.ed by Dr. Kline, wa're not putting them

3, !
in as exhibits.-'

,

i

22 BY MR. BRSNNER: j
! |

h Q Any other correctionc, Dr. Kline? j23

l24 A (Witness Kline) I hava cna more correction.
!

'

25f Last week, Oak Ridge National Laboratory informcd us that .

'
,

:i i

t
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: ! i

1 they had disecvsred a small errer in th: program uced for 1

Savid9 29 !

I' calculating drift at Litchfield, Phillips cover and Moore
3-

1 Pend. TCa error is not in the ORF3D program but in thu :
'4j

tape reading program that uns used to read the data into'
,

5i
tha computer.j,

0 'I
j! They have since supplied us with the corrected

7 ||*

|! Printouts utilizing the co;rocted tape reading program, and

3 [l we find that the not result of thic error is that thej.

3

y corrected results now chow 1 css drift deposition for all

10 E
i of the sites and for both natural and mechanical draft
!

1

'

'

| cooling towers than the staff originally assessed.

12
We there' fore feel that this error does not*

o

13
affect our conclusions, materially, on any of the sites c:: cept

1r!! -

9 that at Litchfield; even the marginal probability of
a

'' lIf:

y damage from circular mechanical draft cooling towers is

35 || now extremely unlikely.j, ,

..
I

ji Q Dd. Kline, for clarification, this is not an''

!'
13~

error in the famous ORFAD code, is it?

ijm
A It is not an error in the ORFAD computational

}
''

,

"Gm
y code. It is an error in the tape reading routine that is

y| used to transfer the data from tapes into the ORFAD prcgram.
v
-'

|
~~ i|'n

j Q Thank you, Dr. Kline.
:.

*1 '| .

b Arc there any other correctiens to the testimony? I~~

Ia
.: !

oaa ,

A I have no others. j' :
'

!!
^ i"5 a

4 MR. 7ARRAR: te. Brenner, I was never zble to i

!! .

1
U
"

.
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? j

jf find an appendiz c inthis document. Idavia10 2

MR. BREW ER: An appendin C in the document?2

! i

3 }) MR. FARRAR: I tako it that beginning on page
..

;
3-26 those numbec cheuld be C, according to your --~

5 MR. BREEER: I'll ask Dr. 'U.ine to answer that.
d

3: That's a reasencblo assur:ptien, as I look at it now. 5

* :' , MR. FARRAR: I read it as though it ware C. I ;

9q j ust want to nake sure the record is clear.
i;.

G WITNESS IGINE: Yes, that's correct. TRe pages

10 1
are misnurtbered. They should be, beginning 17the page;

:
a

:: ' . , labeled Appendix Mathematical Modeling of Plumes from
,

il
;Z '| Propcsed Cooling Towers At Seabrook and Alternats Sites --,

!
.

e1 :

12 t hat page should be labeled C-1 and subsequent pages -- i
}

14[ DR. BUCK: You mean C-1, don't you? |
a

$5 WITNESS KI,INE: C-1 and subsequent pages should

jeh.benumberedincequencewiththeprefixC.
, ,

-
li

,j MR. BRENNER: Thad you, Mr. Farrar. I'm sorrf }

i

we missed that one. I should explain that we believa13 |-

Ij 50 0 have nade all the substantive corrections. There are39
;

. a

29 !! typographical errors which we will net burdon the record
n
"
'

i

] with at this point, j2:
,

mO BY MR. BREMIER: !
i,

d
;; O Dr. Kline, in its msmorandum and order denoted

n h as ALA3-499 dated September 27, 1978, the board requestad '
,

i ;

that the staff discuss what consideration, if any, three f
'l

25 ,q
:; i
;l
'; i

.: :

,
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;I i

davidl1 C northern Mew IIal"ochire sites receive'd during the course !
1

G E- of your alternate site analysis.
i

3f Can you clarify tho identificatien of these I
a i

<;,

4i additional sites for tha record at this time? I

i
I

3; A (Witness Kline) "nd. In attenpting to locate the
:.

j! sites that ware designated in that order, we found the'3

"

7 site located at Comorford as expected -- however, in looking
i

3| at the far northern sites, we encountered in the New England
'

,

3I application for the Charlestown site an alternative designated
o

:

10 Pittsburgh at the first Connecticut Lake.i

h

:: | And it appeared to us Pittsburgh and Connecticut
t

il [! Lake referred to thu same sites, so as near as we can I

|I
:; - determine we have only two alternative sitos designated.

.

M! O Can you discuss their location in relation to the
h }

;:s f sites that were prosented in the testimony?
!

n;{ A 'le s . Both of the sites that have been designated

!
g are on the upper Connecticut River and would be included in

;e ; the resource area that we designated Ocnnecticut River Resource.

D
a

n Area.q
i

lia

7.04 Q Which site in the grouping of your site analysis
a
3

2: falls in that resource group?
'

. ,

! i
ad A Mooro Pond. I

!j -
2a 0 Is there any indication that the two additional

N
24 !j northern sitos might prove to ho becter alternatives to

25 |i- Seabrook than the Mooro Pond site? .

if i
! l

I..

i
:..

| 1
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d A Mo. No f und on icoking at looking at either;

Oavid12" |!
i

| Comerford or Connecticut Lake sites that they would be
I

3| essentially redundant to the Moore site in that they
.-

Io

4 h present effectively the same array of alternatives that
!

Ei Moore Pond does.
!!

i 0 can you discuss in some further detail the
b
I

7 "l
-

consideration given those two citas as compared to the

3 censideration given the sites presented in the direct
.

9 h testimony and further e:: plain the bases for your negative

10 { conclusions?
,

i
11 A Yes. Initially, that is, as we undertcok the

e

12 study, we did not consider Comerford or Connecticut Lake.

g- When they were brought to our attention, they were brought
i

14 | to our attention at two different times.
!'

i Ccmerford was brought to our attention last
;5 }

16[ summer and we actually paid a visit to that sita.

I
Connecticut Lakes was brought to us at a lator time, and17

!.!
-

13 we have not visited it.

10 }I Mow, having loched at the sites, we gave
|;I~

20( them about the cana amcunt of attention we did in the
!

21 9 screening study that is preserted in the testimony; that is,
11
4

22 we made an atter:pt to determine whether these citos at
:

23[ the level of initial screening wculd present any particular

2c; ! advantages.

;>3 At Comerford we find that Comerford is immediately

o
ik

ii i
:: .
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'
davidl3 downstream of Msore ?cnd en a small reservoir. It would

till 2 :h have -- which is also a hydroelectric reservoir.

'1 0
li It would have intrusions into similar, if not
:

identical typo landscape, and it would have transmission
e i

" |.| corridors comparable in langth to Mcore Pond.

- il"
j' The northern Connecticut Lakes have somowhat

.

more serious problems in that they have e::tremely low, ,

8k '

. [ water flows and an augmentation would be required for
;

9' a site at that location, so that we would obtain no real

IU
h dvantages by going there.
Il |

11 || Ne have long transmission corridors, intrusion }
e ip" q >

i; into a natural area, very ramote locations, and in addition '

13 i to that, further land requirements for an augmentation
i

14 reservoir so that at the lovel of the screening, we would
i

15 i have featured Moore Pond for detailed analysis, had these

end 2 16[ sites been known.

li{
-

1G}
I

!s I
.

20 ,
't

21 ;

22 '|
t

; 1
22 u

d
an

i'

|25

.

|i I
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[ 9 You montioned -- juct to clarify the record -- that

2 h Comerford was brought to your attontion, was the phraso you
l'

3 0 used, at ene point, and the Pittsburg sito was brought to your
i'

4 f attention at another point.

5 i I wondar if you could clarify that. Do you maan
'I
a

6 '; that sa:ne technical study led you to beliovo that furthar study
i

*
7 was worthwhile?

:

aj; A Ho, sir. In a meeting us had with the Intervenors

9 in Bosten last sunzner, ono of the Intervenors brought up tha

10 , point that we should look at Cc:nerford. And then, at that
;

yI time, we were still involved in cito visits and travel, and
!

12 | it was convenient for us to view Ccmerford in connection with

the visit to Moore Pond.13

3 Later or when the Intervencra formally suggested

g, look at additional sites, their letter suggestedthat we

I
w i' both Ccmerford and Connecticut Lakes, and that's when we wero
.. q

h

7., 9 triggered to give scme consideration for Connecticut Lukas.
,

MR. EREMIER: I have no further questions on directgy,

i
,e d testimony.'

>-p

23 h: As the Scard knows, we provided that information
..

,

| pursuant to the Board order, and not necessarily pursuant tog
l.

.,., :'. any of the issucs in this proceeding. |,!--
-

t

P As far as the staff is concerned, the witnesses are.,

"
;

et

|| available for crcss-a:ramination. I would request that the.,
u, .,

l. i
;, questions be directed generally to the panel. Dr. Kline will -

--. p
1
N

i.

d f
*

's
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|| be heading up the panel, and the other witnesses vill parti-1
3

2; cipate to the e:: tent appropricte, also.
P

3 :! CHAIR 31MT ROSENTIAL: Thank you, Mr. Brenner.
':
.: i

4 || Han thero boon any censultation between counsel for

:

5* the other parties as to who prcceeds first? Or is there any
.

s

3 ij preference? i
!i !'

7 MR. DIGMAN: Mr.' Backus can go first, as rar as I |
!

I
G [ am concerned. I

I.

9! CHAIPJGI ROSElmIAL: agreeable to you, Mr. Backus?
i-

;c In MR. BACKUS: I have no proference. I would be glad
;,.

3; ; to go first.
r

12 || CHAIRIGN RCS2NTHAL: Mr. Backus; you may proceed.
!I |

XX:0C H MR. BACKUS : First of all, Mr. Chairman, I want tog
i

;4 , ask a few questions about the testimony Mr. Kline just gave.
a
il- CROSS-EruCNATIONa

,o | BY MR. BACKUS.w
|

0 You said ycu thought the comerford and Connscticut;;
t

3 d Iakes sites and Pittsburg were radundant, as I heard you,.

H. .

p' 4 Dr. Kline. Is that correct? I

!! f'

N NR. DRENNER: Mr. Chairman, I'm going to object. |.3o n.

s

',i It is my understanding that the Board order that the sites are., .;
.

l3 j cot issues in thi.s case. Mr. Dachus had ample opportunity, g

Q i

,,, ;; with respect to not ouc but two Soard orders, to try to make i
, . ,

them issues in ta is casa, and he totally failed to do so., . ,
-

O In fact, he u:pressly dcclined to do so. We got this,
p .,

.,

!! I

Y !
>; I
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i

N information for the Dcard and the record, but there in a j

difference betwcan ma' ters in controversy and matters that thec2

3 ! Board sees fit to request.

L
CHAIDMAN ROSENTHP1: Well we, Mr. Brenner, had

]q

I ll asked the staff to stato on the record, as it has , whetheri ,

:

!I !
~

3j the specific sites had rcesived any consideration; and if so,
!! |

7 y what had led the staff to tha conclusion that they needed to.

;

! be looked at no further?
3 1

'

And in compliance with that request, Dr. Klino hasg

,, i responeed. I tena to think that we will allow Mr. Backus to |

ask a few questions by way of clarification. We will cee how

.

,,, ' it go es .
a!

I

-, h A would agren that I don't regard this as being a
to

| subject for intensive examination, but if Mr. Backus is
,m,

'

interested in obtaining como clarification for elaboration,_
:a i

l upon some of the testimony that Dr. Klino has just given, I

! think us will pernit it.
C '!I

b

| Ycu may proceed, Mr. Backus.
- Io -

1,

| BY MR. BACKUS :
'9 |a

N G Do you recall the question, Dr'. Klino?.

20 3
!! a. Would you repeat it, please?

21 !!
{ G It was a preliminary question. I was just reitora-

22 |{
| ting I think you told us that you considered the Cor.erford

f!| Farm site, and the Connecticut Lake site, and Pit'aburg to be
11

J redundant. Is that correct?
?.S 1

'l
0 l

1
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9

^!| A (Dr. Kline) Yes , in the same sense that we use*

2 the word "radundant' in the screening study that is in our
:

3| testimony.

.

s ;; G And are they mora or icss redundant, would you say,
o
I

5i than Lamprey Pond and Seabrook?
I

3i A They aro -- I can't discuss them, ain general."

I

7 i Cenerford is about equivalent in redundancy -- that is, the'

!
s

g! relationship of Comerford to Moore Pond is roughly the samo
I-

g! as Lamprey to Seab cck.

g .I think the Connecticut Lakes or Pittsburg site

i
t is less desirable. That is, it would rank last of the three.y
l
. .

12} g I wasn't speaking of desirability as much as I

if was in terms of redundancy. I thought that was scnething.,o
j.

.! different frcm " desirability," is it not?

.4 ;

.o I A Well, in doing screening, it's not always possible
. ,

,g| to determine with arry degree of certainty which sita might,

'l
'

3 7 :;' emerge as the one most likely to be the best, a priori. And
'

1

s we have to set up some kind of screening that gives a13 i-

i

preliminary ranking. And the ranking, as we said in ourg
~

gg j. testimony, is by and large on relatively minor fac*wrs that we

!

. , , ; can aee at that icvel of investigaticn.

. . .

., ., a We are not really on -- on redundant sites, we're
" ;l

4

g } not really willing to threw any cut. What we said we would do

is to 32t them aside and feature the ons in the group that
" , , .
.

;l

,, , o appeared to us to have the best chance of -- or have the besta r.
1 f

'
;!
i

$ t
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1[1chanceofecmparingfavorablywithSeabrcok.3 -5 jwb
In the northern

2 Connecticut River area, we have three -- of the thres, we

3 still think that Moore Pond had the best chancs, featuring

'I4 4 Comerford -- or, that is to say, doing an intensive analyais

5f of both Ecore Pond and Comerford would have shown us practi-

c y cally nothing. So that is very little to distinguish. ' mat s
I l

h what we mean by " redundant."*

7
l
!

3: Now on the Connecticut Lakes relaticaship to Moore
!.s.

9 Pond, we think we can sce, at the lovel of initial screening,

10 , that on that ecmparison .*foore Pond Vas soccWhat more desirable.
I

yj So that being the case, we would bring .iorward

i

12 p Moore Pond for tha intensive analysis,
i

g.; O You mention, up in Connecticut L::kes, you think an

yfaugmentationreservoirwouldbenececsaryforthefirst
;'

Connecticut Lake. Is that what I heard you say?15
I

p3| A Ye3.

I.

37 ] G Do you have any idea that the water availability t

la[ in the first connecticut Lake is?-

& Yes. The yearly averago inficw and discharge is3g ,
i

i i39 || apprcrimately 190 cfs, and the ficus during the summer months
~

!

l' I
may be as low as 5 cis. j21

.

4 I understand that, on the week af Novester 7th of |g

~i
g| last year, an NRC staff team was up in th3 northern Now

<

i Hampshire area looking at sites. Did you confer with that team,, )
i-

i

_ j; at all about your conclusions you've presented here today?
.;.

-; i
Il
n ,

j i
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i !!'
s

A Ho, I did not.

2 g Wore you aware that there was a team -- I knew

i
3 1 they were in Littleton, anyhow, in northern New Hampshire,

||
4 't 1 coking at sites as an alternative to the propcsed Char 1caton

3 plant. Were ycu cware of that?

G A At the Mme they wore there I was not aware of it.

7| 0 Have you since beccme awitro of it?'

I

a| A I have.
!.

9 }, 4 And you have not discuseod with them their conclu-

jo sions about the sites they looked at up there?

| A No.33

12 | G Do you kncu what sites they locked at, in fact?

I

13i A No.

a bo you know who is the head of that team?y

MR. BRENNER: Mr. Chairman, I am going to object.
15

N IRMAN ROSENTHAL: Yes , I don't -- Mr. Backus ,
16

!

;| you will recall that we ruled last >;nmer that the staff wa
'i

, , , ' not required to pursue these northern sites which you had
, .w

referred to in papers filed by us and which are being discussed
10

'

at this peint.
20

We did csk the staff to ' provide us with the informa-g
t

tion which Dr. Kline proviced us a little earlier. I overruled !
,,

I
i

Mr. Brenne:'s objection at the cutost on the basis that I |2 1

i

,,! thought you were entitled to obtain elabcration and clarifica-
:.-, ;

ftion of statements wh d Dr. Kiina had made., , _
_.,

;

( ,

i; i

'!
!! '
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li
3-7 jwb1 || It secas to me that the line of questions that ycu

2 are now pursuing go beyond that, so I will ru.le- at this point

3 that your questions of Dr. Kline have to be confined, insofar

4 as they were addressed, to his supplemental testimony this

5 morning, to that testimony itself. And you can seek elabora-
,

6 tion or clarificatica of any statements that he mado, but

7 I think that the question that you just posed to him was-'

3 beyond that, and in the context of this procce6tng was not
.

9 proper.

10 MR. BACKUS : Well, note my exception.

11 With all due respect, Mr. Chairman, I think this

12 does go to the direct testimony he gave. I also think it's ani

I
'

13 extracrdinary thing that this Appeal Board is ruling out tasti-
,

y; mony frcn the NRC staff by scme other individuals for c1 ternate

sicos for a plant in Charleston, Rhodo Island, 7 hen the issue
15

16| was an alternato to the plants proposed for Seabrook, New

|
g, . - Hampshire.

It seems to me it would be of scne, mcment to this
18-

Board to knew that other mmhars of the staff have perhaps10

-

greater information on this prucise subject than these witnesses.20

are testifying about than these witnacses seem to have.g

gf HR. DEENNER: Mr. Chairman, I am going to object

i!
_ il to that last st.ata=ent. There is no basis for it, and we are

p ;
w

e

, i going to be here a long timo if the attorrys testify instead
24 i

!

F of the witnesses."y
!

L
i

I

il 8
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i I:l GAIWali ROGENT3AL: Jus t a coment.
i

2nd 43 2, (Board cor. ferring.)
,
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CR2007 1| MR. FARRAR: Dr. Kline, did I hear you shy

tape 4 2 that you do not know what this other group found out while

david I 3' they were up there?

4 ! WITNESS KIINE: Tht's correct.

5 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Mr. Backus, you may

6 proceed.

7 BY MR. DACKUS:'
-

S Q Gerff.emen, I want to turn to your section on
.

9 Pilgrim, just sect. ion G of this opus.

10 Your first paragraph under Pilgrim, project

11 ' description, the second' sentence states: "Two nuclear

12 .. units at the indicated capacity might operate with once
i
i

13|
through cooling. However, the incremental i;npcct on

14 fisheries could be substantial because one nuclear unit

15 using once through cooling now exists and another is planned

16 which is still under staff review."

g Now, whcse opinion is it that the incremental ,

18 impact on fisheries could be substantial?
.

19 I suppose that's Mr. Hickey's opinion. Is it?

-

A (Witness Kline) Yes.20
I

21 O And I would like to know on whattasis Mr. Hickey

arrives at that conclusion in light of the fact, as youno ,

|
23[ subsequently report, the staff has previously reviewed

34 Pilgrim for two and three once through units without

i

25 ; finding any more than a localized impact.

|'

i l

| I
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1

david 2 A (Witness Hickey) The environmental statements2j
which were issued on Pilgrim Units II and II in 1974 were

based on data collected at Unit I, operational data collected

at Unit I primarily during the year 1973.

As such, they were not es: tensive operational

data with which to draw specific condusions, and the

statements were made in the FES that localized impacts could

- occur. The data which was presented on the impingement of
9

fishes, for example, utilized only data from Unit I during

1973.
11

Dah collected since then have shocn bmpingement

numbers to be greater than those which were collected during
13

1973 by approximately 60 percent and updated methods for
14

analysis of such numbers show, for example, that on a
15

yearly average, impingement has been approximately three
16

times greater in numbers than would be calculated using,

17

the numbers presented in the FES.
18.

0 Well, you record in this teatimony here, do you
19

, not, the conclusions of those, the FES and then the DES that
20

was prepared for Unit III, and you don't indicate in any
2

way that tne staff has changed its opinion in those documents,
22

do you, in this testimony?
13 |

If you do, I certainly don't recall it.
24

i A I stated what was stated in the FES.
25[

; O Well, are you telling this board and are you telling!'

8 ;

|
!i 2
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9
avid 3d j us at this point that the conclusion arrived at in the

2'
DES for Pilgrim with a third once through unit

3|
'

should be changed, or shouldn't it?
a

A With respect to this testimony, I did not do an

and/ sis with respect to Pilgrim III. I was using the
6

information presented with respect to seabrook, to the
/ ,

possibility of adding to nuclear Seabrook units.

8i
- Q Well, how big was Pilgrim III going to be when

9
it was supposedly -- when it was a viable project, before

10
it was cancelled?

11
A I don't recall specifically, but I believe the

12
nucicar unit was on the order of the size of Pilgrim Unit II.

13
O And you are aw that Pilgrim II is designed.

14
to be somewhat a smaller degree larger larger than the

15
Seabrook Units?

15
MR. BRENNER: I'm sorry. I didn't hear the end

17 .
of that guestion, Mr. Backus,

18.

MR. BACKUS: Larger than the Seabrook Units.

10 Pilgrin II , as I understand it is ll80 cagawatts compared
,

20
to Seabrook at 1150 Net. Is that right.

o
f1R. DIGNAN: I'm going to object to that question'

22 as to form, until counuel defines in what respect a larger
,

'

23 i
|

unit with a lower Delta T in the condonsor may use a lot
24

more water; a larger unit with a higher Delta T may uso

Y a lot 1 css water.
|

1

6
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avid 4 1 And until councel puts a parameters in what

2 respect he means larger, I don't think the question should

3 be permitted.

MR. BACKUS: I don't need that parameter, I don't4

think, because the thermal capacity will be directly related
5

to the electrical capacity, and whether you take it out --
6

' take out the heat with larger water or higher Delta T, at
7

this point, is not a matter of concern.
8.

MR. DIGNAN: With all duc respect to my brother,
9

he is just plain wrong. The question of how much water
10

you're going to put through that plant will be directly relatec

to the Delta T in that condenscr and the size of that plant's
12

capacity.
13

DR. BUCK: May I ask what the effect is that
14

we're talking about here. Is it thermal or is it entrinment
15

and that sort of thing?
16

MR. BACKUS: That's why I don't think the objection-
17

is well founded, Dr. Buck. I haven't gottendown to that
.

18

yet. I just want to get an order of the sizo of the plants

_
10

we're talking about. Then we can talk about whether we're
20

going to trade off a higher Delta T for lower intake or not.
21

(Board Conferring.)
22

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: You are talking about size

23
now in terms of electrical output? Is that your beginning

24
point?

25
MR. BACKUS: Yes, sir.

.
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avid 5 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: So that it's understood in

2
thos e terms, Mr. Dignan; I take it there's no objection?

MR. DIG!WT: No objection.

4
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Do you understand the

question?

0 MR. BACKUS: Mr. Chairman, just let me start

7 again.

O BY MR. BACKUS:
.

9 0 Do any of you gentlemen know her big Pilgrim II

1C is going to be, not electric?

Il i A (Witness Kline) On page G-12 of our testimony,

12 we have it at 1180 megawatts.

I3 0 Okay, do any of you gentlemen know how big the

14 proposed Pilgrim III is going to be, net electric?

15 A No.

16 MR. DIGNAN: Mr. Backus, did I undersand your

17 ques".icn for net electric?
g

18 MR. BACKUS: Yes.*

19 MR. DIGNAN: Does the staff want to stay with
-

20 that testimony in light of the fact that he asked for not

21 electric on 11807

22 MR. BRENNER: Mr. Chairman, I don't have any

23 different information.

24 MR. BACKUS: The question was not directed to you

25 either, Mr. Brenner. I was interested in what the staff knew.

,

I

t
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I

david 6 ; MR. BRENNER: Well, yec. I'm entitled to i

i
2 respond to Mr. Digrm'a ccmment.

3 MR. BACKUS : Oh, I',n sorry.

; MR. BRENNER: I'm also responding to your

question.
S

6 MR. FARRAR: Mr. '3renner, maybe we can make thic
q

|
shorter,,. 7

MR. BRENNER: LEt ne suggest we can make a lot ofg
~

things shorter.g

First of all, each attorney will get the chance to10

question --g

MR. FARRAR: Mr. Brenner, the Chcirman and the
12

,

rest of us aro running the heating. We don't have to be told,g

how to do it.,44

Mr. Backus, forgive me for my ignorance. Did you
5

se ne ee , r esa use h as an W.ing d M ea t
16

than the figure I usually see as :regawatt electric?

MR. DIGNAN: I don't want to play games here,

but I'm looking a number, and I assume what the board wantsg

is a true and accurate record.-

1180 I happen to know is a gross figure forg

Pilgrim. 1150 is the net figure. It's in all the books at

1150, and I didn't want to leave a mistake that I knew
23 :

! existed in the record.
24|

I CRAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: These can scarecely be
25 i

f controversial points.

I
;

h
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david 7 g| MR. DIGNAN: I agree.

2 CHAIItMAN ROSENTHAL:--What the net output of
1

3| these plants is. And I would be hopeful that we could
V

without a lot of jousting about - got bck on the record.4

5: As m tters now stand, however, the witness has stated
1

G| that is it was their belief that it was 1180. Now --
'

7 MR. BACKUS: Well, just to clarify it,
'

Mr. Chairman --8
.

9- BY MR. BACKUS:

10 ! O Would you be willing to accept, as Mr. Dignan

suggests, that you and I should agree that Pilgrim II as11

y u refer to it here on page G-1 is 1130 megawatt gross12

' rather than not? Dr. Kline?g3

A
14 (Witness Kline) We don't have any other number

that it is our testimony, and I really can't from my own15

knowledge answer whether it's 1150 or 1180.
I O And you don't know any figure at all for the
proposed Pilgrim III, correct?g,

A I personally do not.79
~

0 okay.g|

MR. FARRAR:
21 Dr. Kline and members of the panel,

could we have an understaniing that if ever an answer is22 i

23 !
given like that, I personally do not -- but the other,

'

three of you will chime in if you know -- when one of you24

says that. We will assume that hearing nothing else that

fnone of the rest of you know.
I
b

- ' ~

. . _ - - . . . . , . . . , . , . .
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Idavid 8 MR. SACKUS: And I'd like the record to show'

G ,I
' that I hear nothing from any other members of the panel which

I trust means that none of them know the figure for Pilgrim
4 III, net or gross.

5 BY MR. BACKUS:

6 Q Now, Dr. Kline, you have analyzed the Pilgrim

/ 7 site for the Saabrook unit as if they were the third and
3 fourth units to be built there, did you not?

9 A (Witness Kline) Correct.

10 ,' O Did you also consider analyzing that site as if
I

11 Pilgrim II were not to be built there so that the Seabrook

12 units would be the second and third units there?
13 A We did not.

14 Q And why did you not do that?

15 A We did not do that because we have an application

16 for3 dlgrim II currently under review by the staff.

17 , O is that the only reason?

.

1G A Yes..

19 Q Does that mean that you made an assumption that
_

20 there is a very high probability that Pilgrim II will in fact

21 be built as proposed? Did you make that assumption?

22| A We made an assumption that there is a reasonable

i

23| probability that Pilgrim.II would ba buil .

24 Q If you were to suppose that it was also a reasonable

25 assumption -- I don't know whetht t

|
6

-

i

!a.i I
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: | i
i just suppcse that for a minute that Pilgrim II for

#vid9 some reason was not going to be built at the Pilgrim site,
.

3i then what would your conclusion be about locating Seabrook unita;

i4'
I and II at that site?

5
Would you have to reanalyze that?

MR. BRENNER: Mr. Chairman, that question is
-

-

' hopelessly vague. What's your" opinion as to what?

0 We have nine discip ines. We have analysed in the

E - testitssnv --- we have at leest four disciplines represented

IO here, which Mr. Backus indicated were the only disciplines he

U needed to have represented here. And what are your

12 conclusions as to what aspect?o

I3 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: 7 thought his question was

14 in the context of the response that Dr. Kline had given to

IS
| the question as to why the analysis was not done in -- on

| the assumption that Seabrook would replace units II and III.16

17 | And he indicated that the reason was there was
t

] an outstanding application for Pilgrim II and that he13*

19 thought it was reasonably possible or probable -- I dont
.

20 recall his precise terminology -- that that application would

21 be granted.

f Then I thought Mr. Backna asked the questian22

'|i
23 j! that if you proceeded on the assumption that the application

24 |
.

i for Pilgrim II would be denied, whether that would have
r

4
25 ij called for alterations in the analysis.

P I

u i
' i
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david 10 1 |i Am I correct?

.3 MR. BACKUS: Right.

3\ MR. BRENNER: That's essentially it,
i

4 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: I don't understand
'

5, what's wrong with that question. I

I
6 if MR. BRENNER: Operations in what aspasc of the |

| I
7 } analysis? That's a very broad area. As I've said, we've

-

a got at least nine disciplines represented. Are we still
'
.

9 talking about aquatic or are we going to switch subjects?

10 DR. BUCK: Why don't we ask Mr. Backus if he

11 can giva us some bases for the possible denial of Pilgrim II,

12|4.' make some assumptions.Why don't you make some assumptions

33 as to why Pilgrim II should be denied and ask them what

14 effect that has on it.

15 MR. BACKUS: Oh, I should think oither the

10 licensing or the appeal board might them unacceptable.

;7 |/ DR. BUCK: But on what basis? What we're talking
.

about here is theimpact, onironmental impact. Now, on whatjg,

gg basis can you assume or do you wish them to assume that
-

Pilgrim is denied?20

MR. BACKUS: They would all find that Boston21

Edison didn't qualify, Mr. Buck.g

b DR. BUCK: Apart from that, let's limit it to.g

environmental situations. What we're talking about here --g

g! MR. BACKUS: I am not -- I' don't think for

I

i
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1

avidll purposes of my question I have to assume it will be denied, *

for an environmental recnon. I did not mean to imply that

! that would necessarily be the reason for possible denial
!

4
I of Pilgrim II.

5
DR. BUCK: Are you eliminating the environmental

denial?
= ,

'

MR. DACKUS: As a matter of fact, at this point

I am because I'm contending that Pilgrim is an obviously;

9
superior site to Seabrook.

10
MR. DIGNAN: Now, I'm going to object to that

11
for lack of foundation to the whole line. If that's the

12 theory in which we're coming at this theory, there's
13

absolutely no foundation for the conclusion.

14
CHAIRMAN ROSE?mIAL: Mr. Bakus is entitled to

15 ask the hypothetical question, and he asked that. The
16 objection Mr. Brenner had, as I understood it, was that
17 ' there were

_
nine disciplinos that came into play here, and

I8*

hetas asking you to be more specific with respect to the
19

.
disciplines that you were inquiring as to whether they would,

20
j have had, had there been a different kind of analysis.

21
Are you talking -- I'm talking about overall

4|i analysis or are you talking about specific aspects of it, and
i

23 } if so, which ones he said - "

24 MR. BACKUS: Mr. Chairman, let me try another

25| question.

I

i
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david 12 1 MR. FARRAR: Wait, Mr. Backus. I'm confused
2 myself. You started this line of questioning by reading

i3 from the staff's testimony on G-1 essentially abou-
|

4 fisheries. I have taken it that tha whole line of

5 quetions so far is on fisheries;am I right?

S MR. BACKUS: That's right.

- 7 MR. FARRAR: Okay. That's the answer to Mr. Brenner 's

8 question, I think.

9 MR. BRENNER: Can we get the question again Dow,

to phrased properly, in the entire context?

11 MR. BACKUS: I'll reask it.

12 1
s

i
13 i

!

15

!
16 |

r

17
.

18.

19
'

20

21

22

23

24

25
1

!
!
3

||
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jwb 1 DY MR. B7.CKUS:

2 G If you were to suppose, Dr. Klino and Mr. Hickey,

3 that the Pilgrim 2 plant did not go forward, for whatever-

4 reason, and that Seabrook 1 and 2 were then going to be

5 analysed as tho second and third units on that site rather

6 than the third and fourth, would that. change your conclusions

'

7 about the effect of those units on the fisheries?-

8 MR. BRENNER: Mr. Backus, are you staying with the
:

9 assumption -- I would ask the Board to ask Mr. Backus if he

to is also staying with the assumption that Seabrook is required

13 to have towers, as part of his qua tion.

12 MR. BACKUS : I didn't say anything abe:2t " towers . "

g Pilgrim 2 and 3 were both analyzed and approved for once-through,

14 cooling by the staff at a prior time. I don't see whera the

15 towers come into this at all, at this point.

16 MR. BRENNER: First of all, that's an incorrect

statement. Pilgrim 3 was never approved.17

But besides that, if we are getting at hypothetical. 73

19 questions -- which is a difficult area, to begin with - it's
:

20 important for the witnesses to know what other assumptions

21
may be relevant are going on, and it may well be relevant to *

22 know whether Seabrook is acceptable aquatically to the prepar

authorities, with or without towers.23

MR. FARRAR: Mr. Brenner, personally - again, for-3

give m: scmetimes I don't follow these things too well, but Ig
1

I
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g, thought that was going to be the answer we were going to get:
1

2 that when we started talking about putting two more units at

Pilgrim, these gentlemen vould, in the course of talking about3 I

4 it, tell us whether they were talking about tcwore. or not

i
l towers.5 j

So far, Mr. Backus has threo times attempted to3

7 ask what struck me as a very preliminaq question, and we have,
,

been jousting around about it for 12 or 15 minutes. And Ig

*

don't think the answer -- if, you know, if we could see whereg

we are g ing, then we could --
10

t
'

MR. BRENNER: Part of my prcblem, and I think partg

of the Board's problem, is you era not going to know where2i
,

Ianybody is going as long as this continues in this fashion. t
13 ;

iI don't know what his issues are. We don't know
|14

|where he's going. I don't know what questions are preliminary '

l a.

and what questions are meaat to get to the special point.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: 'Ihese are obviously preliminary,j
- and at this point I will let Mr. Backus proceed. Let the

10.

witness answer the question. We will see where we are.,93

.' BY MR. BACItt]S :
10

0 Gentimen?

I

22 |
Ofitness Hickey) Could you repeat the question,A

i

,please?
23 i

r

24 '
G Okay. Mr. Hickey -- Is it "Mr. Hickey," or,

"Dr. Hickay"?
25

.

i

.
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1 A Mister.

2 C On page G-19, you reference the fact - the first

5 paragraph, you say: "The incremental operational effects of

4 adding Pilgrim Unit 2 as a once-through system to that of

5 Unit 1 was examined in the 1974 FES," or Final Environmental

6 Statement, "which predicted only localized effects."

7 I take it that is still the staff % position about*-

8 the Proposed Pilgrim Unit 2 unit; is that right as far as
i

9 you 're aware?

10 A As far as I'm aware, that's correct.

1; 4 Okay. So it is the staff'a position that we can

12 stick one more 1180 megawatt gross electric plant on there
i

13 with once-thrcugh cooling on there, at least; right?

14 A As Pilgrim Unit 37

15 G I'm just basically repeating what you have said

16 here. There has been no change in that position? Okay?

A With two units of Pilgrim, I believe that's37

- 18 correct.

19 0 Okay. The next senterce says: " Additionally, a
.

-

third Pilgrim unit with once-through ccoling (proposed and20

3; later withdrawn) was evaluated in a 1974 DES which also predictei

22 only localized effects from oporation of the three unita

c abined." Correct?
23 e

A Correct.34

25 - 4 Now is the staff, at this point, offering any
j

n
h
1
s:
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i

i l' different opinion than what you chose to quote from that 1974

2 dccument in this 1978 testimony?

3
.

MR. DIGl&N: I'm going to object to that on the

4 grounds that ths testimony speaks for itself, Mr. Chairman.
,

I

lS The staff 's position is 2. aid cut. Now they're being asked:
4

6| What did you mean by what you said?

''
7 MR. BRENNER: Mr. Chairman, there may be a dif-

a ference between procedural objections and cubstantive objec-
:

9 tions, which do affect the rights of other parties.

I

toj It gets confusing when ycu have a multi-party pro-

11 ceeding, but they are staff witnesses and I at least did not

12 object to a question on the basis that it's already into tha

32 testimony, and I will be happy to have them answer the ques-

14 tion.

MR. FARRAR: Mr. Dignan, as I read that staff tes-15

16 timony, they say: We found in 1974 X, and we found in 1974 Y.

Now that's the truth, I assume, that that's what they found
;7

73 | in 1974. Mr. Backus ' question is only: Is that still your

i
ggj testimony? 'they don't say, on page G-19, that that is still

t-

their opinion. Maybe that's implied, but they do not say20

,there that that is still their opinion.21
>!

MR. DIGNAN: No. I agree. I said, I think they
22

said quitt the contrary, to continue reading. That's my<

3

point.y

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Ist the witness answer theg,

i

!
Il
n
H
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1 question.

2 WITNESS HICKEY: Could you restato it, please?

3 BY HR. BACI?JS :

4] O Uell, Mr. Farrar actually put it very well,

5 Mr. Hickey. That second sentence in the first paragraph on

G G-19, as far as you arc aware, is that still the staff's

7 opinion? Namely, that three once-through units at the Pilgrim*
.

'

a site would have "only localized effects from operation"?'

I

g A. (Witness Hickey) As stated in those documents,

10 yes.

C Ckay.
33

,

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: What do you mean, "as stated12

in tho'se documents"?
13

MR. FARRAR: He wants to knows Is what was stated94

there still your opinion? Is that your opinion today? We knw
15

it was stated in those documents. Is it your opinion today?
16

WITNESS HICKEY: Iccalized offects from the opera-
;7

'

tion of three units of Pilgrim would be the area of environmen-
18.

tal concern with resp 2ct to aquatic biota.
39

~

MR. FARRAR: No, no. There, "in '74," it's in kind20

f a negative. It says they would only be localized effects.
21

In ther words, I read that as saying that's not
22|

smething, you know, we really have to worry about. Is yourg

, testimony now the same as that?y

WITNESS HICKEY: I am a little more concerned atg3

t

0
la
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1 g this point. I think the localized effects frcm multi-unit

2 operation at Pilgrim are of concern.

3 BY MR. BACKUS:

4 |,'
-

O Do you have tha 1974 draft environmental statement I
i

5 for the three units with you?
I

6 A (Witness Hickey) Yes, sir.

'
7 ,- G Have you reviewed it for purposes of writing this-

I

I testimony?8
i

g A Yes, sir.

10 0 And I note that when you wrote this testimony, you

11 , didn't indicate in the testimony any concerns about the con-

12 clusions in that 1974 DES, did you?

.g A Specifically, no.

14 G Have you follou d the monitoring program at

15 Pilgrim?

A I have reviewed the information. The Pilgrim case16

| is not my specific assignment, so I have not followed it year
17

- 18 after year, in the sense that an NRC staff man might if it was

39 his or her responsibility.

|
20 0 But you did review it for the purpose of preparing

| this @atic impact testimony on Pilgrin?21
t

new backup A Yes, sir.g

I O You make an assumption in this testimony on3

Pilgrim that the third and fcurth units at Pilgrim would have3

to use closed-cycle cooling. Is that an assumption that you.,

!a

,;

;!

I;
f'
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1 h make in this testimony?

2 A Yes.

3 4 And /no is responsible fer that assumption?

i

4i A G71tness Kline) Perhaps I ought to anwer that

5 one. The way the staff analysis was structured, each indi-

5 vidual discipline prepared an analysis independently. Iater,

.- 7 after seeing the analyses all together, the staff collectively

s considered the viewpoints of each discipline and did this in a
'
.

9 rather structured meeting.

10 So that in a neeting like this, the point of view

11 that cooling towers would be required was put forward by

12 Mr. Eickey, but the remainder of the staff also took part in

g it, in the decision when it was brought to the conclusion

14 section.

15 G Well, Dr. Kline, I would take it that, on a coastal

16 site where you have no problems of water availability, that

g the only factor that would lead the staff to conclude thr!,

~

closed-cycle cooling needed to be used would be those factors
_

;g

jg that would be nnalysca by aquatic biologists. Isn't that so? j
!-
'

20 A 'Jhat's correct. He was the main defender of the
-

Position that closed-cycle cooling would be required.2;

22 0 So I can properly ask you to return the microphone

to him for questions on why closed-cycle cooling was assumed atg

Pilgrim. Correct?g

A Yes. I thought the question was if he were solelyg;

!
, i
i i
i, s
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1 responsible. That's the way I interpreted .i.t, in any case.

2 And while he formed the technical position, the staff's view

3 was that there were many things that had to be traded off that

1

4| had to be dono collectively, and therefore he in principally

5 responsible but not solely responsible.

6 G Well, he has to justify his decision to you as

.. 7 leader of the team. Is that correct?

8 A Yes.
.
~

g g Okay. Mr. Hickey, you did assume that Pilgrim

to Units 3 and 4 had to be built closed-cycle at Pilgrim, did you

11 E- 17

12 A (Witness Hickey) Yes, sir.

4 Now let me just put a hypothetical to you.
13

Supposing we were just talking about 3 and not 4. Have you14

ght about whether or not you would indulge the same assump-
15

tion in that event?
16

A I have not specifically considered threa units at
37

Pilgrim. I did an analysis. based on four units, primarily.[ 18

4 And that's the only analysis you have done ingg
'

connection with this closed-cycle cooling assumption; correct?-

20

A On page G-19, ~I discuss , as an eramnie, the various
21

potential levels of impingement which might occur with varying
22

multi-unit designs at Pilgrim. But the conclusions which Ig

drew were based on two Pilgrim units and two Seabrook unitsg

on the site.
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G And when you were thinking about - Well, strike1 i

'

2 that.

In order to arrive at that conclusion, did you first3

4 have to make some assumptions about the type of once-through

5 cooling systesna th7t might be used at Pilgrim with four units?

6 L Could you clarify what you mean by " type," please?

.* 7 0 Woll, did you th' k at all about a subnerged

diffusar as opposed to a canal discharga? Did you think about
8

1
a multi-port discharge? Did you think about various delta Tag

versus varicus cooling water withdrawal rates?
10

Did you think abcut various intake locations andg

multi-pcrt intake structures?
12

A Y"8' sir. On G-21, tiiird paragraph, I discuss
13

subnerged cffshore intake. And on G-22, second paragraph, I
34

mentioned offshore diffuser discharge.
g

g Ohy. h w, do p u hva any h sis for @ M M -
16

if, for e:cample, you took the type of cooling system that is

propoed for Seabrook off the mouth of the estuary, a three-~

18.

Port intake just below mid-depth in the water column, and a
19

.

subnerged multi-port diffuser, what do you think then about*

to
.

the prospects for getting approval for once-through cooling

with four units at Pilgrim, in light of the fact that your

staff at one time felt that three units at Pilgrim would cause

only localized effects?

A With respect to offshore intakes, as mentioned on
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1 G-21, the off shore intake might have scme potential for reduc-

2 tion of the potential for entrainment of inshore ichothycplan) ~

3 ton, but it could on the other hand increase the potential for

4 entrainment of offshore species, and some species which occur

5 both inshore and offshore and some which occur deeper in the

0 water column.

.- 7 I *Mnk, with respect to an offshore intake, one

a would be trading one type of impsct for another.

t

9 0 Well, take the statement you make that flounder,

10 more dense, Iowar in the water column. It's my understanding

it
that with the Seabreaok proposal, the water intake is supposed

12 to be just below middepth in the water column, and at that

13 depth you wouldn't inpact the winter flounder. Is that true,

14 or isn't that true, as far as you're concerned as a biologist?

A I would qualify an answer there and say that:15

with respect to the Pilgrim analysis, I utilized data frca16

Pilgrim, and it was stated in these reports that winter flounder;7

occurs in greater abundance lower in the water column at18.

Pilgrim, and therefore data which are applicable to Seabrook19

4 may not nec0ssarily be applicable at Pilgrim.20

G Are you suggestidg that flounder would be at a
21

different place in the water column in Pilgrim than they are22

at Seabrook?y

1 It's possible.
24

0 Highly unlikely, isn't it?
25

,
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1 A It depends, I thinh, on factors other than just the

2 fish larvae, for example. It also deperds on the local

ezzi 15 3 circulation panels, and so forth.

4

5

t

G

.- 7

8
1

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
.

18-

19
.

20

21

22

23

24

25

{ s
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1'
i Q So it sort of comes out that you really have no i

G2007 2.
tape 6 | idea whther locaH "g an intake in the manner which is proposed

,

david 1 at Seabrook would result in acceptable entrainment losses

for fin fish?

5
MR. BRENNER: Mr. Chirman, I object to the fon

of the question. Certainly hir,torically contrary to tho

.- 7
previous questions and answers.

Mr. Backus started out saying you have no idea,
.

9 with respect to responses for which Mr. Hickey gave -- it
10

has considered the different systems.

II
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Well, Mr. Hickey can bdicate

I
<.ha t .

i

' ^ *-

WITNESS HICKEY: Will you restate the question,

I please?

15
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: If Mr. Backus is noti

M
.

correctly reflecting Mr. Hickey's testimony, I assume Mr. Hickey
17 is perfecty prepared to say that.!

.

IS I MR. BRENNER: Well, I don't believe the form of-

19
! the question, then -- you have no idea -- is proper in; t

20 those circ-mstances.
|

21
o CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: MR. Hickey, do you wish that
b

22
i question repeated?

23 WITNESS HICKEY: Please, Mr. Chairman.
'

24 CEU RMAN RCSENTHAL: All right, Mr. Backus.

25

i
,
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david 2 BY MR. BACKUS:

9
.

2 '

Q It seems to me, Mr. Hickey, based upon what you're
3

stying is thct all you're offering is the conjecture about

4L
the winter flounder. Assuming, as I asked you to ascume,

I5
| you'd go with some cort of an intake system that draws from

3| just below mid-depth on the water column --

7-
.

MR. DIGNAN: I'm going to object now.
|

8

| CHAIFJ1AN ROSENTHAL: This is not your witness.,

iMR. DIGNAN: That is not the rules of this agency,

f0 l~

i that I'm restricted to objecting to my witness, though.
I11
! That is not the rule of this agency,
!

12 i
j and I want a flat ruling on that new or I will leave this

13'
hearing room. If I have no place to play while counsel

14
is examining staff witnesses - my client is the only,

15
person in thic rocm with anything on the line here in

1G
terms of monetary and economic worry.

17 And I am not going to be restricted to a role

18 for the first time in any NRC case I've ever heard of of not*

l9
being allowed to object to a witness -- question to a,

*
"o, witness who I did not put on, Mr. Chairman.

21 CHAIRMAN ROSEh"fHAL: First of all, I would raise --

22
I would lower my blood pressure if I were you, Mr. Dignan.

23 In the second place, it seems to me in these circumstances it

M may well be uhat there is room for you to object to questions .

25 that are being askad of witnesses other than your oun. I don't.
| .

;
:

i
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GGecc5 1 !! j

3
see the basis for your objection to the question that

~

2 [ was just asked.
vid3

.

3 !
'

MR. DIGNAN: I havan't been given an opportunity

4 !! !
*

il to state the basis yet. You jumped me before I could.

59
ij CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: You heard the question.

6-
i

MR. DIGNAN: Your question was a classic,_ 7:
,

g; argumentative question.
I.,

'
1 CHIRMAN ROSElmIAL: and what is your -- if it's

9
i

,0 | an argumentative question, then the objection is based on
.

l'
:i the protecticn of the witness?

11 ,
5

MR. DIGNAN: It's not a question of protecting
12 :e

o

!! the witness; it's a question of protecting the record,
.-

i Mr. Chairman. I have a right te see to it that questions

that are improper are not put in the record in a case
15 ,

affecting my client.i

16 i
It hasn't anything to do with protecting

,

~7 jj -

' '
witnesses.

18|-

! . MR. BRENNER: Mr. Chairman, I would like to chime in
mi

i,,

i that I fully agree with the distinction you are attempting toe

20 i
f, draw,if Mr. Dignan will let you complete drawing it.

21 p
d There is a clear difference between substantive objections

22 |j
j that do affect the rights of other parties and a difference

23 .a. .

? between the questions that do go to protection of the witness;.4

3Y '

h on the assumption that I'm ont completely asleap here, I can
25 !|

choose to object or not object to those types of questions,
.

a;l r

ii I

l.:!
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1t
david 4 i as I see fit.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: I will rule, Mr. Dignan, |
3i

j and you can agree or disagree as you see fit that an

objection to the form of a question during the course of

5 this proceeding vill be heard only from teh counsel who is

6 sponsoring the witness. You can like that not as you see

.- 7 fit.

S And think that that will -
.

I'
.

9 MR. DIGNAN: I don't like it but I press this

10 objection because it's not form. It's adstantive. It's

11 an argumentative question.

12 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: We're not going to engage in

13 ' semantics. In my judgment that comes to form.

14 MR. DIGNAN: All right. Mr. Chairman, at this

15 time I want the board to be polled on the ruling because

16 aven in the question of procedural rulings, I am entitled to he.ve
i
t

17 ' a ruling of the entire board.

'

18j And I want to know whether this is a unanimcus,

i

19 ruiling of the board that I cannot object on form.

*
20 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Dr. Buck, would you ide to

.

21 discuss it?
I

22| DR. BUCK: I would like to discuss it.

23 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: I think that at this
i

24 I point we will take our mid-morning recess for 10 minutes, and

i
25 i we will poll after we return.

!
:
i

'

}
.
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1

(Brief recess.)

OtvidS CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Back on the record.
3

Mr. Dignan, I am going to mcdify myprior ruling to this
4

extent; that is, I will not -- the board will not place

5
a total occlusion on your raising objections to questions

6
that are leveled at the staff witnessos by Mr. Backus.

.- 7
Having said that, I w. to add the following:

number one, I think you should bear in mind that these,
.

9 are the staff's witnosses, and the primary responsibility
to

for protecting thom against improper questions rests with

II
the staff.

12
Two, there seems to be a non-recognition on the

13 part of both yourself and Mr. Brenner as to what is

14 permissible on cross examination. of course, the latitude that

15 is given to a cross examiner, as you both know, is very
16 broad, and questions can be asked on cross namination

17 which tend to have an argumentative flav r.
,

18 Beyond that, if a witness in asked a question'

I9 which does not reflect accurately the testimony which he,

e >

20 has given up to that point, although the question is put
21 in terms of the witness's prior testimony, the witness is

22 perfectly free to indicata that that was not his testimony.

23 It seems to the board collectively that there

24 have been during the course of the last half an hour too

25 many objections which have had relativaly little basis. We

have proceeded at a pace which the board feel s is much
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I i
'

evid6
too sicw, and we feel that this is unnecessarily slow, and

2|
I we hope that again without placing upon Mr. Dignan a total

3
proscription against objections that this will be borne in

4

mind by all counsel.
5

I might just add, Mr. Dignan, that you of course
6

will have the opportunity to cross exa:r.i.no these witnessos
.- 7

yourself, if you believe that because of the manner in
S

which questionshave been stated, answers have been obtained,
,

9
-

that are damaging to the interests of your-client, you will
10

have a perfect opportunity on your own cross examination
11

to obtain whatever clarification is necessary.
12

So on that basis, we will now proceed.
13

BY MR. BACKUS: -

14
. Mr. Hickey, on G-19, you describe both the FES

15
for wilt II and the 1974 DES for cancelled unit III as

16
predicting "only localized effects.'

17
Now, were those the words in the documents, or

*
'

10
*

are those your words?

19
A (Witness Hickey) Those were the words from the.

'
20

documents.
21

. O Do you know what only .'.ocalized effects means?

22|
| A The documents were not specifically clear on
.

23 !
l precisely what localized effects were discussed, and ini

fact with respect to entrainment and impingement, the docuants,

25
did not even go into what species would be affected.

I

J l
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Idavid 7 Q But the implication from those documents,

G 2
I ake it, is clear that only locali=ed effects are effects

3 that are acceptable because I think both of these documents

4 reemended issuance of construction permits, did they not?

5 A I believe they did, but I was not specifically

6 examining that point.

- 7 Q Now, to get back again to the once through system

!'8 that you did not use as the reference case, I am aware that
i

9 on G-21 youhave talked about the possible engineering

10 design thatcould minimize entrainment impact.

11 But I woid like to know what you used as

12 the reference case -- if I can use that term - for possibly

13 locating Seabrook's I and II at Pilgrim as the third and

14 fourth units.

15 Did you assume these. minimization techniques,

16 or is that just something that you said could be considered?

17 A Yes, those were part of my analysis in having my
.

18 input to the base case design..

19 Q Okay. So I just want to be clear; in deciding
.

.

20 that Pilgrim with the four units -- strike that.

21 In deciding that Pilgrim with four units would

'

22 require some closed cycle cooling, did you assume what you

23 had considered to be the =ost banign possible engineering -

24 approach to a once through system?

25 , A I considered various options and design features

|
1
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in making my recommendation.

I

Odavid8
i9

Q Uell, what's the spec design or general'-

3 design?

4{ Did you consider for once through cooling because

3 you decided you had to analyze Pilgrim as if closed cycle

6 cooling would be used?
l

7 A I considered four units of Pilgrim with a-

1B present - a design similar to the present situation witht

'
.

9 shoreline intakes and discharges. I also looked at the

M possbility of locating offshore intake and offshore discharges

11 | and what the ranifications might be with respect to changing
i

12 j the conclusion or lowering potential impact to the point

i
13 where they would weigh heavily in a decision.

14 Q Did you form an opinion as to whether an offshore

~

E intake would be better or worse from a point of view of

16 aquatic biology than more of the present inshore intakes?

C A I believe that an offshore intake at Pilgrim

! with four once through units would not offer any great
-

.

1B L,

i

19 j advantage that might really reduce the total station impact.

i-

'
20 i In fact, as I discussed, it does have a potential

:

'for creating new levels of impact, particularly with21 i

- !
i

F.2 respect to some important species such as codfish and mackerall

23 j and winter flounder, winter founder larvae, speaking to the
1

24 ! Planktonic fishes. Winter founder larvae, for example, are

25 found at the Pilgrim site in greater densities offsore and

I'

:1
a
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1

avid 9 deeper in the water column.
2

O Aren't those winter founder larvao dimersal?
3

A Not in the dimersal sense they are on the
4

bottom; dimersal, for exr_mple, from the bilogical
5|.

standpoint means on the bottom, bottom fishes, for example.
8

The egs, winter founder eggs are dimersal. The larvae
.r . 7

aro not.
8

O In the 1974 DES, what was proposed for the,
,

9
third unit for once through system? Was it an offshore

10
intaka or a shoreline intake?

11
A Shoreline.

12
O And a shoreline discharge as well?,

13 1
8 A Yes, sir.

14
Q Now, you report in here that Pilgrim I has

15
apparently created a new onshore fishing recreation at the

16
-station site, has created new cnshore fishing recreational

17
opporMW4= at the site; is that correot?

,

' A Yes.

19
Q And I think you also report in here that there. |

'
20 i

f are fisherman pro'sently using the jetties year round. Is

!21
that correct?

22 -

A Yes..

23 |
0 Do you have any concern about the thermal

fdischargafromadditionaloncethroughunitsattho
'

~50
l Pilgrim site?
I
i

i
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! A Yes, sir, there is a concern with respect

vid10 2 to the thermal discharge as it may affect local

3 fisheries and it may affect fishes by attraction to the

4 olume, a::d it has been shown in the past to create

5 conditio.s of gac buble disease: tnction, and soms mortalities .

6 O I understand that the operation of the plant

7 has been modified since that gas bubble incident, has it''

8 not?
'.

9 A Operation -- I'm not sure that operation has

10 been modified, but the utility has undertaken to -- undertaken

11 steps to try to prevent fishes from entering the discharge

12 canal itself,
t

13 Q Now, on page G-8, there is a reference in there

tt to mitigation control measures proposed for Pilgrim II, and

15 it states -- this is the last sentence of the first paragraph,

16 "Tha staf.' believes that additional constructio,n at the

17 Pilgrim site would have similar minor and temporary effects

10 of nearby water quality if construction control practicos-

9 is similar for those proposed for Pilgrim II are used."
*

i
# i

20 What are those control measures, control practices?

A I did not write this section of this testimony.21 ,

i

22[ O Perhaps Dr. Kline would have some idea of that.

I

23[ A (Witness Kline) The witness who wrote this
!

3| testimony is not here, and I will need a minute to read the

25| entire paragraph and try to determine what he was talking

i
j about.

!

[ e
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1

avidll The witness who wrote this was.a water quality
; 4

expert, and he was referring only to water quality in
3

,

j this testirony, and it appears to me that he is discussing
o

L here water quality in relation to construction; water

5I
quality concerns in relationto construction, often refers to

I5
! such things as runff and carrying sediment into the water

- 7
body.

8
i So, although I can't speak with certainty, the

9I
I conte::t of the sentence refers to construction effects

10
which I would judge to be prevention of cediments in the

11
water Ecdy which is 'a minor and temporary effect.

12
O I gather you will not be able to say what the

,

'a
construction control practices proposed for Pilgrim II are?

14
A That's correct.

'

15
Q Do you know if the construction of additional units

16
in Pilgrim would require the erection of a barge landing?

17
A (Witness Hickey) I don't know if a barge landing

,

18.

would be required for Pilgrim. They were discussed in the

19
* *

!,

O Do any of you know whether themewould be any

21
concern abcut sufficient fresh water for construction

purposos at Pilgrim for an additional two units beyond
o,
~~ '

Pilgrim I and II?

v'
A (Witness Kline) We kn ow of no problem related

~55
to fresh water at Pilgrim.

.!"
l

.
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1

avdd 12 ; O Now, on G-13, Mr. Hickey, I find some reference
2$

to the Irish Moss landings in the Pilgrim area; do I
3

gather correctly that the major place for this business is
4

between Manomat Point and White Horsa Beach?
S

A (Witness Hick 1y) I believe that is correct.
a

i Q And that is somewhat to the east or southeast of
7,.

the plant site, is it not?
8

A YEs, sir..

9
Q Now, back to G-19, again, Mr. Hickey. You talk

10
about the possible impingement of four units of 225,000 fish

11

a year; that's in the middle of the last paragraph; do
12

you see that?

13
A Yes.

14
Q Now, there apin, what sort of an intake system are

15
you imagining when you come up with that figure, or does

16
it make any diffsence?

17 1

A The data which are presented in that paragraph on
'

IB
*

the potential .ipingement were drawn from the unit I dak,

19
i using the shoreline structure..

*
20

0 so it's simply extrapolating with larger

21
quantities of water the same type of intake; correct?

22
A Yes,. air.

I23
'O Did you ever work out any idea - figures of

24
any kind of approvimation of a different type of intake

,

25 I
structure?

Il h
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avid 13 As I say, I suggest perhaps a -- an offshore

2

intake structure at mid-depth.
3

A No. There are no data with respect to *

4
~

operational information of the offshora design like that, so
5

that I could not make that kind of a calculation.
6

0 'Jou never tried to arrive at any conclusions?
7,.

A Based on the experience of San Onofre? No.
8

Q Are you familiar at all with the San Onoh 3 plant,'
9

and its cooling system?
10

A Not intimately, but I am aware of it.
11

'

Q Are you aware it's discussed in the Seabrook
12

final environmental statement?
13

A It is discussed in there.
14

Q Did you review that in preparation for this
15

testimony?,

16
A Yes.

17
Q Are you aware of the statament in there that

*

18
the so-called velocity cap directing the current horisontally*

19
instead of vertically is hypothesized to have reduced fish,

' 20
entrapment by 90 percent?

21 .

A I am aware that it is designed to reduce fish

22 -

entrapment.

23
Q Did you consider the so-called velocity, cap or

24
the furnishing of a horizontal approach velocity in talling

9 25
about your once through systens that might minimise entrainment

effects?
I
i
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1

MR. BRENNER: Mr. Chairman, I am getting

Wavidl5 2
; confused now, and I think the record is. We are jumping

3
around between entrainment and entrapment andaimpingement.

And they are three different things which, at the testhony
;

5 fj
!! shows, have offsetting considorations in designing a system

5 'f very often.
.* 7!

|
Did Mr.Backus mean to stay w!th entrapment or

8

t did ho purposely jump tc. entrainment? -

9
MR, BACKUS: Well, let's make it entrapment for a

10 ,

I fin fish.

11
WITNESS HICKEY: With respect to -- this is

12
not planktonic fishes, then. This in entrapment,

12
impingement effects?

14
BY MR. BACKUS:

'
O Uh-hub.

A Velocity capis designed to reduce entrapment

or impingre nt of fishes.

I0
If it were to be used at Pilgrim for additional*

units, at Pilgrim there is a potential for reduced,

'
oo

impingement or entrapment asing that design offhore.

21 However, I feel that to put an offshore intake

22
in Cape Cod Bay with a velocity cap design or not, I

U think there would be a tradeoff for reduced entrapment or

24 impingement potential with increased potential for

25 entrainment ichthyoplankton specicies; for example, the

i

.
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1

'avidl6 winter founder which we have discussed. And the winter

2
fbunder is an important species. It is also already

3
potentially being affected by,the Pilgrim unit I. It

4
would continue to be affected by shoreline design at Pilgrim

5
unit II as proposed, so that additional units at Pilgrim

6
III or IV would still increase the potential for entrainment

.* 7 of winter flounder and other fishes with an offshore intake

such that there would be a tradeoff, and with respect to
.
.

9 winter flounder, the entrainmant problem exceeds the

10 impingement problem, with respect to environmental
11

impact.

52 And I believe that it,would be a tradeoff to*

the detriment, could be a tradeoff to the detriment of

I important ichthyoplankton species.

Q You are more worried about entrainment of larvae
16 than entrapment or impingement of adult forms; is that

17 the gist of whatyou are saying?

10 I'm worried about both, but I think with respectA*

I9 to come species, entrainment is a more important consideration.
,

20 Q Now, what about for possible once through cooling

21 at Pilgrim, the use of a higher Delta T and thereby

22 reducing intake requi::ements; is that something that you
!

23 have considered?

24 A Yes.

25 O can you give us some ideas in what terms you

!<

11
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david 17 1

have considered. What sort of a Delta T against what sortO 2
of a cubic feet per second with intake withdrawal?

3
A I have considered thermal discharges with

4
respect to Pilgrim Units I and II, and how Pilgrim unit

5
II when it comes online will reduce the total station

6
discharge for Delta T discharge temperature. I beg your

* 7
pardon - such that additional units at Pilgrim couldhave

8
an effect on the station discharges if a lower volume, higher*

.

9
Delta T unit or units were to be placed at Pilgrim, then

10
the riskwould be run that the total station thermal discharge

11
would ha higher and the water withdrawal would be lower.,

12
Q Yes. And I'm asking you, I guess, as the biologist

13
on this team, if that is a prefer able reference case for

14
possiMe once through cooling as against lowering the

15
Delta T and having T higher water withdrawal.

~, 6

A It presents its own brand of problems, and

17 thermal discharges from only a one unit operation at Pilgrim
.

18.

have been a problem with respect to mortalities, fish
19

attraction to the plume and gas bubbling disease.-
,

20
And this is a major concern of biologists in the

21 stateof Massachusetts and myself such that we are trading
22 here again with withdrawl for -- trading one type of impact
23

for another.

24 And then we take all of this and ampara it to

25 the potentials at Seabrook with an offshore intake or offshore

I
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I

davidl8 I discharge, I beg your pardon.

2, It does not seem with respect to aquatic biota that

3 we are making a really good tradaoff by creating more

4 problems in one area and then perhaps moving units from
.

5 seabrook to Pilgrim where we think there may be problems.

C No taatter how we design the plant, you trade off

.* 7 one type of impact for anther.

8 Q Well, we have to decide what's a good trade
1

9 here. You mentioned the thermalproblems. Aren't these -

10 ! as you just said -- all reinted to the surface discharge

11 in the canal at Pilgrim?

17- Isn'that that where all the mortality problems

13 have come at Pilgrim?
i

14 A Pilgrim is designed with shoreline discharge in the

15 canal. That's right.

16 Q So let me ask you if you have considered at

17 all a submerged, multiport defter at Pilgrim through which

'

18 you put a higher Delta T and would reduce to some extent
,

19 the intake require:nents?
.

'
20 A I have considered that and an offshore discharge

21 would have potential for re acing the thermal impacts.

22 However, we would still be in the situation of having Pilgrim

23 ; I and II present with the shoreline discharge now adding
,

24 additional units at Pilgrim, and we put the discharge offahore
I

zgj so that additional units would have ~ could have a low impact

i
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1

avid 19 potential from their discharge.

2
But in doing that, we have added units to the

3
site and added water withdrawal capacity which has its

4
own brand of problems.

5
0 You are throughout, as I take it you just said,

6 assuming Pilgrim II as a fact with a ahoreline discharger
.. 7

is that correct throughout this analysis?

9
A Yes.

g

MR. FARRAR: Mr. Backus, could I interrupt you

10 there and just ask for my own edification what the status

" of the unit II application is. I recall that some time

" ago wo set aside -- no, we affirmed a licensing board
U decision that sent Pilgrim II back to the , drawing board.
'4 What has happer.ed since then?'

WITNESSELINE: Yes. Another staff team similar

I6 to this one is currently performing an alternative site

17 review of Pilgrim, for Pilgrim II.

18 MR. FARRAR1 Do you Ssva n.f idea when we'll,

I9 see something on that?
,

20 WITNESS KLINE: No, I can't give you an exact,

21 date, but it is progressing. There was some degree of

22 interference between this project and that one. And a

23 t partial overlap of team members.

24 MR.FARRAR: Okay, thank you, Dr. Klino.

25 Go ahead, Mr. Backus.

N
il
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david 20 I BY MR. BACKUS:

2 Q Did any of the members of this team - are

3 they part of the overlap? Are they on the Pilgrim team?

'' A (Witness Kline) No. This particular group

5 {i does not overlap.
!

6 Q Incidentally, Mr. Hickey, are you aware that

7, Pilgrim II received approval for once through cooling from*

8 the same EPA official that once denied approval for
i

9 Seabrook for once through cooling?

10 A (Witness Hickey) Yes, I am.

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

.

g

19
.

~

20

21

21

23

24

25

!

! I
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1 MR. FARRAR: Mr. Backus, is that the same Regional

?- Mministrator?

3 MR. BACKUS : Tho former Regional Achinistrator;

4 that's correct.

5 BY MR. BACKUS:

6 % The Board miryht be interested to know what is the

- 7 status of the EPA consideration of the Pilgrim Plant, at this

a point -- Pilgrim 2. Do you know?
t

9 A (Witness Hickey) What do yo*4 menn by "considera-

10 tion"? You mean, is there a ruling before the Ad:Linistrator

11 at this point?

12 4 That's right.

13 A I'm not sure about that.

14 0 Okay.

MR. FARRAR: But the application is still pending
15

before you on an open-cycle basis?;g i

WITNESS KLINE: Yes. The Unit 2 is an open-cycle
17

'

18 application.
,

BY MR. BACKUS:19

20 0 Okay, on G-22, at the conclusion of your aquatic'

biology testimony here, Mr. Hickey, the second sentence, you21 i

22 say: "A potential for at least localized impact does appear to

be present if Pilgrim were to contain four once-through units."y

Correct?24

! A (Witness Hickey) Correct.3,

|
t
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O Now that struck me, because that's the exact samej

language which you used on page G-19 in describing the 19742

envircutal statements as predicting only localized effecta.
3

Do those phrases mean the exact same thing?
4

A d n't t cy do. M I stated der, se
5

"" """" *" # Y'~~

6

what they meant by "locali=ed effects," and it is my opinion
, 7

" "" "# "#"~ "9 "" ^ # ~~

8
! Pilgrim units and two Seabrook units, for example, as we are

g

discussing here, have the potential for creating at least

localized impacts. And I mean impacts to the -- scue of the

fisheries in the Plymouth-Duxbury Harbor area, and same of the

local fisheries around the plant sites such that I believe

that four once through units at Pilgrim do not offer any

advantages with respect to two closed-cycle units at Seabrook.
15

0 Speaking only of aquatic effects?
16

'

A Yes, sir.
17

4 okay. So in your mind, at least, " localized-

18,

effects * means smething more significant than 'only localized
19

f effects"?
20

L It means something more significant than was men-
21

tioned in the previous documents.
22

0 And I'm still not clear, and I would like to perhaps
23

~

ask it again: Are you or are you not disagreeing with the
24

conclusions in those 1974 environmental statments about
25
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1 aguatic effects?

2 A I think there will be effects fra four once-thrcugh

3 units at Pilgrim, and I think they will be at least localized;

4 and I have more concern for the effects -- potential effects

5 than were stated in the previous dccuments.

6 G Well, you didn't quite answer the question. I was
~

- 7 asking you not abcut the four units -- but take the draft

8 statment, which dealt with three units, and you say you have

t

9 quoted it. It's not in quotas, but you say that is a quote,

10 in describing it as " producing only localized effects."

And based upon whatever you know now, and the fact
ti

12 that you are not the same person that wrote that document, are

13 ycn1 agreeing or disagreeing with that?

Because if you disagree with it, I think you should14

say so, because your testimony implies to me agreement.15

L I paraphrased what was in the FES, but I feel
16

stronger about the potential for impact frca three units or
97

four units than was stated in the FES.
18.

I think there is more potential for harm than cae
39

across in those documents.'

20

O Wh is the biologist that worked on the evaluation
21

f the three units in the 1974 DES? Do you know?
22

A No, I don' t.
~

23

G DM you wer M to hM
24

" * * *

~S!
'

! !
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1 Q. Did you ever talk with anybody that participated

2 in the analysis in that document?

3 A lb .

4 HR. PATJG.R: Mr. Backus, while you are thinking

about your next question, couM I csk - interrupt you here5

3 for just a I:vmont?

ft . Hickey, Mr. Brenner cbjected some time ago-

7

abou' trying to find out whether we were talking about entrap-
8

*

ment, r entrainment, or impinge,nt, and a lot of the testi-
.

9

mony today has been in those terns.g

33-
Could you give us -- no anyone reading the record

will be sure they know what we are talking about -- just give
12

us 10 secondo of a definitien on each one, so the record will
g

be complete?

WI'ENESS HICKEY: Yes, sir.

.

"Entrainment" refers to water withdrawal at the

power plant, pulling in with it passiva organisms in the water

columna such as fish eggs and larvae, or either just barely~

IG-

microscopic animala.
Is

" -i
*

" Impingement" or " entrapment" refers to station
20

vater withdrawal, pulling in with it organisms such as larger
21 1

I. fishes, and adult and juvenile fishes, and catching those on
,

i
22

the intake filtering screens before the water goes through
23

the power plant.
24

Entrained organian will : pass through the power
25

(

I

i
l
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! plant condensers and back out with the discharge, whereas

P. entrapped or impinged organisns will be collected on the

3 traveling ccreens and not passed through the power plant.

4 | MR. FARRAR: Thank yea, Mr. Hickey.

5 DY MR. BACEUS:

6 i G Dr. Kline, if one woro to continuo to build units

~
7 of the type proposed for Pilgrim 2 with shoreline discharges

6 and shcreline intakes, I take it that there would not need to

t

s be any mergency cooling towers for the ultimate heat sink at

to Pilgrim, would there?

33 A (Witnesa Kline) I don't know. I didn't review that.

12 O Are you aware that there is proposed at Seahrook a

g so-called " baby cooling tower" for the ultimate heat sink?

14 A I have no specific knowledge of it at Seabrook. I

15 am aware that it is e mmonly done.

16 O But you don't know whether it is going to be done

' at Seabrook or not?17 ,

A I do not.18.

O All fight.gg ,
'

Now I guess we are ready for -- Mr. Gears, is it?'

20

the terrestrial biologist here? You say on page G-25 that there
21

is no critical habitat, none on or near the site. That means22

23 | that you know of no endangered species of either plants or

i animals at the Pilgrim site. Is that correct?g|
4

g| A (Witness Gears) No. The term " critical habitat,"

!
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1, at least in the context that I was using it, was to define the

2 term that's used by the Department ot Interior for a select

3 area set asido for a rare endangered species. It's actually

4 set aside.

5 How there may be proposed critical habitats of

6 which I know of nono, in the Pilgrim area, but it is a precise

7 term meaning that there is a certain endangered species in the~

8 area that requires a particular habitat, and the Depart.wnt of
t

g Interior has set it aside and so called it and designated it

to as a " critical habitat."

gg 4 Well, then, let me ask you: Are you aware of any

12 endangered species of either plants or animals at the Pilgrim

site?13

14 A On the Pilgrim site?

g on the Pilgrim site.
15

A. I'm not aware of that - that any rare and endan-
16

gered plant or animal species routinely use the Pilgrim site.
37

G Okay. I'm sorry. I see you've written that onla,

page G-26.,9
_

"

Mh. BRENNEP- I'm sorry? I didn't haar that last
.!O

0'"*"D*
21

MR. BACKUS: The fact that he testified to that
22

in his direct tastimony on page G-26.g

BY MR. BACKUS :g

Now on page 31, on " Analyses and Comparicon with
25

!
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l
i

i tho Seabrook Sito," you start out saying: "There are no

2 dedicated areas on either site." Is that still your tn*3timony?

3 A (Witness Gears) Dedicated a 3as -

I. j % Woll, that is your testimony?

5 L 7es, sir.

'
G G Chay.

- 7 And my next question was going to be, if you will

8 wait until I ask it What do you n:can by "a de icated an.ea"?

g A I drew a - Well, privately dedicated area. I meant

thtt an ares was, in terms of terrestrial e>xiogy, was known10

and set aside by either a local, stato, or federal authorityjg

for the use of, say, for example, a wildlife habitat of same2

unique value - a wildlife refuge, smething like, that. And
13

I was not aware, and am still not aware, that there are any
14

either privately or ' publicly dedicated areas on the Pilgrim
15

site.16

4 What about on the Seabrook site?g

}I A I am also not aware that there are any publicly
33

dedicated -- well, state or federally dedicated areas on the
99

7-
Pilgrim site.-

20

O U**D#00N7
21

A Seabrook site; excuse me. Thore may be -- The
22

Applicant, if I can recall, perhaps has dedicated an area on
23

the oite for public use, either in terms of viewing center, org

picknic grounds. I can't really specify or recall exactly .if
g

.

.
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3
there has been proposed and that it's currently being planned

2e for the Seahrcok site.

3 g Well, when you're talking about "the site" here,

,.3 are you including the exclusions out?

A For Pugh?5

6 g And Seabrook. You're talking about both sites

here?,. 7

A Both sites. I would includo in these two sitesg

i the exclusion zone, including the exclusion sone. Andg

obviously, I think in the case of Seabrook and Pilgrim, we areto

talking about the site bcundaries,
33

It is scmewhat ccmplex - if I can add - in termsg

of Pilgrim. I believe there has been some additional acreageg

added to what is now the original site for ' Pilgrim 1 and 2.g

I did not know of that until practically through my analysis

that there was additional acreage involved.g

My original analysis for Pilgrim was the land area
.,

involved in the applicat Sns for Pilgrim 2 and 3.-

13,

S You were not informed by anybody that the Audabon
g

.' e a was a phe of M mi1M mnu Ishnd?
20

A on the site?

| 0 Within the exclusion zone, and that the Society

; for the Protection of New Hampshire Forrests cwn considerable
-

partions of the Salt Marsh area?

A I was not aware that any of these particular

:

i
3

! I
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1! dedicated areas were within the boundaries of the Seabrook

2 site as it was suhaitted to us.

3j 0 Well, would you like to -- if I represent to you
I

4 that that is co, would you agree that this statement is in

5 error, so far as the site includes the exclusion zone 2

G A. I would agree with you, if the cite -- if the

7 site ire:1udes the c:cclusion zone.

8 0 How further down on that paragraph, you say, "No"--

~

g MR. FARRAR: Let me get that straight, Mr. Backus.

10 Was your last answer that you know that there is

'

11 larx1 within the exclusion zone -- exclusion area - owned by

12 people other than the company?

WITNESS GEARS: My answer is that part of the Salt13

14 Marsh is in the exclusion zone, and that it is owned by other -

than the utility. I have just -- well, within the exclusion
15

zons, I have just learned now, and that I did not know in15

fact, that they were owned by the Audobon, or whatever
;7

Mr. Backus says.-

;g

MR. FARRAR: Wait. When y3 say " learned now," dogg
'

you mean " learned frm W. Bachs"?-

20

WITNESS GEARS: Yes. He has only told me now.g

MR. FARRAR: But you didn't know that of your own
33

independent knowledge before you -g

UITNESS GEARS: No, I did not know that the Audubong

Society in fact owned cane land within the exclusion zone.
&.,

I
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BY MR. BACIUJS :
7

2 9 Now further down 1: that paragraph, third contence

up frcm the botton, I see you say that there are: "No
3

significant impacts on waterfowl are expected at either site."4

*'

5

ears) Yes.
6 ,

g Now when you made that conclusicn for the Seabrook
,, 7

site, had you reviewed the Seabrcok Final Environmental
3

i Statement?
g

A Yes.

O Were you aware in there that the staff at thas ime
11 .

expressed scme concern about construction effects during the

winter on the black ducks that uso the r.arsh area?
13

A I believe that they expressed that there was a

possible concern, or a possible potential impact, with water-
15

fowl.
16

4 Then how can you now say that "no significant
17

impacts on waterfowl are a::pected at either site"?.

IS
.

& My judgment !E that in fact there are no signifi-
19

,' cant impacts on either site. I believe that either site can be
20

designed, or construction practices can be so regulated, that
*

21

there would be not significant impacts.
n

! I can't answer for what particular biologists who
23

worked on Seabrook did, the terrestrial biologists, but from
24

my experience, because a particular habitat or a particular'

25
}
|
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: terrestrial conimunity is in the vicinity, or even onsite, one

2 would first of all then look at potential impacts then one

3 woa.i possibly see if there is a direct or causal relationship
!

4 with constructing or operation of the plant on these parti-

5 I cular populations or uniquo habitats.

6 Then one would go ahead and look at the possible

7 mitigation actions. And it is my belief, in cases of Seabrook,-

8 . that the taitigation actions could be designed that would not
t i

end 48 9 significantly impact these populations,

beg 99 to G But as I understand it, there is no large Salt

jg Marsh surrounding the Pilgrim site which is used by wintering

12 black ducks. Is that correct?

A That's correct.g

14
g So that mitigating measures that you feel could be

used at Seakook, or might need to be used at Seabrook, would
15

n t be necessary at Pilgrim; correct?
16

& That's correct.g

18 I O Now let me ask p this: DM you consMer anyhg
;-

I;

3g | having to do with transmission line requirements at tho sites

* n de use f de area by de wcterfwl?
20

A I naider the environnental impacts of lines that
21

were designed by our consultant, Department of En?.rgy, and'

,,

the associated cuvironmental impacts with these lines. I,a,

should say that that's the case in Pilgrim.
24

2o_ j' Frcza my analysis of Seabrook, I took the analysis
;

Il

!!
If
!!
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3 ||I anf the lines d:at had bean provoced for Scabrcok and alterna- |
. .

tives and lechcd it that, and ny jud~. cat was that they were2

acceptable lincu; that there was minimal environmental impacts
3

; as designed, and I ccmpared that design with the ones that !
i

!
!

-

t
I were provoced for Pilgrim.

J g }
-

|'

3 Did you -- Do you knew a gentleman by the name ofg
1

Ecger Krudr u, a terrestrial ecologist?.. _ '
i

P. Professionally, yes.g
>

Q. Are you aware that he testified for the staff in*

g

the Seabrcok proceeding?g

.4 Ecs , I believo -- Well, yes , I believe ha -- I'm

not sure if he testificd as a witness for the whole proceeding.
g

i
'

The only thing I'm aucro of is he testified in terms of drift
.a

assessment. That's the only context that I know that reger

i
Krudsma testified to. }

15

S Let me suggest to you that, on the issuo of trans-

| mission lines and through a swamp area which was a waterfoul
,7a

resting area, he suggested that the transmission lines located'
.

- 13

as proposed might cause an avoidanco affect for tl a waterfcwl
.

of up to a half a mile.*

Now you are a terrestrial biologist. Do you agree

with that possibility? |22 i
l'R. E2EE:2: Mr. Chaiman, I think a clarification

23 !
I

is definitely in order here. Ic a wo talking about the lines

as proposed originally for Seabrook? Or the lines as they werei
25 !

I I
i

'

il
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: altcred purs innu to adjudication? Becauc2 there is a dif-
i

; f orence, especially uith respcct to this One 2spect.

3 | |iR. SACIGJS : It doesn't make any difference. I art

i

just asking if , cs a biologist, he can agree with Dr. Krudsma4

who testified that an avoidance effect of up to a half a mile
3

3
.

cculd cccur frca the crossing of a c ia::p unterfcyl resting
3

area by a transmission line.,. 7

Im. BRENNER: Yes, but I thin't it's important for,,
U

i the record to know whether we're talking about anything pecu-
g

1 ar de Pow Wow Swamp as dio lhes wre orMnaHy designed.
10

CHAIR'IAN ROSEl?IdAL: Yes. As I understood it --
1.

He's asking this, as I understood it, as a gancric, not site-g

, specific question. Am I right abcut that?g

MR. BACKUS : That's correct.,,
a+

UR. BRENHER: Except the question came back to the
,_

::

swamo.
15

-

CHAIRMMI ROSENTHAL: 17c11, he's asking -- I take it
l ,e,

I that the witness was not familiar with this particular testi-'

many, was that it?

.' UITNESS GEARS: No, I am not. I have not read his
20

! testimony on this.

CHAIMG.N ROSE 1MIAL: So that I cather what'

22

Mr. Eachus is representing in certain testimony, he's asking

wher.her the witness agrees with it as a general matter.

MR. E'sCRUS: Correct.
15

u

4

il ;
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1
'd77ISS GDRS: Assuming that that's what was

stated and that's what :ir. Krudsma felt, if ho had said there2

cculd be an avoidance factor, I think that the evidence that3 i

ue nou have in the last several yearc on the issue of impaction -4

of birds on transmission lines indicating that in fact water-g

b fcul - esuccially waterfcul - are . ichly - * cu, lot meSa

rephrase it -- do not go through and e :perience the particular7

l
3 '; impacts that I, as once a biclogist, had thought. For c:ccmple,

.
~ avoidance is one case.g

We do have scme data where, in fact, transmissione

;g
'

lines go through marsh areas, waterfewl ercas, which are
;3

utilized enti aly by 1.T.terfowl, and thero appears to be5

12
.|
I absolutely no avoidance at all in this case.g

So I would tend to not agroo uith :Mr. -- Dr. Krudsma' s
34

supp sMon nou dat waterfowl wouM avoM candssion lines
15

UP to a half a mile.16

I don't tbhk the evidence new are showing that.
g

I'Y MP.. BACEUS:'

18.

G Now in talking about the transmission lines that
l ,,a

;~

y u were given to work with for the Pilgrin propcsal, I note'*

20

that you cay that they require no new transmission line
2f

rridors to be developed. Is that right?
2

__ || n. (Witness Gears) Lot me just -- if that's in my
a.>

testimony I would say that that's correct.
e4,,

G I think I found that at page 27. The statement
y
" .

.
'1

,
,

!! |
St
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actually is: 'All lincs vould parallel existing transmission ~ '

g

3 systems."

I guess I am wondering, dces that mean no new
3

corridors h:ve to be opened up?a

A. 'le , that generally is the terminology that I mean i

5

. to usc. Ifnen 'one parallela," one means that one usually --
o

that one wculd use an existing right-of-way. In this case,
,, 7

expand the right of way. It would recuire new acreage, but ing
*

fact, as explained in my Seabrook testimony, the expansion is*

g

not on the sama order of magnitude that a completely new right-

of-way would require .

G Right.
12

3. If I could clarify the record, there ic usually

sme misunderstanding. Say,t for example, a new right-of-way

for designs that we are talking about here would require

approximately 170 feet of right-of-way.
1u,

A line that were to be constructed along an existing

345 line would usually requiro scmcwhere loss, on the order of'

13.

half that right-of-way. That means that you would expand an

.

existing 180 right-of-way by an additional 75 to 85 feet;-

20

smowhere in that area.
21 {

And the Pilgrim lines, the assumption was that there

23
~ facilities in the area that ona couldwas sufficient existin t

parallel and get to your destination.

G As a terrestrial ecologist, do you approve in
'

t
1

I
t

le
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'

i j. principle of the idea of nultipic use of existing corridors,
2 rather than opening up new corridors?

!

3|| That's hard to answer in such a generic frshicn.&g
;i

4 f We have federal guidelinec -- the Department of Interior, I

!i
I

5 Federal Power Ccumission -- uhich state that it in advisabic,
'

d when pcssible, to parallel. And of coursa, speaking as a
i

#
7! terrestrial ecologist, we generally would f avor this approach

i

0| primarily because it wculd use less land resources.
i.

9 However, one would have to do an analysis of tho
e

10 existing line, bacause perhaps the existing lina has

1; asscciated environmental impacts that would be drastically

12 increased if one were to parallel.

13 Thero are many lines in this country that have not

14 received any environmental analysis, and co the statement is

15 generally true but it's not a clear-cut case. Ycu would have

16 i to go through and look at the proposed existing facility,
!

'
'

17| and 1cok at the -- do an analysis of that, and determine whether
;-
,

ga that particular line could be paralleled versus a whole new-

9 line.
,

. I

20 G But you do agree, I take it, that the statement is

2; generally true?

22 A It's generally desirable to try to parallel.

I i
23 i G In fact, are you aware that in the Seabrook Final

!

Environmental Statement there is a reference to a Federal Pcwerip,3
i

Ccmmission docunant which identifies that as one of the criteria {25 ;1 i,

.- i
* ,

e

!\ .
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2

'l
1 i to be used in trane:t 'csion lina citing, and that the staff.

2 apparently did refer to that in its evaluation of the Scabrook

3 transmission linos?

4 1 I'm aware that v.hs ctcff, on a routino basic, uses y

5 the guidelines. I wculdn' t say they cre "criteric." The

G guidelines of the Departcent of Interior and the Fcdcral Power

~'
7 Cc=missicn are f airly close to each other.

3 % Ckay.

9 Now on page 41 -- and I guess we are getting into

10 Mr. Kaltman's testimony hero, are wa not, on sociceconcmics?

11 1 (Witness Kaltman) Yes.

12 G Is that correct?

13 1 Yes.

14 MR. FARRAR: !!r. Backus, beforo you move to the next

15 tcpic, you mentioncd that you belicved scme of the land was

16 within - within the exclusion area was not owned by the

17 Applicants. This has been a long case, and ccmehcu if that in

the fact, I don't remember it.
la-

Iir. Dignan, arc you prepared to stipulate to that?19 ,
,

.

And if the answer is "no" --20

IG. DIGNAN: I assume Mr. Dackus - because the21

1

22| staff in this proceeding says that they are not counting sunk

23 | costs at Seabrook is referring to what existed beforo eminent
i
domain takings and that cort of thing -- at that time, I know24

I
Iiunts Island was owned half and half by Public Service and25

1

I I
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II
t,

! Audubon, I belirue; right?

2 HR. FASRAR: 3ut yo2're not props. red to sti:ulate

3 nov that Applicants do not own that?

4! MR. DIGITAN: Ch, no. Our tica is that we cwn,

cont ol, or have in the prccess of owning and centrc11ing, the5 e

6 entira exclusion area. There has been some nogetiation on the

7 questien cf whether an easement of -- Ecb tculd know the'

8' right terms --

9 MR. 3RmrdER: Is thera scme sort of trade discus-

10 sion?

11 MR. FARRAR: Mr. Bwhus, do ycu see where I am

12 going? If the three of you can't agree on stat the facts are
t

13 now, I just was hcping you would be prepared to - to prove

14 scclething different.

In othar turds, the staff cays in its tes&.ony
15

hers on A-58 that all the land within the exclusion area is16

owned by ti.e Applicants. That was my recollection frcm ag
f

;g couple of years ago.
,

11 hat I am afraid of is, if you think something else
~

39
.

] is true and you can't get a stipulation that it's true, I hope'

20
i. that semewhere along the line you will endeavor to prove it. |21

Or maybe this is scmething the three of you can talk cver at3

*l lunch.n
-

t
'

M.R. DIGNAN: I don't have a prchlem. Maybe wo doy

have a problem -- or the staff has a problem. My understanding
3

i |

|
1
1
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0
4: D frca Mr. 3renner 'cae - and like Bob, I'm sure I ccn't say I

memorized the stadf tsstimony -- was that the staff talked of2

Scabrcok as though nothing had happened at Seabrcck. This was
a
'

t

4.t h because the stadf position in this hearing is that thcy ha7c
I

.I |
not put any advantage to Sachroch becausa of sunk cost, andg, ,

there is no questien about the ract that, prior to the hearing,
3

, h'l we didn't own the whole exclusion area.'

.' r

CHAIRMAN ROST21TIIAL: Well, the staff has a statement
g

~.

9j in its testimony -- Mr. Farrar referred to it -- it's at
i
I

;g | A-58 and it reads, and I quote it directly: "The Applicants

t

!
own all of the land within the exclusion aret with the excep-

, I
,4

' t
=

|| tion of the Eocton and Maine Railrcad line which trava.ses
3. .,a

lo ) the site."

t'
i How that is the staff's testimony. It doesn't seem

I o.
' to me it had anything to do with sunk costs, one way or the

t o..

! #* " "U """ # #" " "9 "
IG

i

ownership --

. .

MR. DIGIP.N: That's true today.
16 ;'

i
CHAIRMAH ROSENTHAL: -- of the land.

19 ,, -,

. ,

MR. BACIGJS : With all due respect, Brother Dignan,
g

! I don't think it is true today. I do not believe -
g

CFAIIGIAN ROSENTHAL: h'a arc not going to got into

|
that. Ycu cannot testify, Mr. Backus.

,a
!

IE FARRAR: Okay. That is what I cm trying to get i
I~5,,,

i

.. I at. If ycu don't think thac is true, and since I seem to think!
n:

st

il
3

1

I
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the prior record, Uhen wa wrcte a decision a ccuple of years; ,

ago, we prohably took the prior record as indicating that, and2

now the staff hr.s testinony that says that is true, and ;
3

}
i.

4| Mr. Dignan is not prepared to stipulate that it's not true, I

I
3) if you want us at some time to say that the Applicants do not

un all of that land, I would like you to be prepared to prove
6

it now or at scme other --,- .,

E M ROSD M : Mcause as I think -~ just to
8

~.
cnforce Mr. Farrar's point -- the record as it now stands,

g
t

which is this document, affirmatively reflects -- correctly org

incorrectly as the case may be -- that, with the exception ofg

the Boston and Maine line, the Applicants own all of this
g

property.

Now your cuostion to this panel of witnesses sug-

gesting the contrary, Mr. Backus, of course cannot stand as

testimony. And if I recall correctly, the witnesses did not

indicate any independent knouledge of the correctness of ycur

statement that scme of this land was wiain -- within the'

13-

exclusion area was owned by other parties. They were just
.

taking your statement as you presented it to them.~

,0 'e.

So we would have -- unless there was same additional
21

evidence or stipulation or the like -- we would have to proceed

l
'

en the basis that it uncontroverted in this record that the
23

land within the exclusion area -- again with the exception of
24 .

i
.

! the railroad track -- is all owned by the Applicants. ,

25 j'

,

d
n

.
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1 M2. DIGNAN: Lut this brings up one point -- and I

2 am not trying to strebeh this out -- one of the contentions

here by one of the intsrvenors, and maybe it is not to my3

4 advantage to bring this out, is that the staff didn't do what
J

they said they did: To wit, that they did not credit Seabrook'
3

.. with the state of affairs that enists.6

And .I am prepared to stipulate that Mr. Backus is,a 7

absolutely correct on one thing. And that is: Defere wa did
3

s the takings, there was prcperty out there not owned by the
9

Applicant, and I think he is accurate -- I am sure he is
10

accurate, that the Audubon Society owned, and I think it's an
14

undivided interest --g

CHAIMIAU ROSEUTHAL: That's a different point, as
g

to who owned what in the past, and what significance that may
14

have with respect to sunk costs.,si
All that I was addressing myself to was: I

g

| understcod -- perhaps incorrectly -- Mr. Backus as suggesting,
l_e

in questions to the panel, to a member of the panel, that at
'

18-

this time there was land within this c:cclusion area that wasg
.

owned by other than these Applicants.*

And all I am saying is that the testimony indicates

the contrary. Now -- and unless -- I mean, I don't know where

the facts lie here, but we have to go, of course, on the basis
'

t

|
.

of this record.
24

_
Again, this has nothing to do with sunk costs, in thu

||
!

.i

I
u

e
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sense of who cwn4d it at what time and -sat the Applicants'j

3 investment may luva been in ceder to tuy it up, if in fcct it

has bought it up -- I am just dealing with a very simple,3
i
'

narrow questica of f act.4
i

Is there land within this exclusion area s(nich today
5

.
is owned by acnatedy other than those Applicants?d

52. DRIUR: hir. Eachus, let ne follow that by,, 7

caying that now that nr. Dignan has agrced that scmebody owned
8

t it befcre, do we still understand ycu as having raised theg

spectre that it's owned by sc2ebcdy else, noin
10

MR. BACKUS: Well, I'm not Guro to what extent thisg

is mp rtant to the Board, but it is my belief that either
12

|| deeds or csinent dcaain has transferred titic to these proper-
t ,s, i

I i

', ties, yet, to rublic Servica Company.g

"* *

15

testify to the facts about this, very shortly.
I o,

Mr. Dignan did cay that these things woro "in

" and that 's true. It's been kind of a prccess in"

| process,i
,si.

hiatus for scmetimo because it involved a land swap and various
g

.

other things. But I do not chink that the staff testimony is*

g

correct, as written.

MR. FARR4M: Okay. With that being your ccment,
,2e.

we can't -- we can't just leave it dangling. We hava gotten!

after Licensing Boards in the past for leaving things like that,

you know, cpen-ended, so we would kind of like to put you on

!,
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i
;i notice that we would like to hou -- either have you withdraw

2 that statement before the end o2 the hearing, er belore the

3 record closes semotimo from now, we wculd like to have that --

4 if you believe that, we muhl lika to have that clarified in

! .

3 some way. Maybc you and Mr. Dignan can talk during the lunch
1

hour on how this night ba done, but just kind os' kocp it in3

7 your list of things to eventually take care of.,*

MR. BRENNER: Mr. Chairman, I would like to mention
3

'
.

something, doo.g

one reason for trying to clarify just what we're
10

about here is: It's not that the staff is ignorant with;g

respect to any detailed facts in terns of clarification, it is
12

clear that the witnces who wrote that is not here.
13

C1IAIRMAN RCSEIM'IIAL: I think, Mr. Brenner, you can
14

pr ceed on tha assumption -- an assumption which is buttressed
15

by what we have said in writing -- that we are not going to
1,.2

fault tho staff for not being able to go into detail on mattersg
'

that -- which are within the ambic of the testimony prepared
18-

by witnesses who are not present.g

S I don't think you need to -- we need to reiterate
20

that point.
2,

HR. FARRAR: And it may be that the staff is not
,,

i

23 :
the people -- I mean, scmebody owns this land, and the staff --

the owners are the people who ought to be telling us.g

12. BRENNER: I just want to point out that I don't
,

I

!t

. . .
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1
||

l

I I know if thz u.:atcment is fully accurate or not, myself, and if

2 the witness were here, f r all I know he might clarify that --
t
!

3 for e:: ample, the reasonable-assurance standard, rat.her than |
I4 ; actual trant;fer.

5 ;f CHal?.MKi ROSEUTHAL: I think the only point

II
I

S !| It . Ferrar was making in that regard was: That if this is

b
7 0 something which one or more of the parties believes to be'

b8 li relevant -- and apparently it is -- that we would prefer it not
ij

*
.

9 left in the present state where there is this staff testimony

10 one way, and it has been suggested by counsel for one of the

11 other parties -- who of cource is not a witness -- that that

12 .] staff testimony is not totally accurate.
I

13 I Mow we're not faulting the staff for not having a

14 witness here who is able to de 2 with that, immediately; all

15 ' we're suggesting is that if one or more parties think that

16 , this is an important matter, that it get clarified.
1

17 MR. BRENUER: I appreciate that; I agree with that.I

I

The reason I made my statement is to remind the Board whatTe-

19 , happened, and also because there may well bo people here whoi

,

. .

don't understand what cccurred -- and I would like to state20

2; for the record, while we're on the subject, that I called Bob

Backus on Thursday just to make d:rn sure that he didn't want22

23 ij anybody elset. as lats as that point, I was prepared to bring

24 them down -- and he said "no." But 3 do agrce with the Board

. in wanting to clarify the matter, and I'll try to clarify it,25
a
i

l Ii
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|
1- tco.

I I
i e

2' IIR. FARRAR: M* , Br anner , Mr . Backus didn ' t got i
m

3 mad a': Mr. Gears for not kncuing the ansuer, and I didn't --

4 wher I raised this whole point, I uns talking to Mr. Backus

5 and not to Mr. Gears.

G I don't think there has Scan any --

7 7 CHAIIudAN ROSEUT:IAL: Let's see if Ue can go

S forward.
t

9 I!R. BRENNER: My point is, I'm not mad at Mr. Backus - -

10 DR. BUCK: I tend to agree with you, Mr. Brenner.

11 I think this is a very late point for bringing things like

12 , this up, at this hearing, but it uns brought up.

13 MR. BRENNER: I agree with that.

14 MR. BACEUS: But not by me.

15 CHAIRMAN ROSENTIIAL: Let's proceed.

and 29 10 MR. BACEUS: I never noticed it.

17
.

18,

19
.

&

20

21

22

23 | |

|
'

24 i

25 o

I

!
i
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1

BY MR. BACKUS:

Spa 10 2
avid 1 Q Page 41, Mr. Kaltman.

MR. BRENNER: That's G-41, Mr. Backus?

4
MR. BACKUS: Yes.

BY MR. BACKUS:

6
Q You point out that the Massachusetts Archeological

' 7 Society has concluded that the Pilgrim site is not a significar t

O prehistoric archeological resource, and then you conclude,.

9 last sentence, "Tue staff concludes that the Pilgrimsite is

to equivalent to the Seabrook site with regard to impact with

II these on-site resources."

12 Now, when you wrote that, were you aware that

13 Seabrook had bocn excavated and found to contain valuable
,

14 archelogical artifacts?
.

15 A (Witness Kaltman) I was aware that the Seabrook

16 site had been excavated; the determination of the

17 sigr.ificance of what was found has not been demonstrated
.

la at ths point..

19 Professor olean (PHONETIC) of the Univelsity
.

.

20 of New Hampshire still has not raised an opinion on the

21 significance of the artifacts.

22 O Have you spoken with him about his work at
.

s 23 Seabrook?

24 A No, I haven't. I do have hia -- t:to of his

25 reports.

.
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1

9 david 2 Q Well , I'm just a little pu== led as to how two

sites become equivalent when one has no archeological

i sites and the other one han been excavated, and there here

been findings.

Inwitatsencearetheyequivalent?

A They are equivalent in the senso that impacts,.

wald be about equal to this site, as far as we know, at
8

this point.
9

But there is no significance to the artifacts
10

at either site.
11

Q Are you saying there's no significance to the
12

artifacts at the Seabrook site? Is that what your testimony
13 ..

is?.
14

'
A As far as we know at this point.

15

0 And you say that only because the report hasn't

16 |

| been written?

* A M.
18

*

0 You are not saying that because you recognize
19.

the fact that Seabrook has already been excavated? That's-

20
not part of your thinking on this?

21
A I'm sorry. I'm not following you.

22
Q Never mind. Now, on page 42, displacement of

23
residential and economic sctivities, you say or the staff

24
says - I'm going to assume it's you unless I'm told other -

15|
wise "The enff therefore concludes that the development at

.
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1

Pilgrim is less preferable to Seabrook sines no furthervid3 r

displacement is needed at Seabrook."
3,

'
Now, when you are talking about r.o further

4

i. displacement, you are taking account of - I think it
5 |,

I was testified four homes that were taken at the Seabrook
6 I

site?
'

7
A Yes.

8<
O You next discuss the labor pool, and again you"

.

9
conclude that the sites are equivalent regarding this

to
factor; correct?

11
A Yea.

12
0 Now, one thing that intriguod me is that,I

4
13

found no discussion in your paragraph here of the factor of

14
unemployment in these respactive areas. Did you consider

15
that at all?

16b A No, we hadn't.
I

17
O Wouldn't that be an important socioeconomic.

la-

impact as to whether you were going to relieve an area of

relatively high unemployment or perhaps distress an area
*

,

20
where there is extremely high employment?|

~19
A In general, construction - unemployment in the

2
construction industry runs at twice the level for the

general rate of unemployment, and it was our opinion that

2 <,
in both labor pools- there would be suffident labor available

{.
and we drew the equivalents.

r
1

|
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1

0 Well, do you have any idea what the relative

Svid4 2
! rates of unemployment are in southeastern Massachusetts

3
as compared to southeastern Nsw IIampshiro?

4
A At the present tima, no. But also we wouldn't

5
bo building in the present time if we vent to another site,

6
so that, you know, it's not relevant.

' 7
0 Well, would it be relevant if there was a long

8
., term embedded unemployment near one of these sites that

9
had gone on for some years?

10
A Yes, but unemployment ratos have a history of

11
shifting very dramatically during short periods of time.

12
Q Now, in your list of socioeconomic impacts, I

13
didst't find anytzing out about the attitudes of the host

14
communities.

15
Was there some reason why that's not considered

16
in the socioeconomic impact?

17 ,

A We didn't considor it because it would be very
,

18.

difficult to determine what those attLtudes would be and

y " as a technical matter - well, as a technical matter, it

20
is hard to make that determination.

l21
When do you sample? Do you sample prior to the

22
plant, after the plant? The plant will have an operating

life of 40 years and attitudes do change.

24
And you know we just felt that for the requirements

25
of this analysis going to that level of detail would be

,
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d beyond the staff's capabilities.

Oavid5 O Well, were you aware at the time you did this

3
|

or did you make any inquiries about whether or not there

e !
'' I have been votes taken at both Plymouth and Secbrook about,

3 in the first place, additional units, and in the second

0 case, having any units at all?

' 7 Are you aware of that?

8 | A I was aware of votes taken at Plymouth, and I| ,

l
*

9
| believe there were various opinion polls at Seabrook, yes.

10 0 As the man discussing socioeconomic impacts, would

II those votes be of any intereat to you at all?

12 A They would be escept for the fact that it's

13 very difficult to factor those votes or the conclusions tint

14 one would draw from those votes into a cost benefit

15 analysis.

16 0 Yes, it is.

17 MR. FARRAR: Mr. Kaltman, let me ask you then.
.

10 Is it a fair summary of the last couple of minutes that one,-

19 it's hard to determine what the community attitudes are, but
.

.

20 two, even if you know they are - to the extent you can know

21 from a vote - there is nothing in your opinion that you

22 can do with that information?

23 I WITNESS KALTMAN: Yes, I have - as a technician._

24 as I have difficulty in dealing with that kind of information.

23 It seems to me that information would be more relevant to,

!

1

.I
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1)
: a political process or the political arena rather than

Gdavid6 2'
socioeconomic technical analysis.

3i
! MR. FARRAR: So the fact -- and I don't know.'

4
We don't have the votes in front of us, and I forgot what

S
I read sometime ago -- tho fact that hypothetically

6
one community might s'erongly favor having a plant come in and

'' 7
the other might strongly oppose it wouldn't be something that

you would ordinarily give any weight to or give any,
,

9
significant wait to?

10
WITNESS KALTMAN: I don't think we would give it

11
significant weight. In the past we have mentioned and

12 '
discussed various opinion polls at specific plants, but

I again, it's very difficult to factor that information

I# into a cost benefit analysis.

15 MR. FARRAR: Okay.

BY MR. BACKUS:

I7
Q Well, let's just suppose hypothetically,

I8 Mr. Kaltman, scathing I know that doesn't exist in the

10~ real world, but just indulge ma for a minute..

.

20 Suppose you had two equal sites and in one of

E those sites - and I'll represent this is the case with

m Pilgrim, according to ads I've seen for Public Service--

23Y
! Company - the voturs wanted four to one to have additional -

24 units there.

23 And at the other site - and I'll represent this
,

i

;
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Idavid 7 as the case at Seabrook - on a secret town ballot. vote
2 by a narrow majority, but a majority, the citizens voted not
3 to have nuclear units there.

4 Could you stop thinking in terms of a cost benefit

5 analysis factoring in process for a minute to conclude that

G that would be an important piece of information for the

' 7 staff?

8 .A (Witness Kaltman) I think it would be a piece
.

'
.

9 of information - I don't know what the consequencas, the

10 socioecononiic consequences of n plant going into a community

11 which had initially opposed that plant would be.

12 O Well, isn't one of the purposes of this whole

13 socioeconomic analysis to help in meeting planning objectives

14 and community objectives?

15 A I don't know that we try to help localities in

16 meeting their objectives. I think that specific planning

goals are taken into account and that that is done17 i

la ' particularly in the aesthetic analysis, but not in this.

10 particular analysis.
.

.

20 0 okay. Now, the next thing you discuss on G-42

21 and 43 is traffic congestion. And the first thing I want

22 to know is when you are making your comparison of siteo

23 here and you say Pilgrim is less preferable, did you

24 aver stand out on route one in Seabrook when there is a

25 work shift coming out of that plant?
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1

Svid8
A Yes.

2,

Q You did?
3

a Yes.
4

0 Would you agree that's congestion?
5

A Yes. .

6 i
0 Then I guess I would need to know on what

'' 7
basis youthink it's going to be worse at Pilgrim. Are

a
i there equally good access roads into Pilgrim?

9
A There are access roads to Pilgrim, but the

10
major movement of workers at Seabrook would be much

11
easier because the local roads traversed by the workers after

12
exiting,the interstate, highways are shorter than they are

13
at Pilgrim.

14
In addition, I felt that for any of the roads

that would have to be traveled by workers in the Pilgrim

16
area, would be roads that would be used by tourists and

people on vacation at Pilgrim, whereas this would probably,

13.

be true, but to a lesser extent at Seabrook.

7 In other words, there would be less conflict.

20
0 Well, have you made any actual analysis of the

of~

traffic patterns at Sabrook and at Pilgrim or is this

22
just sort of a judgmental opinion based upon looking at

'
maps and being at these sites?

A It's based primarily on map evaluation and
_

h traveling the roads that would be traveled by workers and
I
i
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I

david 9 I tourists in both areas.

MR. FARRAR: Traveling the roads, you mean
3

traveling them yourself?
~ z

WITNESS KALTMAN: Yes, sir.
5 1

MR FARRAR: Did you do this at all the'se sites?
S

WITNESS KALTMAN: Yes.
' 7

BY MR. BACKUS:
8

1 0 Okay. On page 48, I think probably Mr. Kline,
E

I'm going to have to direct this to you because it's in
10

the geology section, and I understand you don't have a
11

geologist here.
12

MR. BRENNER: Mr. Chairman, I guess I'm going to
13

object to quations on this section.

| MR. BACKUS: It's not going to be a geological

question, Mr. Brenner, so wait until you hear the question.
16

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Why don't you wait, Mr. Brenner ,

17
and see what the question is before you object to it.-

18-

BY MR. BACKUS:
19

.' O The first numbered paragraph there talks about
20

an SSE g value of .20 g is considered appropriate for the
21

Pilgrim site while .25 g is required for Seabrook.
22 I

; My question is: did the staff make any attempt

~. 23
to figure out what that translates to in terms of a cost 8

24 i |
difference? |

25 )
... . , .,
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david 10
} MR. BRENNER: I guass I am going to object onO two grounds. I asked him if he wanted the geologist,

e i*

seismolcgist; he said no. 'I asked him if he unnted the
4

cconomist who may or may not have been able to tdlk about

cost translations and structural analysis; he said no.

I could have had all'these people here had
;

he wanted them.
S

CHAIRMAN RC3ENTHAL: Well, the question was:

9 did the staff attempt - now, that doesn't seem to me
I to necessarily call for expert kncwledge in either the

11 seismic or the economic areas.
IA

And if the witness doesn't know that, he can so
U

indicate it. I would agree. I might just say,- Mr. Brenner,

I would agree with you that if there is an endeavor to get
15

into what could be described as the technical areas of the
M seismic or economic inquiries, that your objection would

'

17 be well taken.
.

50
But I don't see it as related to this one-

U question..

.

,
| MR. FARRAR: May I chime in before you respond; if

20

21 I remember the order we put out when this happened, what
22

we are concerned about is that Dr. Klins and his friends
23 won't be able to answer the questions, and we said we'd

' M have to deal with that when we como to it.
25 So far I haven't seen any indication that they are

:

t
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y+ unable to answer his cuestions.

Svidll **T
'

Why don't we wait until we get to that point.
3

Dr. Kline is the team leader. If he says, you know, I

3
.

really wish so and so were here to help mo with this,

I then we will deal with it. Why do we have to deal with it
0 i

now?
! 7

MR. BRENNER: Because he may or may not be
8

! able to answer the question --4

2I
MR. FARRAR: Let's find out.

10
MR. BRENNER: I honestly don't know. But the

:1.

{ point of my objection is there's no way it can be material
12

based on what Mr. Backus said was in cratroversy in this

proceeding.

24
CHAIRMAN Rose rnaL: Well, we have taken up this

15
dialogue two or three minutes, and if it was not material,

16
then it might not have been material -- then he could have

'7
gotten an answer yes or no to that question. There would

.

13.

have been a lot of time saved.

19
MR. BRENNER: Except that's no t the basis for*-

,,

"do | ruling on my materiality objection. It may take time to -

21 {h CHAIRMAF ROSENTHAL: In any event, your objection

22 | is overruled.[
23 o -

! The witness may answer the question, if you'

24
remamber it.6

-

-- j
'

WITNESS KLINE: I guess I would like to have you
)

d

I
a
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david 122! || restate it now.
E BY MR. BACKUS:

i .

3j . O Mr. Kline, I asked you if the staff had made any

p
4 I! attempt to decide what the cost difference was between a

\;
4 :

5| .20 g safoshut earthquake value of Pilgrim and a .25 g

G '' value at Seabrock?

< '' A (Witness Kline) I did not request anyone to make

S such an analysis. That is, we were rostricting -- the
!i

s! way we had thir study defined, it was to be a predominnntly
1

10 environmental stady, - and I did not request anyona to

i
11 j naks that calculation.

I '

12 Mow, this isn't -- but I dcn't know if anyone did.

13 Q Okay. Now, you have mentioned that this was

14 primarily an environmental study, and yet in paragraphs

13 three and four of this page, I see discussion of costs.

;g| Paragraph three suggests that the cost of the excavation
!
>

5f i operations at Seabrook will be at least four times greater

|.

. 18 than the type of excavation at Pilgrim in soil.

19|
Paragraph four talk [ about a well point system

-

j which can be many tens of thousands of dollars more20
i

21 expensivo than ditching or pumping.

22 And again I'll ask your do you know if anybody on

g3 the staff attempted to decide who is the winner there?

I mean, is the four times greater in paragraph.>;
i

|thraemorethanthetensofthousandsofdollarsinparagraph25
tl
n

!|
h
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6

i four?

S' avid 13:'. |
A No, and nobody attempted to decide which sita

'; . !

j won in that caso. Toclarify the question of costs, we
.1

31
|- said in our testircony in the front of this document that

5[
i the analysts who considered cost did not furnish any

6i
'

cost information to the analyst who considered disciplines.
- ?

But nevertheless the analyats in each
- > .

" ||
t ;; discipline had from their own knowledge some cost information

9j!
at least relative. They may well have dragged it in, but

0|-

f. as a part of the structure of this analysis, the economists
5

I furnished no cost information to the geologists.

12 |
t

i

13 ,!

i
14 -

15

16

1

1 *.' i
I

I-

1B !.
.

}9 '
i

'

20 !
'

i

21 I
i

N'

23 ,
It

24 L,
I

25 ;
3
ii
:l
'

,
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: 4 And ycu yourself wouldn't have any idea how this

2 tradeoff wculd ecrk out?

5 A We didn't atte:ngt to make it, and we didn't bring

geological conclusions for~:tard into the conculsory sections :;fy

5, the environnental analysis,
i

I
3 112 utilised the geologists and the accident analysis

' 7 analyists primm-ily in the modo to avoid -- or to ensure that

0i we avo!A a cerious error uhich could arise, for example, in

i

g finding an ercellent, or even superior site environmentally

10 only to find that it later had defects, geologically or with

11 respect to cafety.

12 So that these are -- that's the principal purpose

!3 ' for which we used the geological information.

CHAIRMAN FCSENTIIAL: Mr. Backus, it is now 12:30.;g

I think it would be perhaps a convenient tirae to take our lunch-g
t

g| eon recess.

ew re ess unt 1 . 00 o ' clod.
17

} (Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m. , the hearing was recessed,;g

to reconvene at 2:00 p.m. , this same day.)gg ;

.
e

20

21

22

23 '

24 '
(

'
25 ,

i
!
..

.
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AFTImliOCII SESSICNy

2 (2 :00 p.m.)

Whereupon,,
a

DR. JERRY KLINS,
4

*' '5

MR. CLAREECE R. IIICE, JR.,
3 I

i
and ^

,
7

MR. GEPALD E. GEARS,g

resumed the stand and, having been previously duly sworn,

were examined and testified further as follows:

CIIAIP24AN ROSENTHAL: Before Mr. Eackus resumes his

questioning of the panel, Mr. Brenner, you seemed this morning

to be under the impression that the only issues which are
*

13

material in this hearing are those which came within the ambit

of the specific expertise of these witnesses, and I gather you

drew that inference frca the fact that Ifr. Backus had not
16

requested that you have other witnesses present.

* I don't recall any of cur orders in this case
18-

limiting the issues that are open for consideration to those
.

'| which are within the specific expertise of these witnesses or
*

20 ;
,

j any other issues.
21 .

!

: I think what we did make clear was that we would
22 i

l not enpect the witnesses that appeared to be experts in other
23I,

i than their identified disciplines. And in line with that, it
24 !

is certainly open to those witnesses, if they receive questions
in

e

'I |
e j
i
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that cro outside of the areas of their expertise, tc indicata;

that they are not in a position to answer them- but that is2
,

3 quite a different matter than materiality, and I just stress

that beccuse it may be that we can save scme time during the4

course of the balance of these proceedings if that is under-g

I f
stcod..:a

MR. BREN.1ER: Well, you are correct about what my- .,

understanding was, a.v1 maybe I could explain a little bit aboutg

9| why I so understood thCc-

I certainly agree I did not get the Board order I
10

was hoping to get -- at least I did not get what I requested.
11

I felt that I as entitled to make an intelligent decision ing

9U 9 " 9" "" * "# "*" * 8"* *
13

where there is a chance that questions would be . asked in their
4s

~ areas, even though the Board's order perhaps gave me some
t o_

# **
16

I nevertheless might have elected to bring witnesses,
,, 7. i

18|! ff there were going i:o be any questions of any ?.mport in those*

.

areas. Given that view on my part, I spoke to Mr. Backus,
g

~

confirmed my conversation with a letter, indicating these~

g

were the witnesses he wanted.
a1
,

I then called him again, upon his return frem his

vacation, saying, "Do you have any questions in any areas
,

beyond these four witnesses?" And again the answer was "no."

- I am not saying that there cannot be other issues

I
'l

4'

s
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1 before the Bcard, but in terms of what Mr. Backus can litigate

9 2 I do take the position that he is limited to issues within

3 the identified areas of these witnesses.

4 How the Board can agree or disagree with me, but I

5 think I have explained why I have ccme here with that impres-

6 sion. I might have chocen to bring witnesses in other areas

7 if he said he had questions, even though the Board might have'

8 excused the staff's not knowing the full details. I frankly

1

9 did not want push to come to shove in this case and have to,

10 ad hoc, decide whether a particular question was important

11 when the witness wasn't here.

12 With all due respect to the Ecard, I think the order

was nice, and made a lot of sense at the time it was written,13

14 but when you get to the point in a hearing where a hard ques-

15 tion is asked and a person isn't here, then it is my problem

16 and it does not simply suffice to tell Mr. Backus "well, too
.

17 had , they don' t know. "

I didn't want that to happen.
18-

CHAIPMAN ROSENTHAL: Well, you say it wouldn'ttg
,

.

20 suffice. I mean, in the final analysis , we are going to be

the decision makers. It is true our decision may be reviewed,
21

either on a Commission level, or even possibly on a judicial22

level. I doubt very much, however, uhether, given the23

totality of circumstances as you have outlined them, that a24

court or the Cormission would be any loss. sensitive to the
25
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prob 1snc that you are confrented with, and I can assure you

9 we will be in terms of our decision.2

3 At any rate, I don't think it's necessary to pursue

There may be some differences of opinion on that, but4 it.

3 this is the view of this Board. In any event, it does not

s como down to a matter of materiality -- but again, we don't

7 expect, and we do not think, that Mr. Backus under the cir-'

a cumstances has any basis for expecting that these witnesses

~.

g will be qualified or abic to answer detailed, technical

10 questions in areas outside of their particular expertise.

31 And I can just say that they should feel free, at

least as far as the Board is concerned, without any sense of12 ,

embarrassment or inadequacy at all, to so indicate if that's
13

14 , the case.
I

| MR. BREmiER: Well, I appreciate that, and I'm not
15

w rried about that aspect very much. In fact, we are very
16

lucky that we have a team leader who has not just sat back and
37

had work performed under him; he has been very well involved;g,

and certainly he knows much of the case.
39

,

.

Eut you can get a misleading record when you go into20

these other creas, and I'm sorry if my misunderstanding of what
21

Mr. Backus intended to do here tcday does not accord with hic;
22

becaura the purposc of my phone conversations, once I failed to
23

get the order, was not to lock him into any issues, but for mey

to just bring whoever he wanted, pretty much.3,,

I c
.
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I CHAIEIAN ROSENTHAL: Well, I think you have made
,

2! that clear en the record.
!

3 Mr. Backus, you may proceed.

MR. BACKUS: Mr. Chairman, over the lunchctn broah"

i

5 I was furnished with a draft environnental statement for

proposed Pilgrim Units 2 and 3, and with that I would like to6

7 go back to Mr, Hickey for a few questions. I don' t propo se ,*~

8 I think, to offer this into evidence at this point.
*
.

9 CROSS-EXiuiIHATION (resumed)

10 B'l MR. BACKUS:

11 0 Mr. Hickey, the introduction to this document, page

!2 1 ~., indicates that each unit -- and that's referring to
.

Units 2 and 3 -- is designed for initial operation at approxi-13

.4 mately 1180 eler-trical megawatts.

15 As far as you know, wculd that be what, therefore,

16 Pilgrim 3 was supposed to be? 1180 electrical megawatts?

17 A (Uitness Hickey) I assume so.

.

13 (L Now turning to the Conclusion section of this
.

document, page 10-1, I find the following -- and if you wantto
,

me to come up there so you can look at this with me, I would
.

20 |

l

21 be happy to do so. Are you f aniiliar with it? Or would you

22 like to have it available?

;3 L Please read it.
I

y Q. " Operation of Units 2 and 3 will result in scme
t

25 ! entrainment and inpingement losses. Based on a conservative
1
i
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1 assumption of 100 percent mortality of planktonic forms

2 passing through the condensers, the staff calculated that

3 about 27 percent of planktonic forms within 1 square mile of

4 the plant might be destroyed each day with all three units in

5 operation. The recuperative capacity of Cape Cod Bay is

6 sufficient to make these losses insignificant, in the opinion

'
7 of the staff."

8 And I guess I wonder if you would share that con-
t

9 clusion?

10 A With respect to --

11 As stated there, with respect to the entire Cape

12 Cod Bay, I suspect that would be true.

13 0 Okay. I think the statement is a little different

14 than that. It is, "The recuperative capacity of Cape Cod Bay

'

15 is sufficient to make these losses insignificant, in the

16 opinion of the staff." Are you agreeing with that?

17 A If the statement is referring to potential impacts
.

10 to the biota of Cape Cod Bay as a whole ---

19 Q. Then you agree?
,

.

20 MR. BRENNER: Excuse me. May I inquire if the

21 witness has this copy of the statement?

22 MR. BACKUS: No. I offered to bring this up to

_ 23 him, but he said it was all right if I read this up here.

24 WITNESS HICKEY: That is my copy, I believe.

25 MR. SACKUS: This is his copy.

1
1

I
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1 MR. BRENNER: All right.

2 BY HR. BACIGIS :

I
3 ! O On page 10-4, there is another subsection on

4 Biotic Resources, which suInmarizes: " Organisms so exposed to

5 intake entrainment impingement will suffer from a combination
1

6 of mechanical, chemical, and thermal stress and an insigni-

'
7 ficant fraction of these will be lost to the total Bay eco-

8 systcm."
*
.

9 Do you agree with that?

10 MR. BREIRIER: I'm going to object. We don't know

11 enough, in that question, to make it meaningful for the record.

12 I don't know what " organisms" we're talking about,

13 or what stress they are assuming in leading to that conclusion.

MR. BACKUS : Why don't I show this to the witness.14
|

15 It will probably be easier.

16 BY MR. BACRDS:

17 G (Approaching the witness) I think, Mr. Hickey, this

18 -is referring to the overall conclusion on aquatic impact from-
.

19 proposed Units 2 and 3, is it not?
,

.

20 (Indicating document to witness.)

MR. BRENNER: I wonder if I could see it af tar the
21

22 witness, perhaps?

(Mr. Brenner approaches the witness.)23

(Uitness hands document back to Mr . Backus . )24

C!nIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Does your objection still
25

I

.

i
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1 stand?

2 MR. BliENNER: No, I withdraw it.

3 BY MR. BACmJS :

4 G Now am I correct that this is a summary paragraph

3 for the inpact on aquatic biology?

6 A (Witness Hickey) It appears to be.

-
7 G Okay. And am I correct that the conclusien was:

8 "An insignificant fraction of these" -- and I think they are

9 referring to biotic resources - "will be lost to the total

10 Bay ecosystan"?

11 A It appears that that is what it is saying.

12 G And I take it, frcs what you just said, you agree

13 with that? .

14 A The statement is very broad and very general. The

15 impact statement -- it says in that paragraph it refers to

16 Sections 4 and 5 of the statement, which do not really

17 discuss in any detail species which will be impacted; nor
.

does it discuss -- it discusses the " total Bay ecosystem." It
18-

19 doesn't say whether these are the fishes, the plankton, the
.

.

20 phytoplankton, the zoplankton, the fish eggs and larvae, or

21 the fishes, and it does not go into detail with respect -

22 because it does not have the data. The time to discuss poten-

23 tial impacts to the fisheries, the Plymouth-Duxbury system, and

the fisherias within the site area, and we now have more data24

than were available at that time.25

!
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1 I stated before that it is my understanding that

2 when the inpingement analysis was performed, it was donc sc

3 with only one year of data. When the analysis of ithioplank-

F 4 ton entrainment was perfcrmed, it was done with less informa-

5 tion than that.

'Ihe studics, I believe, were begun midway through6

7 the year in 1973, I believe, and the impact statement was~~

8 dated in '74. '

'
.

9 DR. BUCK: ITnat was the date of that document that

10 you have, !!r. Backus, please?

MR. BACKUS: June of 1974.
11

12 DR. BUCE: Was that not superceded by another

environmental statement on Unit 2 alone, later in '74?
13

Il TNESS HICKEY: 'Ihe Unit 2 document was -- I'm7
14

not sure of the date. They were both in '74 and they're quite
15

similar, actually.16

DR. BECK: C'his is September of '74 on Unit 2.
37

.

ifITNESS HICKEY: That's a final statement.gg.

DR. BUCK: Are you saying this is a final state-
19.

.

ment? What is that? Is that a final statement?
20

MR. BACKUS: That's a draf t statement on Units 2
21

and 3.gg

DR. BUCK: Then Unit 3 was dropped before the final
23

sttatement came out. Is that correct?y

UITNESS HICKEY: To my knowledge, there isn 't a
g



i
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i

?final statement.' .

2g DR. BUCII: For 3.

3 UITNESS HICKEY: For 3.

li
4| DR. BUCK: But then they came cut with a final j

i

S statement for Unit 2?
i

G UI'SIESS HICKEY: CorrOct.
1
I DR. BUCK: Now do you know what, if any, weree

8 differences betwcen this statement that was put into final

*.
form and the draft statement? This doesn't make any referenceg

10 at all to Unit 3, because that had been droppcil by that time.

U NIESS HICKEY: Loking at the sections on analysisj;

12 | cf impacts, Section 5 for example, which is " Operational
l'

Inpacts,' and looking at the description of the biota in
13

Chapter 2, they are very, very similar, and I do not know fory

sure, but I suspect they may have been written by the same
15

individuals during the same time pericd, with scme overlap,
16

u
' and they are qutie similar., . ,

ed

.g' CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: What is your response to I
~

i.

gg ! Mr. Backus's question? Do you agree, or do you not agree,
.

~

with that statenent that he read to you?
20

I tended to think, frcm what ycn said a few mcments
3;

22 ! ag , that you were, at the very least, cualifying any agree-
!

fe.3 | ment that you had with that statement; but it wasn't clear to,,

me whether you agreed with it at all.g
I

UITNESS HICIGY: That's correct, Mr. Chairman. Ig

.

. .

> 1:I
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t disagree with it in the sense that it is a very incomplete

E- stateraent with respect to analysis of impact. It is an inccm-

3 plete document. It does not discuss in any detail the signifi-

4 cance of impacts to local fisheries.

5 It talks about Cape Ced Bay in general, ard with

G respect to biota in Cape'Ccd Bay as an entirety, impact vill

7 probably be insignificant. But with respect to localized"

8 impacts for some organisms in the Plymouth-Duxbury Harbor
i

9 like winter flounder which are spawned and raised there, that

to provides the nursery area and -- for example, the flounder in

11 those areas -- Plymouth-Duxbury Harbor, Barnstable Harbor to

12 the southeast, and across the Bay, and Wellfleet Harbor --

13 winter flounder thich spawn there return to spawn in the

14 place where they were born, if you will. Those areas provide

15 nursery grounds. And therefore, if an impact were placed upon

16 those organisms in the Plymouth-Euxbury area as a result of

17 station operation at Pilgria, continued operation could result

18 in reduced populations on the local level.
.

19 Eut yet the local level in this area is not just
.

.

a confined little space around the power plant. It is a much20
~

21 broader area, and a localized impact to the winter flounder

could have a serious impact to that population within the22

23 harbor.

The same for scne other species such as rainbow24

trout which have undergone some serious impingement events25
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1 since that document was written -- documented by the State of

2 Massachusetts.

3 DR. BUCK: You are saying that in the totality of

- 4 all the crganisms over the Bay night have art insignificant

S effect on the totality, but it might have a serious effect on

G certain ones. Is this what you're saying?

" 7 WITNESS HICI*El: Yes, sir.

8 BY MR. BACKUS:
*
.

9 G Mr. Hickey, which did you say was the more recent

10 document? This one, or the final on Unit 2?

11 A (Witness Hickey) I believe -- let me eneck. The

12 final statement, U.S. Atomic Energy Conuission, FES for

13 Pilgrim Unit 2, Septenber 1974; AEC Draft Statement for

34 Pilgrim Units 2 a.4 3, June 1974.

15 0 Okay. So those are reasonably contemporaneous

and you say that the FES for Unit 2 in September is a inut the16

same as this draft, insofar as its analysis of aquatic impacts;7

'

is concerned?18.

A Except it does not consider Unit 3.jg
.

'

% Except it does not consider Unit 3. Okay.20

Now as I listened to your answers here, particularly
21.

' the ones you just gave, Mr. Hickey, I am wondering what is22

your position on Unit 2 at Pilgrim?-

3

MR. DIGNAN: I object. to the relevance of thatg

~5 l 9"*8Di "*9

I
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1 CHAImmN ROSEN'DlAL: Why is it irrelevant?

9 2 MR. DIGITAN : How is it relevant to this proceeding

3 whether Unit 2 should be built at Pilgrim or not built? Unit

4 2 of Pilgrim is a scparate application before the Agency by

5 another ccmpany -- and net here to defend itself, I might also

G note.

7 MR. BACKUS: I think it goes to this witness's"

8 whole testimony, which involves some rather general statements,
t

9 some rather large conclusions, and I'm just wondering. We know

10 that the staff has taken the position -- we know that at one

11 time they took the position that two more units of 1180 mega-

12 watts would be acceptable for orce-through cooling at Plymouth.

13 That's what this draft statement establishes. And it recommendri

14 construction permits for them.

15 We know that shortly thereafter, on a basically

16 sim!.lar analysis according to Mr. Hickey, the staff issued a

17 final statement approving Pilgrin 2,1180 megawatts with once-

ta thrcugh cooling..

19 Now Mr. Hickey has been saying he has some cautions,
,

.

20 scue concerns, scme qualifications, what have you, about some

21 of this analysis. And I just would like to know, for purposes

22 ' of judging his testimony about this site, and later about the

Seabrook site, whether, under the standards he applies, he has23

some doubts about the staff 's conclusion with Pilgrim 2.24

MR. DIGHidi: Mr. Chairman, if that he the analysis
25 ,

d
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under which the question is asked, it is clear that it is
3

irrelevant, because if Mr. Hickey's answer is that he does have <2

doubts about Pilgrim 2, then that means he's saying that3

'' Pilgrim 2 may not be even acceptable. The Pilgrim site may4

not even be acceptable for Pilgrim 2.g

S there's very little reason to go delving into6

it further about putting two more Scabrook Units beside it if"

7

the site can't take number 2.3
,
.

So any way ycu cut this, this question is whollyg

irrelevant to what is before this Board,
10

CHA miAN ROSENTHAL: He is testifying here as ang

expert witness on a comparison for the purposes to be sure of
12

the Seabrook and Pilgrim sites. I think this is perfectly
g

relevant testin:ony.g

MR. DIGNAN: Mr. Chairman, can we get in the real

"
16

plant be built down at Pilgrim? That is the issue. The issue
,,

.

isn't a general ccuprison of Pilgrim versus Seabrcok, I respect-, 1g

fully suggest.g,

.

" * "" ## * * 9*

20

isn't even good for Pilgrim, how does that advanc3 the ball on
*

the issue of whether Seabrook should be sent to Pilgrim.

CHAIP. MAN ROSENTHAL: This witness, in the context

of alternate-site study, reached certain conclusions with

respect to Pilgrim and the aquatic impact associated with
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j Pilgrim units. It sec s to me that in the conte $:t of his

testfricny, that this question is relevant.2

ftR. DIGEN: Well, I would advise the Chair that
3

. the Chair might think a little bit about the rights of the4

nonpresent parties --5

CHAIRMAN ROSENTiAL: Mr. Dignan -- .

S
,

ML. DIGNAN: -- becausa -- excuse me, Mr. Chairman,
- 7

may I be heard?8
.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: -- when I have ruled, and I~

g

take it here that there is a -- that was not a unaninous10

view on that ruling, but there was a majority view on that
33

ruling -- when I have ruled; I have ruled.
12

I do not think, in a United States District Court,
13

that you would pursue an objection after a District Judge aasg

" * *
15

MR. DIGNAN: I did not hear that your Honor had
gg

ruled. Did you rule?.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: I said that the question --'

,84.

MR. DIGNAN: I withdraw my remarks.
g

~
U

~ '

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: -- was relevant.
g

MR. DIGNAN: I did not hear the ruling.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: All right.
d.,

MR. DIGNAN: I apologize.
,

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: All right, you may answer the

question, if ycu remember it.g

|
: ?

Il |
is

-

-

il
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tape 12; WITNESS HICKEY: Would you :2 peat the question,

9davidl
,
!

2 please.

MR. BACKUS: I would like that read back.3
!j BY MR. BACKUS:4
> ;

Q The gist of my question, Mr. Hickcy, is that5

' I have listened to you testify and express soma doubts about
6

your conclusions in this draft statement which.I understand-
7

is tr.2bstantially similar to the final statement in
8

September based upon later data.
9

I am wondering if you have any doubts about the
10

staff's conclusion that Pilgrim number II can be . operated
g

v 3 ut an acceptable impact on the aquatic biology in the
i2

area of the station?g

A (Witness Hickey) I think that Pilgrim.II in
g

association with Pilgrim unit I can be operated with'

g

acceptable levels of impact. I would qualify by saying that

I have discussed this matter with the Massachusetts Division
17

' of Marine Fisheries and that agency had told me that they
13.

feel that overall the two units at Pilgrim can operate acceptably.

However, tl?re are potentials for minor effects~

and localized impacts, perhaps within the accept 2 ility

range, but still recognizable.

For cxample, there was a recent impingement event
23

at Pilgrim unit I. This is one unit only. During December
a ;

of 1978 in which 6100 smelt were impinged, and it was
25

I termed by the state as immoderate fish kill.

! I
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david 2 1 And it was termed as such because the smcit

2 populations within the state of Icassachusetts for the

I3 last two years have been . cn a serious decline. And it
I

4 was felt that such an event could have an effect on the !"

i

5 smelt populations of theP1incuth-Duxbury Harbor area.

6 So although two units at Pilgrim may operate !
t

7 and cause no significant impacts, there is the possibility'
,

c

8 'for some localized effects. Impingement event: have ;
t .

9 also been recorded for alewife and for Atlantic Herring.
.

10 Q Okay. Now, I guess I am going to turn to i

11 page G-54, having to do with the population distribution.
.

:

12 And I find at the bottom of the first paragraph there !

i
L3 that the staff nas concluded that,the Pilgrim site is

,

14 equivalent to the Seabrook site, and I assume I should

15 ask Dr. Kline what standards of equivalence have been

!
16 used there, because as I looked at the comparison of the

17 two talbes shcwing population density and cumulaEve
i

~

18 population, the one for pilgrim being on page G-51 and.

:

19 theone for Seabrook, r.s I recall, being on page A-60, the
.

,
.

population figures were lower in every case for pilgrim.20
.

21 A (Witness Kline) Is this question in regard to

22 numbered paragraph three?

23 Q Well, your statement or the statement is found

24 in the last senter.ce in the first paragraph. We conclude

that with rege.:6 to population distribution and meeting25
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1

fvid3
the critch2.a of 10 CFR Part 100, the Seabrook site is

equivalent -- the Pilgrin site is equivalent to the
3

Seabrook site. Correct?
_

4
A Yes.

5
Q Now, I just happen to notice that the tables

G

that you have included for each of these sites show lower,

7|
populations both in density and cumulative population in

8
*

Pilgrim in every category. Correct?*

9
MR. FARRAR: Mr. Dackus, could you give us --

10
I have them -- but could you give the page references so

11
anybody reading this transcript would be able to find them?

12

MR. E g S: I would be glad to do that. The
13

talbe for Pilgrim is at page G-51. The table for Seabrook

14 -.'
is at page A-60.

15
MR. FARRAR: Thank you.

'

16
WITNESS KLINE: I.do.not agree that the

17
cumulative population differences are sufficiently-

18
-

different to cause the staff to draw -- cause the staff

10.

to make a distinction. That is, they are literally-

20
different. obviously, but the question is whether they are

21
significant or not.

22
i 3Y MR. BACKUS:

- 23
Q Well, you said they are equivalent, both in

24
regard to meeting Part 100 critaria and in regard to

25 ' population distribution.

I



i
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!

david 4 i Now, let me $st say that in some of these

O 2|
| categories you have got figures in Pilgrim that are

|
3t about half that or a third less than that than you do

I

4| at Seabrock.''

I
5i And I am just wondering at uhat level of

f

6! difference you begin to find significance.

-
7 A Okay. In the line prior to the equivalent

3 statement -- this testimony, incidentally, we.s prepared
,
.

9| by Mr. Canter, who is not here, and who is our accident

10 analysis expert.

11| 0 I am not questioning the accuracy cf these

12 table, you understand.

13 A His statement is that the Seabrcok units

14 would be able to meet the dose guidelines of 10 CFR Part

15 100 at the exclusion area and in low population zone distances

16 available at Pilgrim without the addition of any engineered

17 safety features beyond those proposed for the Seabrook site.
.

18 It is in that sense that I believe he reached the*

19 conclusion of equivalents.
,,

.

20 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: This was his conclusion, I

21 take it?

22 , WITNESS KLINE: This was his conclusion.
t

23 CHAIPRAN ROSENTHAL. Well, Mr. Backus, see one

24 of the problems you have, the tables speak for themselves.

25 And when you are now trying to ascertain what basis was

I
used by a staff witness for naching the conclusion of1

,

I

]
.
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1

edi5 equivalents , i. other words, what kind of difference --

I gather that's what you're driving at, is what kind of
3

a difference tould there have had to have been in order
4

for the expo:t to have concluded that there was an
5

equivalent, and you don't have tne expert present. It's
6

a little bft difficult.
" 7

MR. BACKUS: Well, I would have felt that
8

i the team leader might have had some judgmental role in
9

deciding that these tables supported a conclusion of
10

equivalunts .

11

DR. BUCK: Mr.Backus, doesn't the sentence
17.

that h2 read to you give you the reason, the basic for the
13

conclesion?
14

MR. BACKUS: Not in my opinion.
15

DR. BUCK: Where does it not meet 10 CFR Part 100
16

witht.ut further additions of engineering safeguards?

17
MR. BACKUS: The statement does not refer only-

18-

.c 0 CFR Part 100 but to population distribution..

19
*

DR. BUCK: Where does it not meetpopulation.

20
distribution guidelines?

21
MR. BACKUS: It says not that it does not meet

22
guidelines. It says that it is equivalent.

23
DR. BUCK: But the explanation that was given to

24

9 _you was that the equivalence was based on meeting the

25
guidelines, and they both meet the guidelines.

I
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1

lavid6 MR. BACKUS: That's not the way it reads to me.

DR. BUCK: I don't know how else you would read
2
~

it.

4
XR. BRENNER: vith all due respect to you,

5
Dr. Buck, cnd to the witness, this is a problem in

5
not having the particular witness here.

" 7
MR. FARRAR: But MR. Brenner, Mr. Rosenthal

8
just said that. Come on, let's see if we can plow through,

i-

this. We don't need to have you repeat what he just said.,

MR. BRENNER: All right. I uns getting to
.

'
the point, Mr. Farrar, of showing that I would agree that

'2'

the conclusion talks about what the population guidelinas

I3 as well as meeting the Part 100'-- they are two related

I4 ( but different conclusions.

15 Dr. Kline apparently does not know all the

16 witness concluded. They are equivalent with respect to

17 both features.
.

IO'

MR. FARRAR: I didn't have to hear Dr. Kline

19 say that. Maybe I missed that..

.

20 DR. BRENNER: I did say "apparently." I didn't

21 hear him say it expressly either.

22 CHAIRMAN ROSENTEE: Well, do you know,

23 Dr. Kline?

24 WITNESS KLINE: I do not know why he drew that

25 ccnclusion.
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1

vid7 3Y?R. EACKUS:
g

0 Kow, you had no part in the drawing of that
3

particular conclusion?

A I did nob.
5

Q Okay. I guess that's that.
S

MR. FARRAR. Mr. Backus, let me follow something
* 7

up here because it's going to ecme up with another one of
8

your sites.-

9 -

Dr. Kline, as the team leader here, did you
10

authorize ycur people to or did they with or without your
11

authorization take into account in evaluating the sites

12
the staff guideline of 500 peopla per square mile whM1

13
we have repeatedly said seems to have no basis in the

14
regulations?'

15
WITNESS KLINE: We were very careful about how

16
we used that guideline in this testimony.

17
(Laughter.).

16.

MR. BRENNER: Statement of the year.

19
WITNESS KLINE: We did not put any exraordinary*

.

20
weight on that guideline. In other words, it qpeared as

21
merely one factor among many in the analysis, and that was

22
essentially the role I Played in this in emphasi=ing how

23
these things should be weighted.

24
Now, in the individual staff's testimony, they

25
were accorded a good deal of freedom, and how they prepared

i

n'
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I
!e

ivid3 their individual contributions -- our approach was then

| to achievo a syr. thesis of this in tha conclusions. THey
3 i.
O are in the conclurory sections uherein we made a deliberate

4d
f

3 !!
choice as to what we would bring forward and what we wouldn'te

I

In ecscs -- I . on't think that uith the exception of one'

6|
.

' or two cases that we even saw fit to bring the population
7|#

conclusion forward into -- that is, of the individual
S

t writer into the conclusory sections of the -- for each
9

site,
10

Now , in cases where Populations ucro exceptionally
11 s

low, we did, but in that cace, it received no special
12

weight; i.e., it was just one factor among many in weighing
1.5

site.
14

MR. FARRAR: Let ne ask you, since I can't'

13

find a basis for this guideline in the regdations anywhere,
16

there must be some reasoning, como expertise, sore basia in
17 ,

the staff and the collective wisdom of the staff for-

18
*

.

using this guideline.>

19
Now, we have always tried to stress that one-

20
of the purposes of these hearings is to find out the reason

21

people are doing things. We don't just want the
22

conclusions. We vant the reasons. Can you tell me what
23

the reasoning is behind this guideline?

' WITNESS KLINE: Behind the 500 person per
25

aquare mile?
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4.vids i dR. FAnRAR: Yec. !

2 ' iTny that should be 1,uportant, why, if tha

l3 site exceeds that, we shculd Icek elscthere. If it is
i
I4, under that, we don't worr'f.

0, "ITFESS KLINE: No, I think therc is growing

|'

6! recognition in the staff of its arbitrary nature and of
i
i

I it's being very difficult to use; i.e., if one cites* 7

8 500 per square mile, then 495 might be all right.
'
.

9 IG. FAPJtAR: I don't mean to question a particular

10 number, but what goal do you have in mind picking any .

I

i1 number at all?

12 In other words, we have these Part 100 ragulations

is which say that you have to =cet certain dose requirements I

14 at certain locations; ekay, va all know what the

15 reasons are for that.

16 Nou, you might quarrel with the numbers, but you

i7 know what they're trying to get at. In the case of an

accident, people won't be exposed beyond these icvels.18.

What are you trying to get at with this 500. Forget whether
19

.

.

it's 495 or 505. What are you trying to get at? Because20

I can't understand ctatements about pcpulation distribution
21

22 ' without knewing what your guiding purpose is in this type

'

of guideline.3

WITNESS KLINE: Unfortunately, I don't personally
24

w rk on the safety side of the house, and so I can't
2,

:.

!
'

i
'

s
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1

Ovid 10
. speak with any degree of confidence es to what was in

2

mind.
3

I dink, diough --
,

- 3:
MR. FARRAR: Lat me interrupt. The -- you said

5
the safety side of the house. Fromwhat I have seen of

G

', these eings, this does not come from the safety side of
_
,e

the house. This comes fromthe environmental side of the
8'

' house.'
.

9
MR. KLINE: It happens that the experts in that

10.

particular policy come in groups that are administratively
11

associated with safety analysis within the Commission.;

12
Now -- so, I can't really ansuer as to what the specific

13
bojecti*es really were. However, I think that they have

14 more of a historical component than something that is in
15 the present attempting to achieve any particular
16

objectives.

17
That is to say, I think early in the game people'

-

16*

though t intuitivoly that there was some minimization of

residual rick that could be obtained, which could apparently*

.

'

20
be obtained at very little extra effort by siting in

21
low poulation a'eas.r

22
MR. FARRAR: Residual risks from accidents,

big accidents?'

,

94-

WITNESS KLINE: Yes, that's my interpretation of
1

25
it.

!|
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'
david 11 MR. FARRAR: Is it fair to say that you

2 recognized in deciding not to bring some of these

3 conclusions forward to the cummary you personally
I

4 recognized what we had had to say about this guideline

5, might influence our thinking to some e:' tent?

6 UITNESS KLINE: We specifically recognized

"
7 the words in ALAB 471.

8 MR. FARRAR In this very case?
'
.

9 . WITNESS KLINE: In this very case, yes.

10 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Mr. BAckus?

11 SY MR. BACKUS:

12 O Maybe you already addressed this, but just

is very quickly, Dr. Kline, as I understand it, you are

14 disavowing any part in the conclusion about equivalents

15 on population between the tuo sites, but this morning you

16 were fairly forthright, shall we say, in taking partial

17 responsibility for the conclusion about whether or not

18 three and four units -- three and four could go once.

19 through at Pilgrim.
,

.

20 And is there a reason why you have a responsibility

*

21 in one area and not the other for conclusions?
i

A (Witness Kline) I don't think this signifies that22 j

23 I have responsibility in one area and not another. That is

24 the way the responsibility was exercised was, in fact,

25 jointly after the individual analyses were prepared. And

I
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d ue functioned in the same way in both cases.

9 avid 12 9

~| The man principally responsible of course chose

whether or not to make a case in an attenpt to convince the

rest of us as to whether th_s chould be brough forward or

5,'

not.[
6

In this case, the actual analyst himself, while
'

7
not admitting that anything he said there was wrong, did

not put enough weight on it to bring it forward as part of.
.

9
the overall decision.

10
In the case of the cooling towerc, the analyst

II did see fit to bring it forward and mako a case for it as

IE an important item in the decision.

U O Well, all I am trying to find out is what your

role in it was.

I6 If I want to ask questions about whether or not

16 you could have units three and four at Pilgrim with once

17 through, can I ask you questions about that, or do I just
,

I6*
have to question as I was Mr. Hickey?

I9 Do you know-anything about that?-
,

20 A My role -- I could not take a deep technical

21 role in every one of these areas.

22 O I understand.

23 A So my role was administrative in organi::ing the

M team in such a way that they could be productively --

25 concentrate their energies towards reaching a decision.
,
I
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1 There is a tremandous task cf synthesis here with an

Javidl3 2 enormous amount of raw data that .somehow has to bo brought

3 to focus en a decision.

4 And that was role enourh for me. I had to

5 depend mysel an the expertice cf the staff, and I certainly

G did not impose any decisicn on the ctaff, so the answer

7 is that my role was organics.tional and facilitative."

8 O Okay. So just so that we can be clear on the
'

9 facts that led to the conclusion, units threa and four

10 at Pilgrim, the hypothetical units should be analyzed as

11| closed cycle units. That is Mr. Hickey's decision, noc

12 yours?

|

13 A The technical basis for that decision was

14 created by Mr. Hickey. In the subsequent discussions

15 where it went beyond his responsibility, the kind of

1G weight that got put on it was discussed among the rest of

;- the staff as well as him, that is, which included him.

18 0 Dut he ir lua one who provided the input that
.

tg led to the staff decision?
.

.

20 A Yes. Correct.

33 MR. BPENNER: I'd like to qualify that last

22 question. i*ou mean, he's the one who provided the
,

gj aquatic input?

24 MR. BACKUS: Yes, which is the only input that,

t

j underlay the decision, as I understand it.en
-,

I !

: I

! I
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tvid14 MR. BREmiER: '' ell, I don 't think you asked

that question.
3

hm. BACZUS: I think I did, but I'm not going
4

to go through it.
$

BY MR. BACKUS:
5

O Now, it is pointed out here, Dr. Kline, that the* *

7

low population zone for the Pilgrim site is 2.3 miles
8

as against 1.25 for the Scabrook sito.
9

So you conclude that the Seabrook site would
10

be availabla, and this is the end of the first paragraph,
11

"without the addition of any engineered safety features
12

beyond thoso proposed for the Seabrook cite."

O 13

And my question is, if ycu know -- and maybe
14

you won't -- whether or not that opens the peasibility for
15

there being fewer engineered safeguards than thero are
1G

at the Scabrook site.
17

,

A- (Witness Kline) No, I don't know.
*

18

0 Is there anybody on this panel Ebat knows the
19-

'

answer to hat question?
20

MR. BRENNER: Mr. Qairman, I would object to
21

the materiality of that question. I am not complaining
22 -

now --

23
CHAIRMAN ROSENTEE: The witness has just

24
answered that he did not know, and why -- what possible

25
use, MR. Branner, is there in pursuing its nuteriality

U.
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1

vidl5 2 to the questions. The question was asked. It was answered.

3 It was -- there was an intervening cuestion. I --

4 he said he did not know.

5 MR. BREmiER: I let it go crce, but then it

6 was asked again of the three other '<tnesses.

"
7 MR. FARRAR: What's wrong with that? The

3 answer is no. It's no.
I

9 MR. BRENNER: Whether or not the answer is yes

10 or no las little to do with whether the question is

11 material.
.

12 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Well, Mr. Bsuner, I think.

13 maybe we had better get something straight here. I am

14 sure that there are a number of very fine points that can

15 be advanced along the line here, and from my standpoint

16 at least I would prefer you to confine your objections to

circumstances where there is some practicsl importance
17

.

to it.13.

I mean, we will assume that you are fully familiar
39,

.

with the rules of evidence, and we don't think that it's20

21 necessary to make a clinic out of this.

22 Now, any of these witnesses here are prepared

to answer that question? Or is the response of the
23

other three witnesses the same as that of Dr. Kline's?24

He doesn't know. Is that the case of the other three
25 ,

N 1
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cavid16 I witnesses as wcil?

2 WITIIESS KLINE: The response is no.

3 CHAIRMAN ROSENTILE: All right. Well, now let's

4 drop it.
''

5 B'l HR. BACKUS:

0 Q All right. Now let's turn back to Mr. Xaltman
"

7 for the section en aesthetics starting at G-57.

8 MR. FARRAR: Wait a minute, Mr. Backus. If I
'
.

9 may just have a clarification before you get into that

10 subject.

11 Dr. Kline -- and you may not know the answer

12 to this question -- on these tables which sliow the population

13 within so many miles and then they show how that works out in

14 the population per square mile, do you know in constructing

15 those tables wheher they leave out the ocean 1

In other words, if it atys the population16

17 within zero to four miles is X pr o'Le, do you then divide
.

18 that by the whole circle or by the semicircle where you-

19 have got an ocean site?
.

.

20 I supposo I can sit in my room tonight and

21 figure out M w it was done with pi R squared, but do

22 you happen to know that?

23 WITNESS KLINE: I don't.know the answer directly

24 I know that it was prepared by a competent person.

MR. FARRAR: Okay.25

I
f

l.I
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1

!avidl7 CHAIDIA11 ROSENTHMs Mr. Backus.

BY MR. BRCKUS:
3

0 Well, the first thing I would like to know is
~' 4

that when you introduced this testimony or when this
5

testimony was introduced, you struck a sentence from
G

Appendix D, page 3, and some associated photographs that
" 7

I was handed this morning.
8

.
Do you have any objection to those photographs

9
being made an exhibit at this time, Mr. Kline?

10
MR. BRENNER: Well --

11
CHAIR".AN ROSENTHAL: Mr. Brenner, I think that

12
is clearly --- Mr. Backus, while I suggested to Mr. Brenner

13
that we were not going to necessarily make this a clinic,

14
that is so far beyond the pale that I think you would be --

15
best advice, to withdraw it.

16
THat's not an appropriate question for this

17
witness. The staff counsel determines uhat he's going

.

to.

to introduce into evidence and what he isn't.
19

MR. BACKUS: Mr. Brenner indicated to me he*

.

20
would have no objection to my introducing it, go I probab1y

,

21
should have asked him.

It just seemed to me like an easy way -- I think

23
they're kind of nice pictures.

24
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: It's a plainly bpropr

26
question as addressed to the witness.

I

1 .
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davidlSI MR. BACKUS: Do you have any objection if

2 we introduce these photographs that you were kind enough

3 to have made up?
I

4 MR. BREIsiNER: I?o, I don't.^

5 MR. DIGNAN: I cbject to it. Put the photographer

6 on the stand and nail down the lens with which it was

7 taken and a number of other things."

3 MR. g1 CRUS: All right. We'll do it the hard
'
.

9 way.
.

10 MR. BRENNER: I'd like to mah one point, that

11 the federal rules of evidence clearly do not require the

12 photographer.

13 MR. DIGNAN: No, they require somebody who can

14 testify as to what lens was on that camera, which is of
q. =

$5 extreme importance, and I believe the staff will answer

16 they don't know.

I

17| MR. BACKUS: There's no such requirr.nent as
>.

18 to have somebody who knows the lens on the camera. I
.

19 never heard of such a requirement.
,

.

20 MR. BRENNER: That's correct; there is no such

21 requirement. That depends on the context in which it was

i

22 important, not on the purpose for which the pictures are

_ 23 being used.

24 MR. DIGNAN: I will object on the grounds j

25 of authentication until such time as someone is

! produced who is competent as a photographer enough to
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1
1-

tastify as to cuch matters as surtor speed, the lens

S' avid 192 that was o~ the SLR camera, the type of camera used and

3
the deflection that is involved.

!

r 4i
i CHAIRMAN ROSO THAL- All of which is relevant'

3||
'

| for what purpose?

6I
I MR. DIGNAN: Eecause I don't want a picture that

"
7

overstates or understates the impact of a cooling tower

S

,
to the human eye.

9
MR. FARRAR: Mr. Dignan, Uhat are you going to make

10
when it's your turn? The same kind of objection about

11
the pictures that are in this 2-1/2" thick document?

'a
MR. CIGNAN: No, because I know what's in those.'

13 I just don't know anything about these photos. I saw

14
them for the first time today.

I3 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: So you are suggesting that

16 in order to appreciate these picturas or to take them

I in their proper context, you have to have this infornation?
.

I0'

MR. DIGNAN: YEs, sir, for this reason: I think

,- it is a fact that most photographers would agree with,

that the closest thing to the human eye representation

"1'
| is an 80 millimeter or at least comewhere between 55 and

.2 80 millimeters which are standard lenses.

23 If you go much below that range, you get a-

24| distortion one way. If you go above that range, you get

I

_
25 a distortion upwards of size. I just want to knew what we

l i
1 !'

i!
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1

avid 20 have got here. And this was battle acut in the first hearing

uhen photographs came in, if ycu recall.
3

MR. BRENNER: Hell, I don't know if ycur statement
__ 4

is correct or not about E0 millimeter being --
5

MR. DIGMAU: I don't kncw either, and that's
6

the problem: you haven't produced a proper witness who
" 7

can get up and competnetly testify as to, A, what lens
8

was used, B, why ho chose that lens, and uhat representation'
,

9
he was getting in terms of this.

10
And since we're talking aesthetics, Mr. Chairman,

11

we are talking what does the cooling tower look -- where is
12

it in relation to Joe Zilch's house.
13

I wouldn't care -- if we are going to talk

14
this wonderful subjective game of aesthetics on which

15
basis the staff has found one site slightly superior and

16
I think the minimum they can do if they're going to add

17
to thislitany of photographs is to put ccmsbody on the-

18.

stand who can give us the analysis that is necessary to

19
.' see whether it's'a fair representation of what the human

20
eye will perceive..

21
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: It i seems to me,

22
72. Brenner, I stressed at the outset that I am not a

23
. photographer, professional or amateur.

24
But, if Mr. Dignan is right that the kind of lens

25
tht is used can havn a Searing upon the conte:tt as you

,

'
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1

avid 21 2 will, that he has a point.

MR. BRENNER: Well, he has a partial point.3

Let me make a quick statement and maybe this will help.4

There are some purposes for which you would need to know
S

the lens. We don't know the lens for thase pictures hero.-
O

However -- and it may in fact be one of several reasons.
7

why I chose not to put it in evidence. So I don't feel
g

.

terribly defense here because I'm not urging that it be*

g

admitted.

But the context of the testimony ard what we

had originally anticipated using these photographs for

are the relative views, one photograph compared to the other

and nothing else.

In other words, the distance at X compared to the

distance at Y;as long as the same lens and the same

camera is used between the pictures, you do have that.

'

However, there is certainly a point we made that that
18-

doesn't necesserily mean that's exactly what the human

'

eye would see at v. hat distance.

DR. BUCK: I think that is Mr. Dignan's
21

,

problem.

MR. BRENNER: Right.
23u

DR. BUCK: And I think he is probably
24

right in the fact that you probably have to change lenses to
25

give the same effect of the eye looking at the thing at a
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david 221 different distance.

2 I think that is the point that he is making.

3 MR. SPEIMER: I don't know that that's correct

{ 4 either.

5 MR. BACEUS: I thought the rules of evidence

6 didn't apply, and this is the most strict rule of

*

7 evidence I ever heard of. Photographs are introduced

8 all the time without knowing the lens.
'
.

9 MR. FARRAR: It's not a matter of the rules.

10 I Don't think that's our problem, the rules of evidence.

11 It is what are we to take these pictures for?

12 MR. BRENNER: We don't represent that they are

13 views as the human eye would see them at those distances.

14 Had we tried to put them in, we would have put them in

15 solely for the comparison at different distances between

16 pictures.

37 MR. FARRAR: Well, Mr. Bronnc'. my problem
.

18 is not so much with these pictures which have not yet been

19 offered into evidence, but the reason we may have to discuss
.

20 this for a little bit is that your document here has

21 a whole bunch of other pictures in it which have been

22 put into evidence and which we are going to have to cecide -
t
*

MR. 3RENNER: We don't have the same problem in23

those pictures as you'll see when we get to it as we do24

with these.25

[ l
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Ilavid23 MR. FARRAR: Well, do we hcvs -- is there

2 i someone here when we get to that point who can -- new,

3 without indicating, because I don't kno ti the

- 4 answer myself, whether Mr. Dignan is right about precisely

5 what you have to prove.

6 Do you have someone here who is going to

4 7 discuss these other pictures intelligently?

3 MR. BRENNER: Mr. Farrar, I believe you were
'.

9 going to complete your sentence and say if we have

10 something -- somebody who can discuss those photos

l' intelligently and to Mr. Dignan's satisfaction?

12 MR. FARRAR: MR. -- perhaps Mr. Dignan's

13 satisfaction, perhaps curs. We don't have a meeting of

14 the minds, but is there someone here who will discuss

15 those?

16 MR. BRENNER: Yes, sir.

17 MR. FARPAR: Is that same person competent to
.

13 discuss the others?

_
19 MR. BREm1ER: No.

.

20 MR. FARRAR: Why?

'

21 MR. ERENNBR: Let me see if I have this

22 straight now. Mr. Raltman can intelligently discuss the

y P.3 photos that are in.the bound volume. He was present when

24 they were taken. Although he is not the photographer,
__

25 he discussed with the photographer what equipment was being

'.t s
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L:.vdd24 used anc so cn.

Es can show where the view is. He can testify

3
whether :he view of the photo comports with his

4
personal vlow and he can also tell you what lens was

5
used and to forth.

S
With respect to these photos that we are'

e

7i
now talling about which are not in evidence, Mr. Kaltman'

8
was not pr3sent when they were taken. Dr. Kline was*

.

9
present when they were taken; however, he did not take

10
them, and although he knows what camera was used,

11
he dons not know what type of lens was used on that camera.

12
Whether or not we can find out in short order,

O 13
I don't know.

14
The photos that are in evidence were taken by

15
a professional photographer. The photos that we are

16
discussing which are not inevidence were not taken by

a professional photographer..

'

18
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: !!R. Backus, you may proceed.

'

- BY MR. BACKUS:

20
Q Dr. Kline, do you havo these pictures -- we have

21
been talking to you -- the ones that were referred to

22
in Appendix D, a series of black and white photos showing

k- 23 a cooling tower or a cooling tower plume at various

distances.

~ '5 A (Witness Kline) Yes, I now have them.
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1

e. avid 25
Q Do I understand that you were present when

2

these photographs were taken?
3

A That's correct.
4

MR. FARRAR: M . Backus,just a second, so
S

ue are all sure we arc on the sane wavelength. I have
G

nine photos, the closest one at 100 yards and the
* 7 i

farthest one at sin miles.
8

, Is that what we are talking about?
9

MR. DIGNAN: Mr. Chairman, could I respectfully
10

suggest that the photos be marked for identification
11

because we're going to start quizzing on them. We going
12

to have to --

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Yes, I think that is a -- let's
14

mark them for identification with the understanding that
15

they are not admitted into evidence at this point, and
16

let's -- do you have any particular designation you'd
17

like, Mr. Brenner?.

18
MR. ERENNER: Why don't we call them Mr. Backus's

19
.' exhibit?

20
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: All right. We will call

21
them SAPL-Audubon exhibits offered for identification, one

22
through nine.

~
23

The 100 yards would be one.

24
Well, we'll make them 79-1 so there will be no

25
problem now.

h||
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1

avid 26 Ld's see. The 100 yards would be 1, 79-1.

(The above-mentioned document, a
3

photograph from 100 yards, was marked
4

SAPL-Audubon Exhibit No. 79-1
5

for identification.)
6

CHIRMAN ROSENTHAL: A quarter of a mile, I guess
,

is the next one. That would be 79-2.
8

(The above-montioned document, a*
.

9
photograph from one-quarter mile,

10
was marked SAPL-Audubon Exhibit No. 79-;

11

for identification.)
'

12

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Half a mile, 79-3.
13

(The above-mer tiened document, a
14

photograph from one-half mile, was
15

marked SAPL-Audubon Exhibit No. 79-3
16

for identification.)
17

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: A milo, 79-4.-

18
(The above-mentioned document, a

19
'

~ photograph from one mile, was
20

marked SAPL-Audubon Exhibit No. 79-4
21

for identification.)
22

CAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Two miles, 79-5.

23

24

25
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a svid27 (The above-mentioned document,

G, a photograph frem two miles, was

marked S APL-Audubon Eihibit 79-5
4

for identification.)
.

5
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL Three miles, 79-6.

(The above-mentioned document,

* 7 a photograph from three miles, was

8 marked SAPL-Audubon Exhibit No. 79-6
*
.

9 for identification.)

10 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Four miles, 79-7.

II (The above-mentioned document, a

12 photograph from four miles, was

13 marked SAPL-Audubon Exhibit No. 79-7

14 for identif$ cation. . ,
-

15 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Five miles, 79.-8.

16 (The above-mentioned document, a

17 photograph from five miles, was
.

18 marked SAPL-Audubon Exhibit No. 79-8

19 for identification.).

-

20 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Six miles, 79-9.

21. (The above-mentioned document, a

22 photograph from six miles, was

x., marked SAPL-Audubon Exhibit No. 79-923

24 for identification.)

23

4
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d. avid 28 CHAIPl4AN ROSEUTHAL: Okay.I

2 So we now have identification, specific

3 identification of each of them which will be used in any

4 further interrogation with respect to these documents.

5 BY MR. 3ACKUS :

3 0 Now, with regard to these exhibits 79-1 through

7 9 for identification. Dr. Kline, you- did say, I think, you*

3 were present when these photographs were taken?
.

~9 A (Witness Kline) Yes.

10 0 To the best of your knowledge, are these an

11 accurate representation of whatyou were observing at the

12 time you were present?

13 A Yes.

14 MR. BACKUS: Okay. I move their admission.

15 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Any objection?

16 MR. DIGNAN ,Is the admission for all purposes?

17 MR. BRUS: Sure.
~

.

13 MR. DIGNAN: Is there a restriction? Then

IobjectonthegroundsthatidtfeentsacIwouldfully19
,

.

agree with Mr. Backus, it is a photograph that becomes admissi
-

20
'

ble upon somebody's~ representing or testifying that it21

22 represents what he saw at the time when the

C 23 photograph was taken.

I'm not going to argue against that rule. It's
24

25 a perfectly good rule of evidence. However, this is not the

usual type of case or intersection case. This is ccming in as

|
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1

part of an aesthetic analysis uhare supposedly this boardn-id29 g

after hearing from the witnesses, I guess, is going to reach
3

into the mind of human beings and say what is or is not
4

aeseetically pleasing.
S

,

NN, Ifa sure in good faith that answer was given
6

when the witness said that accurately represents what I
7,

saw. But what he hasn't been asked, and I don't know
3

how he would answer, is what exactly did he see in terms of*

g

what was his angle of vision.
to

The photograph cuts -- the biggest photograph,
g

f # **"*P *' the cloca:t in one, cuts off the peripheral1
12 '

Vision of the Viewer where the white lines begin.

Everybody knows that the peripheral vision

of a human being is much wider than that. So as a result,

this tower much dominates the scene. But is that the

entire scene?
17

That is the 'eason that when the name of the-

16

game is going to be the psychological exercise on
,

aesthetics, it seems to me on a minimum you have got to

nail down precisely how the photograph was made and how

that compares with, I suppose, the average human being's

visual perception.

MR. BACKUS: Nell, Mr. Chairman, I would just
24

- say in response, if I might, that it seems to me that that

is all perfectly good material for Mr.Dignan to use when hi's

I
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1

turn for croca examination comss. And as far as these

#svid30 2
photographs, I think what you really need is the work of an

3
artist, not a photographer at all.

- 4
But we don't have an artist, so I would like

5
these photographs admitted.

6
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Mr. Brenner, what is your --

7~

MR. BRENNER: I think there should be certain
8

limitations on their' admission as well. There are several
=

9
questions that could be asked of these witnesses which I

10
would like to ask at this time to show what these towers

11
do portray and what they do not portray. And that may

12
assist on the bases here.'

1.3
It would be the staff's position if we originally

14 moved them in that their only purpose would be to show
'

15
the relative effect of distance on a particular tower.'

I If I could ask seme questions, I think you will
17 see. that thero towers did not even necessarily represent

.

18
the type towers --

19
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Do you have any objection'

20
to that, Mr. Backus?

21
MR. BACKUS: No.

22
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Mr. Dignan?'

MR. DIGNAN: I have no objection.

24
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: All right, Mr. Brenner.

25
1

l
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i
FURTHER DIRECT EXAMINATION.lavid31

BY MR. BRENNER:
3

Dr. Kline, do you know what plant were these0
4

photographs taken at?

(Electrical power resumed.)
6

A (Witness Kline) These photos were taken at the
7*

Davis Bessie Plant in Ohio.
8

' O Do you know whether these -- and this is an
9

actual natural draft cooling tower? At Davis Bessie this
10

is an actual draft cooling tower.
11

0 Do you know whether this is the same kind
12

of natural draft cooling tower that would be proposed for
13

the Seabrook plant or a plant at this time using a
14

natrual draft tower?
15

A Well, it's a hyperbolic tower; yes, it's the

16
same. It's the same shape.

17
0 Would it be the same size as a tower at

-

18
Seabrook?

19
A I bileve that this tower is somewhat,

20
shorter than the one at Scabrook.

21
DR. BUCK: Do you know the dimensions?

22
WITNESS KLINE: I do not know precisely the

23x_
dimensions.

24
} DR. BUCK: Excuse me, somahody does know.

25
WITNESS KALTMAN: The Davis Eessie tower is

Iv
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1

Ola' rid 32
493 feet.

2
DR. BUCK: As against what?

3
WITh"ESS KALTMAN: 590 for Seabrook.

4
DR. BUCK: 590 for Seabrook. Okay, what's

n
~

the bottom and top dimension, do you know?

6
WITNESS KALTMAN: No, that I don't.

~

7

3
s

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
.

18

19,

20

21

22

~_ 23

24

25 i

i
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BY MR. BRENNER:
3

(L There are certain structural lines which appear on
2

de Davis Besse d wer. Do you how H a tower conshcted
3

coday -- either Zir. Kaltman or Dr. Kline -- would it have thesea

lines as part of the structure?
5

A (Witness Kaltman) We don't know and -- but I
6

suspect that the lines r_re a result of a particular construc--

7

tion process which may or may not be the same that would be
6

1

used at Seabrook. -

..

g

(L Dr. Kline, do you know if these photos do represent
g

your " view shed," to use the word that Mr. Kaltman has used
,12

in portions of his testimony, is this what you would see in

terms of your peripheral vision?

A (Witness Kline) The -- my recollection is that

my peripheral vision showed more than is seen on the photo-
lo_

graphs for the closeup pictures -- that is,100 yards and

quarter-nile. According to my reccllection, as we get -- as

.

the photos get further away, the tower is more in proportion

to the rest of the view shed in a more realistic fashion.
IS.

(L Are there other structures that were within the

view shed that are now no longer in the pictures taken at the

closer distances? Or is the land fairly flat?
22

& The land is fairly flat -- in f act, very flat in
23s-

the vicinity of the tower. The tower sits on an open plane

that is more or less unobstructed in the immediate vicinity.
26 1
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i[ G A1.30 , hcw are these distances measurod?

9 I2 A They were measured with an autcmobile odameter.

3 C Was the road fairly straight?

4 A Yes,

i

5 G Would this be, in ycur judgment, pretty close to an

| as-the-crow-flies measur=2ent, in view of the straightness ofG

.

7 the road?
... .

8 A Yes.
. .

3 G In some pictures, the towers are off to one side or,

10 the other, and in other pictures the towers are more to the

11 middle. Does that represent the vicw shed differences from tha

12 locations that the pictures were taken at?

13 A No, it represents a somewhat different purpose for

14 taking the picture than we are now discussing. The pictures

were not taken for the purpose of any official proceeding; they15

15 were taken for the purpose of educating the staff for internal

17 use. And the purpose of the photographer in this case was
.

to capture as ratch plume as he could along with the tower.10

So that scme of the offset pictures were taken injg.

such a toy as to show as much plume as possible.20

21 { G Could you give the name of the photographer, for

the record?22

A Yes. His name is Mr. Singh Bajwa. He is an' 23

Environmental Project Manitger of NRC. "Singh" is "S-i-n-g-h . "
24

25 : "Bajwa" is "B-a-j-w-a."

l
'

I!
il
t*
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a I sculd ask either ycu, Dr. Kline, or you, Mr. Kalt-
g

=an, cr perhaps both of you : Can these photos of the Davis2

Besse tower in any way be used fcr a comparison of aestiletic
3

i= pact of the towers in the bound testimony with respect to4

the varicus other sites?5

A (Witness Kalt=an) Cn3 of the =ethods that we used-

o

to determine the height of the tower in the Seabrook alterna-
7.

tive study was to ratio up frC2 the Davis Besse tower to bothg
.

the 600 and - the 590-foot tower and the 565-foot tower, so
g

, that, at measured distances, we wculd knew appror%tely theg

si=e of the touer to be depicted ca cur photographs.

However, this methcd was used pri=arily to checkg

the other =cthod we used, which ras the establishment of points
g

within the photograph points which gave us a scale in that

phoWapu
15

G But aren't there relative differences in such things
t o,

as .mcothness, if you will, and shadings cf the towers in each

of the photos that use natural-draf t towers in the testimony*

and the actual photos that were taken at the Davis Besse Plant,
.

Mr. Kaltsan?
20

A I'm sorry? I didn't hear the first part. of the ques-

tion.
22

? If you look at any c all of the photos Of natural-
.

draf t cooling towers in the bound testimony and cc= pare these

to the Davis Besse photographs that we a o now discussing,

4

I
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t aren't ther relative dissimilarities between such things as

2 shadings and appearancos of the structure in terms of whether

3 they're smooth, or have structural connections?

4' A Yes, there are differences . And I think those

5 differences result -- at least in this case -- primarily from

G the skill of the artist. There is more detail, for instance,

7 in the photcgraphs at certain distances, and in other -- in.

8 the photographs in the bound testimony there appear to be
.

harsher lines; but that is primarily due to, again, the skillg

10 of the artist in depicting the towers.

); G Well, I take it that that does not affect the

relative con:parisons of the towers in the bound testim'ny12

because the7 all suffer from the same problem in terms of
13

the skill of the artist?14

A That would be my judgment, yes.
15

G However, did those differences affect a ccmparison
1G

of the Davis Besse pictures to the bound photos in the testi-
77

' mony, if you were using them for an asthetic analysis? Let i
gg

me strike that and phrase it differently.
19

What would the purpose have been in utilizing these-

20

phosographs as part of your testimony had the s'-ff seen fit
21

to do so?g

A Well, it was merely to shcu the impact of. distanceg

on what muld be seen. And I, just wanted to introduce a concept.y

which is sometimes overlooked, tint very rapidly the impact of

1
!
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a tower -- even one that is 490 feet high -- is lost as you
1

2 move away frcm the tower.

MR. BRENNER: Thank you.3

On the basis of those questions and answers, I
4

have no ' objection to the admission for the last point only.5

That is, to judge the relativo effect of distance on a par-
6

ticular tower, and would not agree that the photograpits could
7-

be admitted fer any broader purposes than just the possibility
8

of an asthetic comparison between these towers and what the
.

9

testimony says about the impact of towers at the other sites.gg

CHAIIU4AN ROSENTHAL: All right.
7;

MR. DIGNAN: May I b'e bricfly -- in light of the
12

latest --g

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: I would object to one and
14

comhg h fx any purpose, de witness having testifiedw
15

that it does not accurately represent the v_iew shed that he
16

saw.g

With respect to the others, I will object because,'

to
as I see it, the staff has established that this is a bunch

jg

f views fr m the distance of the Davis Besse . tower. Now if
20

di they want it'in for is to show what the Davic Besse tower
21

looks like at various distances, I would say I have no objec-
g

tion, except is it material to this case to knew what the

Davis Besse tower looks like at 2 miles?
24

So I object on th' grounds of relevancy, and

.
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materiality, because all that establishes is they've got scme;

2 pictures of Davis Besse.

MR. BRENNER: If I may speak, I think it is
3

material because Mr. Kaltnan's testimony talks about the
4

effect n distance of particular towers , and those -- any
5

towers -- and these photcgraphs help illustrate that point.
6

Now his testimony -- the statement is still in-
7

his testimony with or without these photographs . I think
8

.

these photographs help illustrate that point and do 30 with
9

respect to any towers,g

I don't think the first two photos suffer frcm
g

any defect preventing their admission for that purpose,g

especially since we have established that there are no other

structures within the portion that was within a person's

vision but not within the camera lens' vision.
15

MR. DIGNAM: Mr. Chairman, if I may press this

for one thing, and in response to my Brother's argument, he

' says that this has seme validity because the witness has

testified that distance can affect the perception -- a state-

ment with which ue, at least, do not quarrel.

However, to then go on and say these photographs

do the job of helping us to understand that is absurd. Because

while Davis Besse apparently, one mile out, has no hill in

front of the tower -- but suppose one of the sites has scue I

hills. That's the problem. I agree they have got some

| |
t

1
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photographs of Davis Besse. And if what Davis Besso is sup-
;

p sed to look like is of relevance to this preceeding, it
2

should be in; but I can perceive no such relevance.
3

The question is: Distance will have no effect
4

between one mile and two miles, if at three-quarters miles
_

D

there is a mcuntain between you and the tower.
6

CHAIRMAN ROFM THAL: Mr. Backus, do you want to
.

7

8
*

MR. BACKUS: No thank you. I'm enjoying it all.

(Board conferring.)

CHAIRMAN ROSE 27 THAL: I think this may be a good
11

time for a mid-afternoon break.
12

We will recess for 10 minutes.
13

(Recess.)
14

and #14 CHAIP.AN ROSENTHAL: We will now return to the
15

record. The Board's ruling is as follows:
16

We will admit the photographs into evidence for
17

one, limited purpose, and for what they are worth for that'

18 |
purpose.

19.

The purpose is the one alluded to by Mr. Brenner:
20

to' establish the appearance of the Davis Besse tower at various
21

distances.
22

In considering it for that purpose, we vill bear in
23

mind fully the testimony of the panel to the effect that the
24

photographs of the tower at the shorter distances may not --
25
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1 indeed, I think the testimony was "do not" -- accurately

2 reflect the appearance of t2e tower to the visual observer at

3 those distances.

4 We will also take into account the observation of

5 Mr. Dignan that while this may be all well and good, subject

6 to that qualification with respect to the short-distance

7 photographs, insofar as Davis Besse .is concerned that in the-

8 case of a tower at another location the situation might be
.

quite different in terms of the impact at various dis +mne==g

because of differences in the terrain.to

And I +hinir that all counsel can rest assured that
33

the Board, in utilization of these photographs, will take into12

az unt all of the factus that I have just Mated.
13

So in the parlance, they are taken for what they
14

are w a y c n es.
15

e nw wrect. It ha been adjusted fu
16

the loss of time during the blackout.g
'

All right, on that basis 'the SAPL-Audubon itsrhihits
18

79-1 through 79-9, previously offered for identification, are
jg

a w admitted into evidence.
20

(The documents previously markedg

SAPL-Andubon Rschibits Nos. 79-1g

g , thru 79-9 for identification wea;e

received in evidence.)

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL; Mr. Backus, you may proceed.
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1 BY MR. BACKUS:

2 g Okay. Mr. Kline -- Dr. Kline, excuse me, if you

3 would look at No. 79-9, am I correct in assuming that the

4 puffs, I guess they are, are indeed puffs fra the vapor plume

that one seas in the middle of the photograph toward the left-5

6 hand side?

7 A (Witness Kline) Yes. The very faint puffs were*

a Puffs fra the cooling tower.
.

p G What kind of a day was it, by the way? Was there
.

in fact a bright blue sky on the horizon?
10

A Yes.
11

S And I gather the record should be clear that Davis
12

Besse is favored with just one cooling tower. Is that correct?
13

A one tower.
14

g It's a one-unit plant, at this point?
15

es.
16

0 Okay. When were you out there?
g

A This was in the - I believe it was a year ago in
.

!O

the winter. I can't -- I'm not sure of the exact mo. nth, but
7g

* """ "
20

G Now I think Mr. Raltman told us this tower was 493
cf.

feet high, and that the proposed towers for Seahrook 1 and 2
22

wherever located, would be 590 feet? Correct?
g

A (Witness Kaltman) That's correct.
g

"" *** #"* ** '

25

1
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; couldn't give us the dimensions, but they would be proportion-

2 ately larger in base diameter and top diameter, too? Is that i

3 your understanding?

L I.would assume the outlines of both towers tmuld4

be quite similar. .5

g okay.6

Now, Mr. Kaltman, we had see statements frm. counsel
7,

here, just More the mess, h de fact that one has to8

of course take into account the terrain involved in assessing'

g

the visual inpact of a structure like a cooling twer. I
10

take it you would agree with that?
;3

L Y***
12

S And I take it that -- I'm sorry to shift again,g

but, Dr. Kline, it would appear fra these Exhibits 79-1 through

79-9 that the terrain around Davis Besse is rather flat, is

16

L (Witness Kline) That's correct.

4 Now, turning to page G-57 on the Pilgrim Plant,-

* * * ""
10

.

* "' ** "#***"" " #" #
20.

A (Mr. Ealtman) There is variation in the terrain. I

don't know exactly what you mean.

S Well, for example, right at the beginni~y you

talk about a maximum elevation in this glacial ridge 595 feet

above mean sea level. Where is that?
25

1
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1 L That is -- That is Pir.e Hills.

2 % Can you identify that on the map on page -- well,

3 it would be G-61.

4 L G-617

5 g The page m uher isn't there.

G A Pine Hills runs almost north and south, in almost

7 the middle of the map.-

8 g ch, yes. It's between the coastal route 3A and
.

9 the divided highway, which is 3; correct?

to A That's correct.

11
g Now on each of the sections, you do have photographs

12 with superimposed towers. I take it that those towers are

drawn onto the photographs by an artist. Is that correct?
13

L That's correct.14

g And I trust eat see me@od was used to ensure eat
15

Wse reflected a scale appropr~iate to the area being photo-
16

graphed?
37

'

& That's correct.7g

O Now in fact, the terrain at the Pilgrim Plant is much
jg

.

more varied as to elevation than it is at Boabrook, is it not?
20

* I***
21

0 In fact, I note that you point out, at page 68 --g

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: That's ''G-68, * isu't it?
g

NR. BACKDS: I'm sorry. Thank you.g

O 2,
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1 BY MR. BACKUS:

2 0 G-68, that the towers would not be visible at all

3 fra most points in Plymouth Center, the locus of tourist

- 4 activity in the study area; correct?

5 A (Witness Kaltman) She towers would be partially

6 visible frca the hill right behind Plymouth Rock, but fra

7 most other areas in Plymouth the towers would not be visible..

8~ G So a visitor to Plymouth Rock would not see the
.

9 towers if he was at the shore?

10 A I think that's correct; yes.

11 g Okay.

12 Now further on down - and this puzsled me a little

13 bit -- this is in the last full paragraph, you say that the

14 NDCTs - which I understand to refer to natural-draft cooling

towers - would be in the area of visual interest at Pilgrim,
15

whereas this would not be the case at Seabrook.16

Now I take it that you're not talking about the area
37

'

of tourist interest at Plymouth, because you have said thatjg

they would not be visible, by and large, there.39
.

20 How do you define the area of visual interest at

Pilgrim?
21

A That statenant was made with reference to Priscilla22

Baach, the view of which is depicted on G-64, and it was myg

contention here that the towers would be visible to beachgcers
24

n t at ac and, thWore, wMn th& vhw shed, de the
25

1
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1 area of their visual interest.

2 g Well, I thought you made some statments in your

3 Seabrook discussion about the Seabrook towers would not be so

4 objectionable because the visual area of interest would be

5 towards the ocean for beachgoers.

6 A Yes.

7 g Well, a2.en't people at Priscilla Beach interested in-

. .

8 the ocean, too?
.

9 L Yes, but I also said that the area of visual interest

to would be up and down the beach; and at Seabrook, the towers

wouldn't intrude on a person 1 coking up and down the beach -
11

12 whereas, at Priscilla Beach, you would have that intrusion.

13 S Well, don't you think, Mr. Kaltnan, that the persons

on either beach are going to be affected by -- have a visual '

14

impact from th's towers as part of the entire terrain?15

Well, let me withdraw that.
16 , , , .

I

;7| If you are coming fra Seabrook Beach, or Hampton

h a , to get in your car, you are going to be walking .back'

10

facing the towers, are you not?;g
_

L Yes.20

S Okay. And what about Priscilla Beach? It would be
21

about the same situation, wouldn't it?
22

L No. At Priscilla Beach, the impact would be on the
23

individuals while they were at the beacht and at Seabrook, it
24

g| would be only when they were traveling to the beach or leaving

i

I
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1 the beach.

2 G Ce perhaps watching the sunset fr a the beach;

3 right?
I

4 A Well, if people go to Seabrook Beach to watch the

5 sunset, I assume they would be tapacted by that tower.

G G Would you doubt that they would do that?

7 A No, I don't doubt they do that, but I would assume-

8 that most of the people who go to Seabrook Beach go there to

.

g swim during the day and get to see the sun, and not to watch

10 sunsets.

11 9 You should try a beach party smetime.

12 (Laughter.)

WITNESS EALTMAN: I would also assume that if they13

34 were there for beach parties, their active visual interest would

be directed toward, other areas.
15

(Laughtar.)
16

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: That's your expert judgment.
37

'

(Laughter.)
18

WITNESS KALTMAN: I think the point is there is ajg
.

very different. relationship that the beachgoer at Seabrook has20

t the towers than a beachgoer at Priscilla Beach would have.
21

BY MR. BACKUS:22

4 That's your opinion?g

A Yes.g4

S What about the popularity of Priscilla Beach as ag ,

J
1.

. i
e

a'
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1 tourist attraction, compared with Hampton Beach, for example?

9 Do you have any figures on the relative number of beach-users2

3 on, say, a nico 4th of July weekend at the two beaches?

4 A I gave in this report the latest figures that we

5 had on beach use at Seabrook. There are no figures available

6 for Priscilla Beach.

7 My judgment would be, though, based on going to both'

8 beaches and looking at the extent of beach development, the
.

9 availability of parking, and the extent of the beach itself,

10 that use at Priscilla Beach is less than at Seabrook.

;} G And by "Seabrook," we also are including Hampton,

12 North Hampton?

13 A Yes. Yes.

14 G And so forth?

L Yes.35

0 Okay. Now also on page 68, you say - and I guess
16

this is in the area of asthetics again: "Because of its
37

.

relative lack of intrusiveness, the station with a once-through
18

cooling system at Pilgrim would be preferable to the proposedjg
,

station at Scabrook." And I take it that is with reference to
20

-

the visual impacts?
21

A Yes, it is.
22

0 I W u2d like to ask Dr. Kline the question, on
23

behalf of the staff, and.he can address this to whoever he
24

wants, or answer it if he wants, himself.
25

.
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1 Is that a generally true conclusion, beyond the area

2 of asthetics? In other words, if we were to find that

3 Mr. Hickey is unduly pessimistic about once-through cooling at

4 Pilgrim 3 and 4, and that the authors of DES in June of '74

5 accurately characterized the likely irpacts, what would then

6 be the staff's position about ths suitability of Seabrook-

7 Pilgrim, as ccxmpared to Seabrook?-

8 A. (Witness Kline) Yes. We have considered that
.

scenario where Pilgrim might be constructed with Units 3 andg

to 4 not having cooling ' towers. There are several things that --

well, not "several," but a few things that change when cooling
11

towers -- or when the site does not have cooling towers. With
12

cooling towers absent, we do feel that the site then gains an
13

asthetic advantage over Seabrook.
14

15
- It also gains a small advantage for the~ absence of

drift. However, relative to Seabrook, the impact on fisheries
15

loes increase with four once-through units at Pilgrim.
37

That is to say, that the impacts on fisheries at
'

18

Pilgrim with four once-through units are conalderably larger
19

.

than they would be at Seabrook with two closed-cycle units.
20

Now in addition to that --
21

B Let me ask you, right there. It has always been the
22

staff 's -,g,

MR. BRENNER: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman, I would like
g

the witness to finish his response and then Zir. Backus cang

follow it up.

I
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1 BY MR. BACKUS:

2 g All right. I will follow it up.

3 A ('ditness Kline) In addition to that, one of the

4 comparative factors - that being transmission lines -- doesn't

5 change in the new scenario. That is to say, that the Pilgrim

6 site would still require 239 miles of transmission corridor,

7 whereas Seabrook only requires 86..

8 G Now, Dr. Kline, it has been my understawling that

'

9 the staff has always taken the position that Seabrook, with the

10 proposed once-through cooling system, is a preferable plant to

13 Seabrook with the cooling towers, overall. Correct?

12 A The staff has taken the position that cooling towers

13 were not needed at Seabrook based on their assessment of the

14 fisheries and based on their assessment of where the intake

15 and discharge structures would be located.

15 g Well, I ami not sure that that's the question I

asked. Iat me just try -- the staff has always taken the17

'

is
position that Seabrook with the once-through cooling is a

;g preferable plant to seabrook with the towers, has it not?
.

20 on the overall cost / benefit balance, all environmental factors

considered?21

L Well, yes, I think that's true.22

0 I think that's true, too.23

And doesn't it follow - and if it doesn't, I wouldy

like to know why not -- that the staff would arrive at the same
25

i
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1 conclusion for Pilgrim? That the Pilgrim Plant with once-

2 through cooling is overall a better project than Pilgrim with

3 cooling towers?

4 HR. BRENNER: Excuse no, I believe that question

5 is a little vague. The Pilgrim Plant? Are we talking about

6 fcur units?

7 BY HR. BACKUS :
,

3 0 Yes, the four units. Particulerly having in mind the.

-

9 effect that Pilgrim is not sited in an area mutavuuded by a

10 salt marsh and estuary.

A (Witness Kline) Yes. The problem in defining what;3

12 is best for Pilgrim relates to determining where, along a

continuum of impact, one draws the line.
' ' ''

;3

14 h t w are e mparing here is Seabrook with a poten-

1 ct nf er es whM has, to a large tent, been15

remedied already by proper placment of intake and discharge16

structures.
37

"# * "" ~ * "" * * * * * * * *'

t8

comparing. At Pilgrim, we are talking about -gg
.

S You say, remedied by the hypo &hamia of coolingc0,,

towers?g

A No, by the - that is, I thought we were referring

to the once-thrcugh system being preferable?

O Well - I don't want to cut you off, but what I'm

trying to explore is the staff's consistent position has always
J,>
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1 been Seabrook can be built like a Burger King, anywhere you

2 vant it, either closed-cycle or open-cycles but now you are

3 saying that, at Pilgrim - well, I don't know what you're saying

4 about Pilgrim. That is what I want to know.

5 Suppose Pilgrim can be approved once through?

6 A We have considered that.

7 O Now if it's approved once through, how does it
.

stack up against Seabrook on its flat terrain, but with 590-8
'

foot cooling towers?9

A Asthetically, it 3mprovec relative to Seabrook.
10

That is, it is superior to Seabrook with respect to that factor.jg

However, in doing this balance, we have to construct
12

the total scenario, which includes the change in fishery to --

9 13

or the change in impacts to fisheries and the residual impacts '

14

of tranfE21ssion corridors.
5

"" " * * '# * * " * " ' " *
16

factor in isolation. The full set of tradeoffs is a genuine

@wed b ashks een mgrh is mushrd Wht'

tg

cooling towers; it is a genuine deterioration in fisheries
,9s

.

when one has four once-through units.

The thing that goes urmhanged is tran==iasion cor-

end 815 ridors which are substantially longer at Pilgrim.

1

23

24

25

i
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0 And would you characterize on G72 as a small
One 16.! avid L disadvantage to the site? Right?

3
A Y0s.

4
One has to make a distinction between a comparison

5
and an absolute impact, comparatively which is the mode

6
we operated in almost exclusively, until we got to the

'

7
very end. We asked the a staff to operate in a comparative

mode. At the end of that operation we began deciding what.

9 weight.c these comparisons deserved.

10 We think that the impacts of transmission

II corridors have in our experience been overstated. This

1 ~9 being the caso, we don't want to have a pendulum swing back

13 to neglecting them entirely. We think that transmission

I4 corridors, especially ccmbined, do have, let us say,

15 moderate level impacts which says they're worthy of

16 consideration, but they're not worthy of extreme weight

17 or extreme concern.,

I8 Q By the way, you are aware, of course, that

I9 the Seabrook site does require the opening of new-

20 transmission corridors?

21 A Yes. We have that -- not entirely. We have

22 that broken down. I think Yr. Gears can give you the numbers

U if you would like.

24 0 I will hold that for a minute.

25 MR. BRENNER: Excuse me, Dr. Kline, did you

i
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david 2 I consleta rour answer before Mr. Backus interrupted you

2 witl this, by the way,about the Seabrook transmission lines?

3 WITNESS KLINE: I thought my answer.was

4 compi.ete and that I was trying to precent that total

5 scont.rio of what changes, aesthetics and drift improved

S fishtries deteriorate and transmission remains the same.
.

7 MR. 3RENNER: Maybe I misunderstood Mr. Backus's

3 Iues tion. I thought way back he hid asked him for his
.

9 bottom -- Dr. Kline for his bottom line between Pilgrim

10 and Seabrook, given that change in scenario. I don't
. . , .

11 : trow if that's what he still wants.

12 CEAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Well, if he wants it,

13 he'll ask for it.

14 MR. BACKUS: Right.

15 MR. BRENNER: I thought he already had.

16 3Y MR. BACKUS:

17 0 Mr. Kaltman, just once again, on your conclusion
.

10 t1at the towers are worse at Pilgrim than at Seabrook,

19 is that based solely . upon the visibility frcm Pricilla-

20 leach and Manomet Heights?

21 A (Witness Kaltman) The visibility from those

22 nreas certainly is an important consideration. I thin k

23 nnother consideration is the relative quality of the

21 landscape at Pilgrim versus Seabrcok and the change which

25 would occur by introducing the towers.

O You think the quality in landscape is better at +

|
.
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1 (

9 avid 3
Pilgrim tnan it is at Sotbrock?

2

A Very definitely.
3

0 Gh.
4

MR. BACKUS: That's all I have on Pilgrim,
5

Mr. Chairman.
6

CHAIRMAli ROSENTHAL: Before you go on to your
,

7
next site, Mr. Backus, I think Mr. Farrar has a

G

question or two.'

9
BOARD EXAMINATION

10

BY MR. FARRtW:
11

Q Mr. Kaltman, on page G-61, that map of Pilgrim
12

environs --

9 13
A YEs.

14
Q A very simple question: if I hold the book

15
so that I can read the legend, Pilgrim Natural Draft

10
Cooling Towers, north is to tha left?

17
A Yes, it is.-

10
0 Okay. So if I turn the book 90 degrees so that

19.

I can read the writing on the map, north is straight up?

20
A Yes.

21
Q Okay. Have you ever seen -- this is a different

22
subject. That was just clarifying that.

23
Have you ever seen the Montague -- I can't

24 |
~ remember whether it's draft or final environmental

25
statement -- that has all those fancy red and green computer

i i
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1

91 avid 4
generated view sheds where it shows what -- for the

2

surrounding 10 or 20 miles, precisely which parts of the
3

terrain you would be able to stand at and see portions
4

of the tower?
5

A I'm very familiar with that, having worked on
6

that plant. I would like to comment on your use of the
7-

wrod " precise'there.'

8
In fact, the computer code which is used to.

9
produce that view shed does not take into account vegetation

10
or manmade objects so that the-view shed is overstated

'

11

by a very, very large amount.
12

O Okay. Did you think -- is that a big job to
13

do that?
14

My next question is: if it was done in
15

Montague, did you think of doing it for these sites;
16

you know, on this current study would that have been too

17
monumental a tack?.

18
A No, it's not a monumental task. Well, it

19
isn't. Ne chose not to use it because of the overstatement~

20
of the view shed.

21

0 okay. So in other words, it could be
22

misleading in the sense that in scae places your vegetation
23

would have a big impact and at others it wouldn't,g

"" "* " " *** " "*Y # I"" "E*# "9 ~~ "" #
25
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da'.'id5 1 one of those for each site, it wouldn't give us an

2 accurate picture because cach one would be more or less

3 overstated?

- 4| A Yes, that's correct.

5 CHAIPJ4AN FOSEMOHAL: How, I.Would'like to

6 ask counsel this, and that is whether -- I am nou

7 addressing Mr. Dignan and Mr. Brennor. I don't know whether.

8 Mr. Dignan you have some cross examination relative to
.

9 Pilgrim or Mr. Brenner has any redirect relative to Pilgrim.

10 If so, whether it would be your preference to do it

1 site by site; in other words, take that cross c:tamination

12 now or wait until such point at present unascertainble

13 when Mr. Backus has completed his cross examination on --

14 I take it's Phillips Cove and Millstone to come; is that

correct, Mr. Backus? From what you had indicated this
15

morning you were concentrating on those three lites.16

MR. BACKUS: That's right, and I have very
17

'

little on Millstone.18

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: So * what is your preference,
99

'
.

20 if any?

We'll start with you, Mr. Dignan.
21

MR. DIGNAN: I would prsfer to do all my cross22

examination at once.23'

MR. BRENNER: I would prefer to wait for redirect.g

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: All right. You don't have
25

i.. ;

.
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1

much on Millstone?

9davidG 2
MR. BACKUS: No, sir.

3
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Is that what you wero

4
planning to do next?

S
MR. EACKUS: Yes.

6
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Do you think you can do it

7*

within 45 minutes?

8
MR. BACKUS: I should think 30.

,

9
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: All right. Why don't

10
you proceed.

11 MR. BACKUS: Okay.

1 ~0 BY MR. BACKUS:

I
Q Gentlemen, as w Indicated, I justhave a few

I4 questions on Millstone. I think they'will',probably be

for Mr. Hickey.

16 Mr. Hickey, in your last paragraph you are
(

I7 talking about --
,

IO MR. BRENNER: What page, Mr. Backus?

19 MR. BACKU:. ' I-21.,

O BY MR. BACKUS:

2I 0 Entrainment units I and II and then units III
22 of tha tidal volume of Niantic Bay.

23 Then you say additional units would increase !-
i

M the percent entrainment by a factor equivalent to the

25 water withdraun.
,,
,

1 !
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1

avid 7 Can you give us any idea of what that

works out to.in terms of porcentages of the tidal flowI

3
'

in Niantic Bay?
J

,

A (Witness Hickey) No, sir, I did not compute
5;

that.
6

0 Okay --
7*

DR. BUCK: Mr. Backus, can I get a reference
8

on that please?-

9
MR. BACKUS: That's I-21, Dr. Buck.

10
DR. BUCK: Thank you vety much.

11

MR. BACKUS: Last paragraph.
12

BY MR. BACKUS:
13

Q Now, that same paragraph mentions semo concern
14

about adding to lobster larvae entrainment as you add more
,

15
units, correct?

16
A (Witness Hickey) Yes, sir.

17
Q Now, it has always been my undershnding that

.

18 '
the biologists clain that lobster larvae entrainment is

19
not a matter of concern at Seabrook, correct?'

20
A I believe that's true.

21
Q Why is that?

22
A Primarily because icbster larvae are oriented in

23
f the surface layers of the water column and with respect to
i

24 '
the intake at Seabrook, at Seabrook the intake is more or

25
less mid-water.

i

i

.
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1

david 8 Q Okay. Wouldn't a similar intake design be

available for additional units at Millstone thereby

3
alleviating the lobster larvae concern?

4
A An offshore intake nt Millstone would reduce the

5
potential for entrainment for lobster larvae.

3
Q Now, on page I-22, the third sentence, in the

.7-

first full paragraph - the third sentence at the end of
8

the first full paragraph says "n three unit operation would.

9
entrain an equivalent of 20 percent."

10
That's 20 percent of the total larval

11
population of theMillstona areas is that correct?

12
A Let me just read for one second if I may.

13
' believe that is with respect to 20 percent of the winter

14
flounder larvae of the t$ antic River population, as stated

15
in the preceding sentence.

16
0 Okay, so we're talking there about 20 percent

' of the winter flounder larval population in the Niantic
,

19
River, correot?

A I believe so.''

20
Q And I take it the staff has found that

21 an unacceptable rate of predation'' intofar as we have
22 two cperating units at Millstone and a third one approved
23 and under construction, correct?

24
A By staff do you mean myself or others, for

25
,,,,pg ,7

. _ _ _ _ . .
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david 9 1 Q Well, I suppose I should ask you. Do

2 you find as a member of the staff and an expert in aquatic

2 biology that that an acceptable rate of predation for the

4 three units either operating or under construction at that

5 site for that species?

6 A I'm not sure I can put an exact percentage level

7 on,say, this number would be and this number would not.*

8 For example, if 20 percent were unacceptable, would 15
.

9 percent be acceptable? I'm not sure I can do exactly that

10 but looking at the potential for impact with multi-unit

11 Operation at Millstone, the winter flounder population

12 stands to suffer because of entrainment as one factor.

13 0 Well, you spent some time telling us about your

14 concerns about the larvae of the winter flounder at

15 Pilgrim if an offshore intake was used.

Did you have any figures in mind of what the16

Predatien would be of the lobster larvae - the winter17
.

flounder larvae would be at Pilgrim that gave rise to
18

your concern was that as high as 20 percent?19.

A I'm a little confused by your question. Numbers
20

at Pilgrim versus numbers -- a percentage at Millstone?
21

0 Well, I don't think you gave us any numbers
22

at Pilgrim, and I guess I'm now asking you,in light of
23

this figure of 20 percent loss of these larme at Millstone, i
3 ,

what sort of numbers you were thinking of at Pilgrim |
- 25
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1

Gdavid10
when you expressed concern about the winter flounder

2
larvae at a once through. operation by a submerged intake

3
at a four unit operation.

4

A At Pilgrim, an analysis was done of two
5

unit operation based on unit I data, and it was predicted
6

that with two units at Pilgrim, there was a possibility
'

7
that the winter flounder population in the Plymouth-Duxbury

3
harbor could be reduced by a number that was given -- I-

9
believe it was 6 to -- 7 percent, I think. I can

10
cet the exact figures.

11

Q Is it in your testimony here?

12
A Yes.

13
0 I don't want to make you go back to it. If it's

14
here, we'll find it later on.

15
A Yes, it is. And that was with two unit operation,

16
Pilgrim I and II.

17
Q All right. What about with two more units-

18
there?

19.

A No number, specific number was given, but
20

with four once through units at Pilgrim, the populatiqn

21
which could be reduced by a base of 7 percent would stand

22
the risk of further reduction.

23
DR. BUCK: Excuse me. I'm a little confused

24 by the answer, and I think maybe there is some figures
'

mixed up here.

!
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davidll ! In thePilgrim unit you were entraining 20 percent, and

2 you said depress that by Niantic River adult population

3 in 35 years by 6 to 9 percent.

4 Now, you used the word depressed again for the

5 flounder at Pilgrim. I want to be sure that we're

6 talk ng about the same figures. Was the 6 to 9 per: cent ini

7 the Pilarim equivalent to - or the figure you used at*

G Pilgrim equivalent to the 6 to 9 percent long term
.

9 depression in the Hiantic River or to the 20 percent

10 entrainment?

11 WITNESS HICKEY: The long term depressica at

17. Millstone --

13 DR. BUCK: The 6 to 9 percent.

14 WITNESS HICKEY: 6 to 9 versus 7.3 peccent at

15 Pilgrim.

16 DR. BUCK: Okay, I want to be clear that

17 we are not cc:nparing the two improper numbers.
'

ta BY MR. BACKUS:

19 Q Where is that reference on Pilgrim?
.

20 A (Witness Hickey) Pilgrim, on page G-21, the

21 first full paragraph.

22

23

24

25

! |

1
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; O I notice that there yca have got a reference to a

40-year operaticnal life, and at other points in this testicony f2

I renenber seeing references to n 30-year cperational life. Do
3

you know which figure was used in regard to Millstone hypothesis4
i

here on I-2275
i

DR. BUCK: It says "35."
G

MR. BACKUS: I does? Ch, I'm scrry. You're quite
7,

right. Okay. Thank you.g

~

BY HR. BACKUS:
g

Y* "' " 9" ~

10

CHAIRMAN ROSENEAL: Is that "I"?
g

* '* **

12

BY MR. B7fKUS:

I
O - you say there that the Millstone site - the

population distribution in the area surrounding the Millstone

site as shown on Table 1 indicates that the current population

f density exceeds the staff population density criteria; and |
17 1

! although the Millstone applicant's projections appear to be on'

18 |

| the high side, the indicaHrms are that the population density
.

criteria will be exceeded over a wider area in 1980, and also
20 ,

at the end of plant life.

Now I tuald just like to kr:ow: By how much do the ,

''
figures in that table, Weh is at I-54, exceed the staff's

23

! population density criteria, and which figures are the ones that

are in er. w ?
25i

|
: i
! i

--
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& (Witness Kline) The population density criterid88

9 that are referred to here appear in Reg Guide 4.7, and that

criteria is 500 people per squnre mile.

#

O Is that the same 500 per square mile that

Mr. Farrar as asking about earlier?

A Yes. I might call your attention to the subsequent

paragraph irdicating tha consequences of that.
,

O Right. I'm aware of that.

A Okay.-

9

MR. FARRAR: Mr. Backus, you never got an answer to
10

your question, which was: Where does it exceed --
11

BY MR. BACKUS:
12

4 Right.
13

Well, where does it exceed the 4.7 Regulatory Guide
14

of 500 per square mile?
15

A Ch, I meant to imply that any number in excess of
16

500 did exceed it.
17

MR. FARRAR: And in those last three columns?-

18

WITNESS KLINE: Yes. On page I-54.
19

'

BY MR. BACKUS:
20

g so is it the population density, people per square
21

mile, that we look to, instead of the emulative population for
22

the application of that Regulatory Guide?
23

A (Witness Kline) I would again like to indicate that
24

the staff put no great reliance on this number in its conclusio:,:s

25
,
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and that --

y

g I m s rry, but can you anawer the qucpflon? |2

n . -.. : I.. . ,, .r. .ai - ., I . ,.i.,
,

to object. The witness is answerizs the questien. He was
4

interrup ted.
5

MR.. BACKUS: No, he is not.
6

CHAIPMAN ROSENTHAL: I don't think that answer was
7,

**
8

BY MR. BACKUS:-

9

G The question, Dr. Kline, was For purposes of

determining compliance with Regulatory Guide 4.7, is it the

last three columna relating to population density that are

important? Oc is it th ;umulative population in the first,

or left-hand three columus?
14

A (Witness Kline) Regulatory Guide 4.7 I do not
15

believe addresses cumulative population; it is population
16

density.
17

4 okay. And forgive me, it has been sometime since-

18

I worked with Regulatory Guide 4.7. How far out does one go in
19

'
' miles with this 500-stile-person-per-square-mile s*mndard?

20

L I don't recall.
~

21

MR. BACEUS: Do you have any objection, Brother
22

Brenner, to furnishing me with a copy of 4.7, if you have one?
23

MR. BRENNER: I don't have one. Whether or not I
24

have an objection, I don't - if I had one - I guess tre don't-
25

.
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to reach --
,

a

i MR. DACEUS: I assume you've got one at the office

*
of your staff in Washington?

MR. 3RENNER: Sure. 17han I got backe I'n be happy

to mail you one, if that's what you'ro asking.

MR. BACKUS: That's what I'm asking, if you don't
6

have it here.
7*

BY MR. BACKUS:
8

G Wen, were you aware, when this paragraph was-

9
written, that a good many of these population figures are higher

10

at Seabrook than they are at Millstone, these population-density
11

figures?
12

' A (Witness Kline) No, I did not monitor the staff
13

expert as he wrote these analyses.
14

0 You didn't check over these figures to see if they
15

jibed with the conclusions that were being arrived at?
16

A What " conclusions"? We didn't bring these into the

17
conclusions..

18

G Well, I assumed there was same purpose in including
19

'in your analysis and comparison with Seabrook the fact that, as'

20
the testimony states, the current population density exceeds the

21
staff's population-density criteria at the Minstone site?

22
A Wen, the consequences of that - the only reason

23 -

it's in there is that, following the guidance of 4.7, we would

24
anticipate that if new units had to be placed at Minstone, that

25 I

,
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would in turn cause a new alternative-sito investigation to be
3

initiated. I.e. , if for no other reason, at least, population
2

criteria.
3

tiR. FARRAR: Dr. Klino, why would you assume that,
4

if you knew 'tM were sitting here ready to tell you you
,

g .

F

couldn't do that?-

3

I take it the Commissicn has not yet reversed any
.

7

of our decisions, and we have said it several times - always
g

~

unaninous - that you just can't do that.
g

'

Why are you still doing that?

WITNESS KLINE: I am not sure I understand what you
11

are referring to that we can't do there.

MR. DIGNAM: They can, and do, do it.
13

Mr. Farrar, I don't want to se' m like a wise guy,
14

but you're bringing up something that disturbs any applicant.
' The Commission has endorsed the fact that the staff essentially

15

can tell you whether you are going to get a hearing or not,
17 ,

and what the staff does if you come in with one of these sites,'

18

they say they won't let you go to hearing until you go find
19.

another site. That's what they do.
20 .

The one site that was thrown out was kicked out
21

before they ever got to hearing on the staff's statement that
22

they just wouldn't be ready for a hearing until one was fottnd.
23

MR. FARRAR Let me rephrase my question.
24

Suppose there were nothing else wrong with Millstone,
25

.

d
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1
other than it had over 500 peopic? You know, that otherwise

2 it was the most glorious site we have ever seen.

3 I think what you just said was that wouldn't be

4 enough. You would not be willing to tako that as an alterna-

tive.5

WITNESS KLINE: No, I'm not saying that at all.
S

What I am saying is that any site that is sulznitted7.

to us bas to be accompanied by - well, has to be submitted in
8

the form of an application of sc:ne kind which, in turn, requires
*

g

an analysis of alternative sites.to

We are not now using a population criterion to
33

exclude any site that might appear in that group. However, the
12

plation criterion, as I now understand it, is still used to
13

initiate a more detailed alternative-site analysis if in fact
14

ggered.
15

MR. FARRAR: Okay, let me see if I follow that, and
16

if I am wrong, correct me.

What you are saying is: That if a company-comes in'

g

with a proposed site, the site they really want to use, and it'sg
.

in excess of 500, that will get you people thinking a little
c0

~

more, making sure he's done a good job on alternatives. Am I
g

right so far?g

WITNESS KLINE: Yes.

MR. FARRAR: Are you also saying that if the company

comes in with a site that is under 500, and Mr. Backus ccmas up

.

I
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1 L with some other sites that look protty goed but thsy are over

2j 500, you are not going to give them nuch credence?

3 WITNESS KLINE: No. I think, in the light of -

4 MR FARRAR: You would make Fx. Backus look for s ee

5 other -- that's the one that concerns me there -- concerns me

G now. Mr. Dignan alco has a concern.

WI'INESS IC.INE: I guess I am getting a little7 ;,-

8 confused, now.

'

What is the last question?9

MR. FARPAR: Okay. If the application itself, for
10

the Seabrook or whatever, is for a site that is under 500 --
3

1

12 |
WITNESS ELINE: Yes.

MR. FAREAR: -- and the intervenors come in and have
13

ame alternatives -- they say " turn down their proposed sitegg

because here is a better alternative" -- okay?
15

S E: Yes.
16 .

HR. FARRAR: And that better alternative is over
37

'

500-per-square-mile, what do you do in that instance?
'

3g

S : The phme we are mw fonMg h
10

'

I

20 |
that population would not, in and of itself, tip the case. It

' would be considered along with all of the other factors in the
sq

analysis. Ard the criterion we used in this casa - which is,
g

!

to some extent, new - is that the overall weight of avidence'

a,, i
t

i would in fact decide what the staff rar mmendation were to be.,44 .

., ! So that we muldn't, in making the decision, focus
, , ,

i
!

I
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1 exclusively on population or accord it an extraordinary weight.

2 However, the population, as it is stated in here, might well
1

3 trigger a more detailed look.

4' MR. FARRAR: Okay. I can see it triggering a more
1.

5 detailed look when it is the principal proposal before you.

G When it is It. Backus's alternative, you mean a more detailed

7 look at that one? Or a more detailed look to see if.there are-

8 other alternatives?
.

9 WITNESS KLINE: I'm sorry. I missed that point.

10 We are not going to look for alternatives to alter-

tt natives.

12 MR. FARRAR: Right. So what do you do with

13 Mr. Backus's proposal? I think what you just said is you throw

14 it in the balance?

15 WITNESS KLINE: We just throw it in the balance.

16 HR. FARRAR: For whatever it's worth. Okay.

Now on "for what it's worth," we talked about this;7

%

a couple of hours ago, and I'm sitting here thinking that I18

didn't ask the final question - I touched on this, but I didn't
.

19

ask the final one.20

Let's say we throw it in for what .it's worth -
33

600 people per square mile -- and you have this misgiving that22

this is in excess of the guideline, and I'm sitting here and( 23 |
saying: Well, okay, I want to give that what it's worth.24

Should I think of it in terms of worrying about these people
25

t i
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1 getting -- there are too many peopic nearby getting the normal

2 doses, you know, released in the ordinary course of operation,

3 or too many people nearby threatened by the large doses fr a an

4 accident, or both?

5 WITNESS KLINE: I don't believe that I'm in a posi-

6 tion now to answer questions as detailed as that.

7 HR. FARRAR: Fair enough.*

8 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Mr. Backus?
.

9 BY'MR. BACKUS:

10 0 Well, Dr. Kline, what puzzles me about this is the

11 fact that on this page I-58 you included a statement that

12 " current population density exceeds criteria from Reg Guide

13 4.7 at Millstone," and then you go on to say in the next

14 paragraph that "we interpret this to mean that before Millstone

would be selected as the preferred alternative to Seahrook, wo
15

would require a demonstration that there are overall economic,16

environmental, or other factors which favor the~ Millstone site
37

.

over other alternative sites with other population densities."
18 ,

Then in your conclusion section on page I-61, you
,

jg

Point out that the population densities are lower, but you say20

"not significantly lower than that 'for Seabrook."
'21

Now if you put all those together, what I want to22

know is why the paragraph you put in here about " overriding,

g

eco e, e onnental, or othar factors" W W to be involval
24 ,

with the site isn't put into the text regarding Seabrook?g

i
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'

1 1 (Witness Kline) I guess I didn't quite follow the

9 i -

2 question. Could we - I don't understand what the question is
|
.

I
3 with reference to Saabrook, now.

!
i

4 g Ckay. It was a little long. Let me try and |

5 shcrten it.
-

,

You make a statement here in your Millstone discus-
6

sion about exceeding some guidelines on population density.'

7

3 Correct?
.

L Yes.9

G You go on to point out in the conclusion that theto

population densities are lowru f han that from seabrook,
g

although you say, "not significantly lower."
12

DR. BUCK: Excuse me. Is that what that sentence
g

means? Top of I-61.
14

* "" *** ** * *
15

this. I would have to take the sentence at face value.

DR. BUCK: Well, is it a fact, if you go back to

.

*** **' * I* ~ ~ * * "*
18

less, even though it's not significantly? Is it less than
,9-

20

WITNESS KLINE: There is a mi. zed response. There are

instances where it is less at Millstone, and other sectors

I where it isn't.
23

ER. BACKUS: Do you have more?

i DR. BUCK: What I was trying to find out here, I read
25

i
!

I
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1

1 the previous paragraph before that, and I read this - or

2 thought the staff was looking at a conclusion. You have got

3 to find something that is significantly lower before you do

4 something.

5 The nect sentence, they point out that it is not

6 significantly lower. I don't think that statement means that

7 it is lower; I * hink they're saying that, in our conclusions,-

8 in order to find see preference here, we have to find smething
.

g that is significantly lower.

10 Now I may be misinterpreting that, but - it's a

11 confused sentencs.

12 WITNESS EI,INE: It's a confused sentence. And let

13 me point out, the guidelines under which this was written for

14 theseg the reviewers were given an instruction to in fact reach

15 conclusions, fact by facter, with regard to their writeups.

16 These are conclusions that we did not guider we just 4

they received the technical review in their own branch, not
17

-

fr a project management. So that, in these -- in the section
18

dealing with accident analysis, this is not the way they normally
, 39

20 write testimony in a comparative mode. In the accident analysis,

they write testimony in comparison to standards.
21

So that we have sort of force-fit one of the reviewers22

into a cmpartive mode of doing an analysis, and it does cme23

out smewhat awkwardly for him.g

MR. FARRAR: That's exactly what's wrong with that
25

l..

.
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first paragraph on I-61, isn't it?

In other words, he's comparing Millstone to Reg

Guide 4.7, instead of Millstone to Seabrook, which is what he

ought to be doing?

WITNESS KLINE: Yes.
5

MR. FARRAR: In other words, assuming Dr. Buck's

,
question elicited fre you the answer that Minstone is better

in see respects but worse in a little, let's assume that

generally, anG we would have to look at -- capare the tables'

9

more carefuny - if Minstone is generany better than Seabrook ,

10

than shouldn't that second sentence say that Millstone would
11

be preforred; it has fewer people -- if it had fewer people, it
12

would be preferred, although perhaps not significantly?

9 13

DR. BUCK: But the guide says that you prefer a
14

site if the population is "significantly lower," and I think
15

they are saying here that this site is not significantly lower;
16

therefore, it is not meeting the guide for preference.
17

- MR. FARBAR: Let me try another possibility on the
18

witness. _

19-

Suppose the phrase, lines 2 to 3, using the guidance
20

given Regulatory Guide 4.7, that areas of low population density
21

are preferred -- suppose that was left out?
22

WITNESS KLINE: Yes?
23

MR. BRENNER: I'm sorry, Mr. Farrar, I lost you?

24
Which paragraph?

23

.
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1 MR. FARRAR: Page I-61, paragraph one, lines 2 and

2 3, the phrase beginning "using" and ending " preferred."

3 MR. BRENNER: Thank you.

4 NR. FAREAR: Would that leave us with a better,

5 more censible sent'ence?

G In other words, then it would follow fra the first-

7 sentence: " Density isn't significantly Iower, hence Millstone-

8 would not be preferred"?
.

9 WITNESS KLINE: Yes. Just leaving his reference to

10 Regulatory Guide 4.7 out of it, and keeping the mode of action

j; here, a puro comparative one, that is to say " caparison of

12 Populations at Millstone versus Seabrook," then I think it

13 would be a true statestent that, in effect, there is really

14 nothing much to choose between them.

15 He has phrased it in a way that says Millstone would

16 not be Preferred in comparison to Seabrook, and that, too, arises

fr a the instruction to compare every site to Seabrook.37
'

All he is saying is that he wouldn't have any basisgg

for ccaing on strong in favor of Millstone.
39 ;

E. FARRAR: h y. Go ahead.20

WITNESS KLINE: That's all I have to say.
21

MR. FARR&R Okay. Now maybe that's how I mightg

rewrite the sentence, sitting here myself, if I were writing it,g

but we don't know, do we -24

WI'JNESS KLINE: I'm sorry, I can't --25
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1 MR. FARRAR: -- you don't know what went through

2 his mind when he wrote that sentence, so you don't know if

3 illegitimate, improper concerns affected his thinking when he

a wrote it.

5 -WITNESS KLINE: I know that the accident analysis

*

6 reviewers do like to hang their hat on Regulations or guidance

7 more than comparison, and that's why he likes to drag these,

references in.8

L think those of us who are more accustomed to'

9

NEPA analysis are a little more cm fortable with pure compara-10

tive mode, without necessarily referencing s+nnaards,g

DR. BUCK: I think he's trying to get both in here.
12

WITNESS ELINE: Yes.g

DR. BUCK: I think that's what happened in this

# * *
15

end 417 WIms Em Yes, I Md M Ed.,g

17
.

18

19
.

20

21

22

23

24

0 -
|
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T18
1 uR. BUCK: Excuse me, Mr. Backus, I wanted

FELT 2ER/

9mm 2 to be sure because I didn't read that sentence as making

3 a direct statement that the Millatone population was lower,

4 population density was lower than Seabrook. Thht was the

5 point I was trying to make.

G BY MR. BACKUS:

0 Well, I do understand, Dr. Kline, that the7,

gr und rules of this study that you laid out right_from8

W ve n Mrst -- and I haw n't p t & page reference in
*

g

mind -- was that Seabrook was to be the reference case. TTeto

comparisons were to be with Seabrook.g

Right?
12- ,

A (Witness Kline) Yes.

9 O And what you are now saying in your questioning '

g by the members of the Board, that you suspect that.,is .

not what hsppened, at least with regard to-the second

sentence on the .first paragraph on I-61.

Right?-

10 -

A I suspect that the reviewer did permit his
19

.

analysis to be slightly contaminated in this case by his

customed mode of action which is in reference to guides.

s' T standards.

Q All right.
23

Now, just to conclude here, since we have been
24

talking about low and high and significantly, I would just
25

I

.
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m 1 like to see if, for the purpose of the record, you would

2 agree with me that looking at the population density

3 columns on Millstone as found on page I-54, and then at the

4 omparablo columns for Seabrook at page A-60, that Millstone

5 has lower figures in every instance except the following:

G Under the 1970 column at three miles out, four

7 miles out, five miles out and ten miles out; and under the-

8 1980 column at four miles out, five miles out and ten miles
.

9 out.

10 Now I don't know as you need to1 rouble yourself

33 with that' how, but I would like to have your agreement that

I
12 that is an accurate statement, if it is.

13 MR. BRENNER: Mr. Chaiman, the tables speak

for themselves. I am not sure if we have to walk ' trough14

15 all these now to get Dr. Kline's agreement to what is printed.

16 MR. BACKUS: It is convenient to have these things

in the r ecord at the time you are discussing them.37

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: The tables are here, Mr. BArbus18 ,

19 and I think,as Mr. Brenner correctly states, they speak
,

20 for themselves.

MR. BACKUS: As I say, I just think it is sometimes21

c nvenient t have these things in the record as wel as in
'

22

g; a separate exhibit.
!

MR. BRENNER: Well, you got it in the record withoutg

his answer, is my point.
25

.1
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mu3 MR. BACKUS: All right.
3

That is all I have on Millstone.2
,

.. ,_ A.: .r. m _ . o is e e _ m e _ we,

are talking about who wrote these population --

, WITNESS KLINE: His name is Falk, F-a-1-k,
a

Cantor.
6

MR. FARRAR: Do you happen to know where he is at* 7

this moment?
8

WITNESS KLINE: He is at NRC Headquarters. He is
-

9
'

on standby to be called if needed.
10

MR. FARRAR: Thank you.
11

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
12

. Well, I don't think there

is any reason to - Mr. Brenner, the Board will consider
13

as soon as we adjourn, whether or not we want to take
14

advantage of the standby. status of Mr. Cantor, and we will
15

notify you, I would say, within 5 to 10 minutes of
16

adjournment.

17

So,if you would be so kind a7 not to leave-

la

immadiately. Other parties, if they are interested in the
19.

Board's ruling can remain as well.
20

MR. BRENNER: I wonder, after you are done, but
21

be6re you recess to consider calling Mr. Cantor, if I may'

22

make a comment or two, that may fall into your consideration?
23

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Oh, yes. We will give you
24

9 an opportunity to be heard on the subject.
25

Before we recess, I wculd like to get the views

.
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nn4 1 of counsol, and I suppose this is particul.arly our commuting

2 counsel, Messrs. Dignan, Gad and Backus, as to how they

3 would feel about starting at 9 o'olock in the morning rather

4 than 9:30.

5 I did note this morning the presence of
,,

6 Mr. Dignan hera prior to 9, but he might want a margin of

7 safety..

8 I would like to get your views on that.

.

9 MR. DIGNAN: 9 is fine with the Applicant,
,

to Mr. Chairman.

11 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Mr. Backus?

12 MR. BACKUS: I really don't care. The extra half

13 hour is kind of nice for purposes of getting a few things out

g of the way in my office.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Well, if it is a matter of --15

MR. BACKUS: I think if there is any doubt about16

finishing tomorrow, I think we probably should make it at 9.37

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: I have no way of knowing
'

gg

19 whether we will finish it tomorrow in any event, because I
.

20 don't know, obviously, what the dimensions of the cross

21 aramination on the Phillips Cover site in your part will

22 be, nor what the dimensions of the avamination of the other

counsel or the members of the Board will be. So that I23

couldn't --g

e .. - ,: - ,..tsa,, .Ch. ,I,,
_
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1 also have something on the Seabrook site itself, not verymm5

2 extensive.

3 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: All right, the Seabrook site

4 also.

5 So I would haveto say that the 9 s'olock, if we

6 start at that time, would carry with it no watranty that we

7 will finish tomorrow, as much as that would be, I am sure,-

8 in the interest of counsel as well as the members of the
.

9 Board.

10 So, what is your pleasure, Mr. BAckus?

n I don't want to - if you have got th ings that

12 You wish to attend to in your office in the morning --

MR. BACKUS: I can be here at 9.13

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: All right. We will theng

nvene at 9.15

Two things before we adjourn. Mr. Farrar has a16

question about the Water Act.g,

~

MR. FARRAR: Having left my Water Act inyg

Washington, I, for the life of Inn, can't remember.;-- we havejg

20 talked a lot today about the impact on the fisher,ies from
,

the intake. Now EPA can tell you to have cooling towers
21

because your water you are discharging is too hot.g _ ,

can counsel each quickly give me their opiniong

on whether EPA can make you have cooling towers because of

9 , the.excessives -- ths fish being killed because of the intake.

1

!
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mms ' 11 I know there is a special provision that they can

2 require the best possible intake system. But, can they also

3 make you have towers simply because of the intake, rather

4 than tha. intake?

5 . Dignan, you probably have dealt with this

more,
6

MR. DIGNAN: I hope Mr. BAckus will agree with7,

. 8 what I say, although it will come out differently as to
* whether he likes it.g

10 EPA has interpreted their statute to say that

*
they can, on the theory that they read 316(b) where it says;;

you shall have the best available location, technology, and12

all th at to mean that if they think e intake is too

9 13

large, in ther words the volume going through is such that14

* * ' 'I "" *# Y" ** N *15

"9 " " " " " ' aMe a MPresents hat16

technclogy. That is their interpretation of 316(b).

-

, m as ye n Pu sen WN
18

,

with a chance to rule on that definitively, one way or theg

*#* " * * " #8 " "I"*I "I20
, ,,

,

statute at this time as far as I know. -

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Any disagreement with that?

MR. BACKUS: I don't know whether I agree or

disagree, but I wonder where you got it? Is that one of

Costal's opinions?
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mm7 1 MR. DIGNAN: No. This is tha Agency's point of

2 view as expressed in hearings. Also one of the opinions in

3 the Seabrook case.

4 The first costal opinion affirmed their staff's
I

S V iewpoint on that, even though we -- We didn't argue it, the

6 other utility group argued it.

7 So far as I know, that remains the A,gency'.s..

8 interpretation, Mr. Parrar.
.

*
~

MR. BACKUS: If it will assist you, Mr. 'Farrar, Ig

10 can bring you a copy of that decision tomorrow.

11 MR. FARRAR: Does anybody have the Water Act up here?

12 MR. BRENNER: I don't, unfortunately. If you do

13 get hold of a copy, I don't have any opinion on what

14 Mr. Dignan just said. I just don't know.

MR. BACKUS: I can furnish you a copy of the Water15

Act.
16 I also see they have got the USCA in the library,

Mr. Farrar.g

gg MR. FARRAR: Fine. , e* *

MR. BRENNER: Something that might help you if you19
.

20 do get hold of a. copy, I believe one of Ene sections referenced

21 'in Secti n 401 as one of the requirements we look at as to

wbsther to issue a 401. It does talk about intake. I believeg
'

it may have been the section that was added by amendment, andg

303 comes to mind. But, it 'may be 313.

MR. BACKUS: The intake section - 316(b).
I
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n:mk8 1 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Mr. Brenner, we will hear

2 you briefly before recess. I might say this is not going to

3 be a formal ruling in the record. Indeed, the reporter

4 will not need to remain if she does not want to. Rat we will

5 hear you e briefly before we recess for the day.

6 And ther.,we will, as I say, come back and
* 7 announce.

8 MR. BRENNER: I think you need to keep in mind the-

.

9 extent .o which the conclusions in the accident analysis

to section, which was being discussed in seine detail with

11 Dr. Kline, were brought forward to the bottom lines, if you

12 will, in each conclusion, Section 10 of the sites to datermine

13 Whether or not you need Mr. Cantor.

-

14 I believe that Dr. Kline can testify the way, if

15 any, that those subconclusions with respect to the population

16 density guidelines were given in the conclusion section. I

17 think you will find -- and this is subject to your verification -

.

18 that of the sites we aretalking about now, only Phillips

je Cove even features that aspect. The conclusion does state
,

20 that Phillips Covu has a significantly lower population density

'

21 than Seabrock.

22 And I believe that Dr. Kline in as capable as

23 any of the witnesses, in fact more so, to discuss the

weight that factor ha's in relatioit to the'other factors ong

Phillips Cove.25
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: m9
9

MR. FARRAR: Ara you the same Mr. Brenner who,

several hours ago, was badmouthing Mr. Kline for what ha'

3
didn't know about the subject?

'

4
i

MR. 3RENNER: I think you have to draw the
5

distinction between the details of what was written in this
6

section, and section 10.
* 7

Dr. Kline can talk about section 10. But if you
8-

want a witness to talk about his knowledge of what he can.

9
do with the Reg Guide, you may have some good questions and

to
he may, or may not, have some good answers. Blt I don't

11
know how material it is going to be to what we chose to do

12
in this analysis.

13
I don't know if this helps, but in discussing

14
what goes into testimony, there are obviously tradeoffs betweet

15-

the views of difforent people. My views, among others.

16
There is before the Staff a proposed rulemaking

to amend a porticn of Part 100, I believe it is, that does.

18
involve this population density criteria. Ttfere are

*
people who are more or less sensitive to using phrases like

20
thac as a result of the fact that rulamaking is going on,

21
that does not necessarily have a bearing on the relative

22
balances that the Staff in this testimony which is before

23 you gave!the po1 population density when ycu look at the
go

conclusions.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Thank you, Mr. Brenner.
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mm10 1 MR. DIGNAN: Mr. Chairman, before you go, in

/2 light of that statement, I would like the Board to consider

3 something also in reaching its ruling.

4 MR. BACKUS: Excuse me, will the Chairman
\

5 excuse me?

6 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Yes, you may be excused
,

7 Mr. Backus.-

8 MR. DIGNAN: And idtat I am asking you M, coneMer.

*

9 may lead to a request that the Staff produce Falk Cantor.

10 As the record is left now, if I heard everybody

33 correctly in the questioning, the colloquy between

12 Mr. Farrar and the witness panel, it is left that

13 Cantor mado a mistake because he compared the site with the

14 Reg Guide as opposed to with SEabrook, and that is the

bottom line.15

16 My problem is that that is one way to read this.

There is an equally good interpretation of this lar.guage,
*

and I ,must admit was the one that I had made before this
18

39 happened and the Staff agreed with Mr. Ferrar's interpretation.
.

And that is, Reg Guide 4.7 has two types of guidance; one20

is the upset figure, so called, of 500 per square mile. The

ther guidance that is given there is this general policy it22

has about going for lower population, significantly lower.

I read him as simply saying, hence, using theg

g -e_eg1 r.mth. -ee.t,o.e.n.t _r, _ t,,

i
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mil 1 until it is significant. I now find the two sites to be

2 the sa:v,. -

3 Now, if that is what he meant by that statement,

4 the record does not reflect what Falk Cantor meant, given
i

5 the anauers that came from the panel.

6 Now I am not saying that Mr. Farrar and the panel's

7 interpretation is incorrect. I am saying I would like you.

8 to think about that as you decide whether to bring Falk.

~

g Cantor on, because there is an equally good reading of this

10 that he has been absolutely accurate in what he is saying here

11 and that he has not made a comparison with the' Reg Guide

12 but he has compared Seabrook with Millstone, using the

13 Reg Guide standards, meaning you don't come out one way or

14 another unless you have got a significant differ p o.
DR. B M W. DJ.gnan,'that is the very point15

I was trying to make. Thank you. I think you have done a16

better job in doing it, than when I was trying to'get it37
*

out of the witnesses.
' ~

18
,

19 E. BMR I new r disagreed M W at
c

20 R.td.pretation.

21 You know, my statament stands, notwithstanding
i

Mr. Dign4c a e mments in terms of what I think is important22

in this area in this case,

CHAIRMIM BOSENTHAL: All right.g

We will now formally recess for the day, to
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mm12 1 resume at 9:00 o' clock tomorrow morning.

2 And we will indicate very shortly what our

3| wishes are with respect to Falk Cantor.

4 (Whereupon, at 4:50 p.m., the hearing in
,

5 the above-entitled matter was adjourned, to resume at

6 9:00 a.m. on Tuesday, 16 Janut.ry 1979)
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